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AUTHOR
R.A.(Bob)Lamond is OBE Over Bloody Eighty ! - a retired
Chartered Accountant – former National Audit Partner at one
of the Big Three firms, who, from the age of six, when he
disassembled his elder sister’s watch and could not
reassemble it, has been fascinated with mechanics and
automobiles.
An Austin 7 Nippy sports was his first love, in the 1950’s
he and a friend acquired at no cost several Austin 7’s in
vari-ous states of decay, removed the bodies, enhanced the
engines etc. and went hill-climbing at Foley’s Hill, Mona Vale
and around NSW. Six months flying Tiger Moths at
Bankstown Aerodrome on National Service age 18 enhanced
his fascination followed by MG TF 1500, TR 3, XKI20,
MGA 1600 C, three Mustangs, MB 450 SLC, Gold Star
Mustang Mach 2.
Nearing retirement Bob turned his interest to pre 1919 Veteran Cars buying and restoring over eight
years a 1912 six litre air-cooled Franklin. During that period he bought a 1910 Brush Runabout D26 .
So began his love affair when Bob learnt about the Brush being the first car Australia in 1912
Bob and his mate John Simmons in 1992 commemorated that incredible drive by driving his Brush
from Perth to Sydney. In 1996 they drove the Brush from Darwin to Melbourne to commemorate the
historic1926 Bean drive by Francis Birtles. In 2001 Bob, supported by a great group of friends, drove his
Brush “Around Australia” 14,790 kms, 80 days including 20 days on display as a National Linking Event
of the Commonwealth Centenary.
In 2012 Bob initiated, directed and as Entry No. 1 led an International Centenary Expedition driving/
riding thirty-one 1 or 2 cylinder motor cars/bikes from the Start by WA Governor Malcolm McCusker at
Government House Perth to the Finish with NSW Governor Marie Bashir at the GPO Martin Place
Sydney, honouring the heroes of the 1912 First Motor Crossing –Sid, Frank, Rex and the 1912 Brush.
Bob this year completed and published “The Brush Runabout – Everyman’s Car 1907 – 1913” A tribute
to A P Brush, self taught engineer, designer and manufacturer of the Brush Runabouts, with details of
models, historic photos and 2016 World wide Photo Catalogue of 130 Brush Runabouts and their
owners.
Cartoon of Bob by his good friend Warren Brown,
Author of
“Francis Birtles” Australian Adventurer
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CH A P T E R 2

Author’s Notes
This is the Model F Brush Runabout used on the 1912 First Motor Crossing of Australia.
10 Horse Power, One litre Single
Cylinder, Low, High and Reverse
Epicyclic Gearing, Hickory Timber Axles and Chassis, Extended
Coil Springs and Friction Shock
Absorbers, Differential and Twin
Chain Drive.

I seek to give readers a picture of the day by day events of this heroic expedition, of the
two men who faced this massive challenge and won - and of the Model F Brush Runabout which
absorbed the constant bumps and ditches of the terrain carrying a massive overload and brought
Sid, Frank and Rex to Sydney.
My tale is based on facts and fiction – fiction that, I believe from my own experience,
appropriately fills in the background of this amazing expedition. I have the benefit of Frank’s
writings in the Lone Hand immediately following their arrival in Sydney, newspaper reports
based on Frank’s wires and interviews, Sid’s interviews and the memories of Sid’s relatives.
Sadly, Frank in his subsequent writings painted a picture that enhanced his role to a point
that grossly mislead the readers – “I had a car etc.etc.” virtually every international & local information service/museums/libraries and particularly local tourist information along the Eyre Highway note - Francis Birtles was the first to motor across Australia in 1912 etc etc with no mention
of Sid.
Possibly never were two more different personalities locked together to perform an extremely challenging task in complete isolation over four weeks, facing events which could make
or break the achievement of their never before achieved task.
5

Sid was a quiet man, a good bloke, a self taught man both in mechanics and engineering,
very dry sense of humour, enjoyed a beer or two with his mates, machine-rolled his own
cigarettes, strict with his daughters, whom he loved, taking them for rides in his car, always
buying sweets for them when they were young and for his grandchildren when the came to visit.
On
Warren Brown writes in his excellent book “FRANCIS BIRTLES” “None of these
(Frank’s writings) are unbiased” – “he was a flawed character” – “he was too clever-by-half”“pushing others aside” – “a bit of a rogue.”
By 1912, Frank, through his many cycling achievements, and, as Warren writes, “possibly
through his own self-promotion” was enjoying the fame as “Australia’s Greatest Overlander.”
“He was one in a line of those tough, obsessive, ultra-long distance bike riders. He was in equally
eccentric company.”- “Frank was developing a feel for the adulation the great explorers must
have achieved …” – “He’d tasted fame and he liked it.”
Frank completed his massive 1911-1912 ride across and around Australia and his arrival in
Martin Place, Sydney was sensational. He was a national sporting hero. Fame was his – however
I think his meeting Dutton & Aunger with the Talbot’s on their recovery South to North crossing
must have given him a glimpse of the future – cycling, which had been a major craze/sport/
relaxation in the late 1800’s early 1900’s would be replaced by the motorcar. Look up Frank in
Trove – the National Library of Australia’s digital search engine – you will see over 5,000 press
articles from all corners of Australia on Francis Birtles – the overlander cyclist.
In February 1912 he accepted the paid offer from Mr. Stewart, Canada Cycle & Motor
Company Agency– CCMCA – to be guide and support for their Works Service Foreman, Sid Ferguson, who was to attempt to drive a 1912 Brush Runabout from Perth to Sydney – if achieved it
would be the first west to east motor crossing of Australia.
I can only believe that the image of being a part of this potentially historic achievement,
together with his perception of the future for the motorcar, blinded him to the reality that his task
was to be the guide and manual arms and legs for the expedition – whilst Sid had the task of driving the Brush, which required constant attention to the surrounds, frequent changes of direction to
avoid hazards etc. etc., Frank would be laying out the two strips of rubberized hessian for Sid to
drive over, then picking them up and dragging them back to the front of the Brush – again and
again and …, cutting brush to lay before the wheels – again and again and…., digging the wheels
out of bogs, unloading and loading the car with Sid to lighten it when required – and this was
quite often, and every other physical task to enable the Brush, driven by Sid to meet the next hazard.
You will read of Birtles’ statements that he didn’t need maps as he new the ground like the
back of his hand – he didn’t take a map with on his many cycling expeditions – and you will see
from 1911 maps of Western Australia, how this possibly caused the Brush expedition to take a
hazardous, time and energy wasting route.
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Sid in an interview in 1949 recalled how all Frank had was a compass and how, when they
met the overland telegraph he thought it was a miracle. If Frank had used the 1911 map the overland telegraph line was clearly shown leading to Eucla and ultimately to Port Augusta.
Sid was two years older and a very quiet, easy going bloke, an extremely competent driver
and mechanic – he had the initiative to travel, leaving his apprenticeship as a boot maker, seeking
work in New Guinea and Fiji, returning to Australia to work for seven years as Leading Fitter and
Motor Tester for the Victor Motor Co. then accepting the position as Service Foreman for
CCMCA.
In 1949, thirty-seven years after the 1912 crossing, Sid Ferguson was interviewed on a radio program in Sydney, where he recalled the transcontinental adventure. While trying to remain
gracious, he remembered Birtles as being a puzzling figure. “It’s a funny thing – he was on the
trip with me for the whole twenty-eight and a half days, and I learnt nothing about him,” Ferguson pondered.
• “Perhaps he was the mechanic?’ asked the interviewer.
• “I was the mechanic” Ferguson replied.
• “The driver then”
• “I was the driver- all the way.”
• “Perhaps he was the relief driver or relief mechanic.”
• “He couldn’t have been that. When the trip was over Mr. Birtles knew as much about mechanics or driving as when he started – and that was nothing.”
A recipe for disaster, these two widely different personalities locked together to perform
their extremely challenging task. Ghost writing for Sid, as I said earlier, proved to be an extremely trying task – I have tried desperately to add fiction to fact, that, I believe from my own
experience, appropriately fills in the background of this amazing expedition. In turn I have sought
to create a balance somewhere between Frank’s obvious self-aggrandizement and Sid’s quiet easy
going nature..
Given my Auditing background, I do believe that my tale gives the reader a “true and fair
view” of this historic event – whilst as a historian I hope that it will in a small way, give our
young Australians a fair picture of one of our country’s major pioneer motoring events.
Set your mind back one hundred and four years to 1912, Captain Robert Scott’s expedition arrives at the South Pole, King Vittorio Emanuel III of Italy injured in an assassination attempt,
Titanic undergoes sea trials under its own power, RMS Titanic sinks at 2:27 AM off
Newfoundland as the band plays on, Wikipedia states “13 April – Francis Birtles becomes the
first person to cross the Nullarbor Plain by car. ( see page 5), The NSW government grants 43
acres (17 ha) of land for the construction of a zoological garden, later known as Taronga Park.
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Over to you my readers, I wish you well and welcome your comments.
Happy Motoring
Bob Lamond
PIAMBONG NSW 2016 lamond2@bigpond.com

The only photo of the Canada Cycle and Motoring Company -Agency
CCMCA Team - R to L
Sidney Ferguson - Team Leader – Driver - Mechanic
Rex – Mascot – Snake Catcher etc.
Francis Birtles – Guide – Track Clearer
and the
1912 Model F Brush Runabout
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CH A P T E R 3

Historic Fraud
2011
“WIDE OPEN ROAD”
THE STORY OF CARS IN AUSTRALIA
2011 ABC TV THREE PART HISTORY OF THE CARS WE DROVE

The 1912 FIRST WEST TO EAST MOTOR CROSSING OF AUSTRALIA was an early section in the first programme.

PUT SIMPLY:
IT WAS A COMPLETE FABRICATION AND TOTALLY HISTORICALLY INCORRECT –
A HISTORIC FRAUD.
This was pointed out to the ABC, ABC TV, Media Watch, the producer, the financiers, the Federal Communications Minister (now our Prime Minister), the then Prime Minister and the Board
of Directors of the Australian Broadcasting Commission.
The ABC response was –
“We are satisfied that the examples you cited did not constitute breaches of the accuracy
standard”
In my opinion it was 99% inaccurate.

Let me now give you, our readers, the opportunity to absorb the many omissions, fabrications,
errors, falsehoods and untruths so that you can form your own opinion of what I see as an historic
fraud which mislead the watching public, denigrated two historic motoring heroes and the 1912 FIRST WEST TO EAST MOTOR CROSSING OF AUSTRALIA

9

1.

Francis Birtles is one of Australia's Motoring Heroes –

not Australia's First Motoring Hero as the film states, indeed he never drove the Brush - and
Dutton and Augner earned that title in 1908. Birtles, who rightly earned the title of "Australia's
Greatest Overlander" is denigrated throughout the film section - at the start referred to as a lunatic, which is repeated again in this section -crazy man, lunatic petrol head, knucklehead and unstable and also "a mercenary".
2.
The opening to the film states that it is "The Story of Cars in Australia” Claiming to be
history is one thing - falsifying history is a crime.
3.
The terms Petrol head and rev head is used constantly - One wonders why the ABC
has used these somewhat derogatory words as opposed to - early motorists - motoring enthusiasts
4.
The Film states "Here Come The Petrol Heads" Episode 1 - "This is how it happened"
NOT CORRECT for the 1912 First West to East Crossing - it is totally INCORRECT – just
check real motoring history
5.
The meeting of Birtles and Dutton/Aunger is said to be a coincident - wrong it was an
arranged publicity stunt. Birtles told how this was arranged in his Book.
6.
The film states "The answer would make Birtles our first motoring hero" remember
this is in 1908 - Birtles did not drive a car until after the 1912 West to East Crossing
7.
The film introducing the subject of the First West to East Crossing states "The Adventurer Francis Birtles was first to give it a go" WRONG - The truth is that in 1912, the Canada Cycle and Motor Co., Agency for Brush cars in Australia, initiated the attempt and invited their
foreman mechanic, Sid Ferguson to drive their 1911 Brush later appointing Birtles as guide and
support .
8.
The film states "My companion was Sidney Ferguson etc etc " THAT STATEMENT
IS THE ONLY TRUTH IN THIS SECTION OF THE ABC TY programme !
9.
However the photo IN FACT was Birtles and an UNKNOWN companion in an
Oldsmobile 30hp in 1921 - THERE IS NO PHOTO OF THE 1912 BRUSH which is the car that
made the crossing AND NO PHOTO OF (the real hero) SIDNEY FERGUSON WHO DROVE
THE 1912 BRUSH ALL THE WAY FROM PERTH TO SYDNEY.
10.
The next photo is also WRONG - it is not the 1912 Brush - it is Birtles and Hurley in
the Northern Territory many years after 1912
11.

The photo that alleges it is REX is wrong it is not REX and it is not in the 1912 Brush

12.
The film states "Their bogged" well it is not the 1912 Brush and IT IS Birtles digging
out a T Ford in 1916.
13.
The film shows a car being pulled out of the mire - here again it is not the 1912 Brush
- indeed it is a 1925/7 BEAN
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14.

The car shown in the many desert scenes AGAIN IS NOT the 1912 Brush

15.
The photo of a tent with Birtles in it and a car, which AGAIN IS NOT the 1912 Brush
- it is the Oldsmobile again years later
16.
Brush

Photo of a steering wheel - which AGAIN IS NOT the steering wheel of the 1912

17.
The film talks of the surprised locals on seeing a car for the first time - which AGAIN
IS NOT the 1912 Brush - it looks like the 1925/7 Bean
18.
The Birtles photo at the end of the section on the 1912 First West to East Crossing is
actually a 1927 photo
19.

And the last photo is a 1915 ? METZ

20.
It ignores the real story of Ferguson, and Birtles and grossly misleads the viewers WHY IS IT SO ? Any first year researcher could have found the real story - the truth - and many
excellent photos of what really happened in 30 minutes at the NSW State Library.
It is so distressing that this CRAPPY FILM - please excuse the emotion - BUT IT IS A
DISASTER -more so given that the Veteran Car Club of Australia -NSW had approved the running of the 1912 Centenary Expedition 2012 - and under their authority 36 Australian and 6 Overseas Veteran Enthusiasts were making preparations to drive/ride their 94 to 109 years young Veteran 1 or 2 Cylinder cars and motorcycles 4,100 kms “Across Australia” to Honor the forgotten
heroes of the 1912 First Motor Crossing of our Continent. Entrants paid their own costs - we did
not accepting commercial sponsorship, as our sole focus was to honor these Forgotten Heroes.
And the viewing public have a seen a totally misleading film which derides two early motoring heroes and denigrates the 1912 First Crossing which was a heroic event in the early days of
Australian Motoring History.

WHAT DO YOU THINK ?

email me

lamond2@bigpond.com
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CH A P T E R 4

The 1912 Route Mystery
There is no doubt that the route Sid Ferguson drove the Brush, guided by Francis Birtles was to follow the telegraph line from Norseman to Balladonia to Eucla.
Similarly it is a fact that the proposed transcontinental railway was from Kalgoorlie virtually due east in a straight line to Pimba where it turned south to Port
Augusta.
It was 150 to 250 km north of the route taken by the Brush – so there was no possibility of Birtles being able “to take biograph views of the trans-Australian railway
route during the Journey”
WHY then were so many media reports recording “along the lines of the proposed transcontinental railway” Perhaps they confused the prosed railway line with the
telegraph line – possible but – so many – NO – surely Birtles would have corrected
them – and Frank certainly would not wish to photo a telegraph line !
WHY ? did Francis Birtles in his book “Battle Front of the Outback,” writing of
the First Crossing in 1912, write “after coming from Fremantle to Port Augusta along
the proposed route of the transcontinental railway.
The Sydney Morning Herald -1 February 1912 ….. He usually commenced riding at 4 o'clock in the morning and continued until 11 o'clock at night. For most of the
distance he was near the route of the transcontinental railway
The Register - Adelaide February 1912'The overland trip,' says the rider (Francis Birtles), ''is comparatively easy now, so long as one keeps to the telegraph line, as
the Government is putting down tanks and sheds, and 50 miles is about the longest dry
stretch: I came via Coolgardie, Eucla, Yardea, Port Augusta, Wilmington, and Clare.”
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Albury Banner - 9 February 1912…….To do this mileage in the time on good
macadamised roads would be a big performance, but Birtles had to negotiate the bush
country in Western Australia along the lines of the proposed transcontinental railway,
The Sun – 19 February…… Francis Birtles will leave Sydney early next month
by boat for Fremantle. The object of the journey is to make an attempt to cross Australia via the transcontinental railway route by motor-car

ACROSS AUSTRALIA PER MOTOR. 21 February 1912
A Sydney motorist has decided to make an attempt at an early date to motor
across Australia from east to west, practically following the route travelled by Francis
Birtles in his record ride from Fremantle to Sydney
The Daily News Perth - 1 March 1912 Francis Birtles says – Melbourne Table
Talk')
….he is tired at last of pedaling himself by mere human leg power around the inhospitable rim of darkest Australia and has elected to make his next -trip by motor-car. He
is returning to Fremantle by boat and from thence will take a motor tour along the
transcontinental route to Adelaide.
The Sun Sydney 2 MARCH1912 ……. a distance of about 3077 miles. Francis
Birtles will act as guide on the trip, and he guarantees that the car will get through. No
man in Australia has a better or more intimate knowledge of the overland route from
west to east than Birtles, and. according to this intrepid cyclist, he knows a track that
does not present the insurmountable difficulties that the rocky and sandy stretches of
the ordinary route does
It is the intention of Birtles to take biograph views of the trans-Australian railway
route during the Journey across.
Daily Herald Adelaide - 2 March….. It is the intention of Birtles to take
cinematographic views of the trans-Australian railway route during the journey
across
The West Australian - 6 March 1912 FREMANTLE TO SYDNEY.
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It has been definitely decided by Mr.Stewart of the Canada Cycle and Motor
Co., Sydney, to make a pioneer attempt to motor across Australia from Fremantle to
Sydney, a distance of about 3,071 miles. Francis Birtles will act as guide on the trip.
The expedition will probably leave Fremantle about the end of March. It is the intention of Birtles to take cinematographic views of the Trans-Australian Railway route
during the journey across.
The Sydney Morning Herald – 6 March 1912 ….. with the Intention of traversing the route of the proposed transcontinental railway. It Is an ambitious effort with a
small car; but Birtles, who has been over this route several times.
The Sydney Morning Herald – 9 March 1912.. and the route they intend to take
is that of the proposed transcontinental railway. Although Birtles has been over this
route several times on a bicycle, this will be the first time the journey has been attempted, with a motor-car
Frank sent reports/wires from
Norseman Balladonia, Eucla.
and Port Augusta.
In the Sydney Morning Herald
of 4 April 1912 reports of a
wire from Birtles stating that
they had arrived at Yardia. The
wire also said “ The motorists
are passing over the proposed
route of the railway ……”
The 1911 map shows the proposed railway line heading north west from Port
Augusta.
On 4th April the Brush was at Port Augusta so I believe that Birtles wire was sent
from Port Augusta as it is most unlikely that Yardea Station had wire facilities.
There is a 1912 Birtles photo of the Yardia sandhills. Yardia is 64km north east of
Minnipa and 157 km west of Iron Knob. That places the Brush at Yardia being at least
200km due south of the proposed line which ran to the north of Lake Gairdner and the
Gairdner National Park. Yardia is slightly north-west of Port Augusta.
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Based on all the above I believe Frank did not follow the proposed railway line
from just east of Coolgardie to Port Augusta, indeed the route they took was from
Norseman to Balladonia and then following the Overland Telegraph Line to Eucla and
then continuing eastward to follow the telegraph line to Yardea and Port Augusta.
They would probably Have crossed the proposed railway route only 20 km or so
north of Port Augusta - I have not found any photos of the proposed route of the railway. At all times the Brush route was 150 to 200kms south of the proposed railway
route.
In support of my belief, Warren Brown in his book on Birtles states “ Here was the
plan once they reached Coolgardie, they would turn south-east 165 kilometres for
Norseman, head directly across the Nullarbor Plain following the edge of the Great
Australian Bight to Eucla, then to Port Augusta …..” responding to my request as to
what evidence he had of the plan, Warren said to him it was obvious from the same
data I have listed above. As to why Frank kept repeating that the had followed the proposed route of the railway he replied that he was as puzzled as I.
Why then did Frank write “after coming from Fremantle to Port Augusta along the
proposed route of the transcontinental railway” ? WHY ?
The Trans-Australian Railway Line crosses the Nullarbor Plain of Australia from
Port Augusta in South Australia to Kalgoorlie in Western Australia. It includes a 478
kilometre stretch of dead-straight track, the world's longest, between the 797 km post
west of Ooldea and the 1275 km post west of Loongana.[1]
In 1907 legislation was passed, allowing for the route to be surveyed. The survey
was completed in 1909 and proposed a route from Port Augusta (the existing railhead
at the head of Spencer Gulf in South Australia's wheatfields) via Tarcoola ( which is at
least 250kms north west of Yardia) to the gold mining centre of Kalgoorlie in Western
Australia, a distance of 1063 miles (1711 km).
Work commenced in September 1912 in Port Augusta.
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This 1911 map shows
the stock route heading south east from
Coolgardie to
Balladonia with a
route branching off to
Norseman ? Why
didn’t Frank use the
stock route thus avoiding the salt lakes ?
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The 1908 map
clearly shows the
stock route from
Coolgardie going
south east, avoiding the salt lakes

Type to enter text
Type to enter text
This map gives
a clear picture of
the stock route
and the telegraph line following on the
coastal fringe.
The stock route
has seven
locations
marked R H ?
Still researching
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In 1912 Francis Birtles, Sid Ferguson’s guide and the man responsible for the labor in
clearing the many obstacles to the Brush en route, requested Sid to drive from Coolgardie to Norseman and then along the Overland Telegraph line to Balladonia and on to
Eucla.

Frank’s route took six days to reach Balladonia and involved him and Sid in
heart breaking work, sometimes only progressing five miles in a day, due mainly to
the salt lakes.
The 1911 map shows a more direct route, marked as a Cattle Route from Coolgardie to Balladonia that appears to avoid the major salt lakes.

Was Frank not aware of this route or did he have some reason not to use it ?
18

CH A P T E R 5

Sydney Raymond Ferguson
A Forgotten Australian Hero

Sid was born 1st June 1879 to his parents Blanche and Nathaniel Ferguson, who lived at 34 Campbell St, Glebe. As a young lad his education would best be described as average. He left school at
about the age of 14 or 15 to follow in his father’s footsteps, his father having died in 1892, when
Sid was 13, as a boot-maker at McMurtries of 3 Marion St. Redfern. Sid started as an apprentice
boot-maker and he applied himself to for a short while, but found the work uninteresting and not
to his liking. At this point he made a decision to quit and broaden his horizons by travel, and this
he did.
He travelled to New Guinea and
got a job on an old steam boat cruising
up rivers trading with natives for we
think a couple of years. Many years
later he told Irma that he remembered
running for his life when a spear came
from nowhere and just missed him. It
was at this time that he contracted Malaria, which he suffered for some
years. A short while later he travelled
to Fiji, a period of his life, that we
know little or nothing about.
On his return to Australia he took a
job with The Victor Motor Company
rising to the position of Leading Fitter
and Motor Tester - after 7 years he
joined the Canada Cycle and Motor Co
Agency Ltd (CCMCA) as Service
Foreman, situated at Broadway in Sydney.
Photo of Sidney Ferguson, 33 – April 1912
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Shortly after his 32nd birthday (June 1911) Sid met Helen Robottom, age 23, who came to
board at his mothers house in Glebe. Sid and Helen often travelled together to and from their
jobs, Helen worked at a Newsagent in William St and Sid, who worked in Broadway, would wait
for Helen’s tram on the way home, their romance quickly developed and Sid proposed to Helen,
giving her a lovely diamond ring. They planned to get married in early 1912.
In December 1911 the CCMCA Manager approached Sid, telling him of his dream - a
dream similar to that of every motorcar manufacturer in the early 1900’s – If a Brush was to
achieve the first West to East motor crossing of Australia I could sell every Brush I could purchase from Brush USA and popping the question, would Sid would be prepared to take up the
challenge and drive a Brush Runabout “Across Australia” Fremantle to Sydney next year. Sid
asked if he could sleep on it and give his answer next day. It is likely that neither slept much that
night – for the boss it was critical that Sid accept the challenge, he had all the essential knowledge
and skills to lead the expedition, he was 32 and his boss had first hand knowledge of his practical,
patient approach to solving tricky issues which regularly arise in their service operation
How about Sid ? Let’s hear from Sid’s Ghost - holly flapping ducks what a thing to drop
on a bloke, after work I went looking for a map and all I could buy was a school exercise book
with a map of Australia about 6 inches across. I got home to Glebe, I told Helen of the boss’s offer, it shook her as we were planning our wedding early in 1912. It fair put us off our dinner, we
had a sandwich, I grabbed a pencil and paper – my noggin was in a spin – where is the Brush,
what’s in it for me, how about our wedding, how about my job, I can drive and service the Brush
but what about food, fuel, spares, water, how long will it take, bloody hell the big one – does any
one have a map – Helen and I talked and talked for an hour or so - I started writing a list of everything I could think of- couple of pages then tossed it in and we went to kip – I don’t think either of
us got much sleep, must off rolled over a hundred times and suddenly the old alarm clock rings
6.30am – Helen shakes me awake - bugger I’ll be late for work and on this day! What’s my answer, it’s a bonzer chance but it needs a lot of planning OK better get going.
The 1912 Heroic First crossing of Australia by Sid Ferguson, who drove all the way with
Francis Birtles, as guide and support, in a 1912 Model F Brush Runabout single cylinder automobile is now Australian Motoring history and has been reported in many ways, few if any correct
including the ABC TV’s “Wide Open Road” The Story of Cars in Australia, which was a totally
misleading film, with no photo of the Brush and twenty major falsehoods, and the press statements, articles and books by Birtles that are blatantly misleading and self aggrandizement.
On 1st May 1912 Sid married Helen at St. James Church Sydney – sadly there are no wedding photos.
In the prior February, as preparation for his marriage to Helen, Sid purchased, with the
help of a mortgage, a block of land at 26 Grosvenor Street Kensington.
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On his return to Sydney after the Finish of the Expedition, Sid finalized the plans for a
home to be built and this was completed by November as their first child, a daughter Mabel, was
born in the home on 7th November 1912.
Helen Ferguson with Mabel
at their home at 26 Grosvenor
St. Kensington
Following the success of the
CCMCA team’s 1912 First
Motor Crossing of Australia
Sid decided that he wanted to
go it alone and made the decision to start his own business.
He opened a mechanical workshop known as Kensington
Garage, telephone number
Randwick 27. This business
was situated for many years
in Kensington just off Anzac Parade quite close to a home he had built at 26 Grosvenor St Kensington.
It was at this time he also
owned and operated taxis in
Sydney plates number 99 and
320. Sid started off using a
rank in Martin Place where
he would read the Sydney
Morning Herald whilst waiting for a job, later he joined
the All British Taxi Company
Some years later he decided to move his business to
the rear yard of his home
where he had a large workshop and mechanics pit and all the machinery from his business was installed there. At this time
he was well known in the district and often repaired or made hard to get parts for cars for all and
sundry. Often a job required a tool you couldn’t get - so he made it !!
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One interesting story emerged and that was that Helen, Sid’s wife ran a Starting Price
book on horse racing from the front window of their Kensington home. As Helen was also an investor in land around Sydney I guess the SP book was profitable.
One of Sid’s regular runs was
to take a group of bookmakers to
Randwick for the horse racing and
pick them up and take them home
after they had settled up.
I guess if the punters had a
loosing day Sid barely got his
fare, but if the punters had a winning day Sid probably got a share
of the bookmakers profits.
Helen and Sid had two daughters. The eldest Mabel died many
years ago and the younger daughter Irma – born July 1922 lived to attend the both the 1992 Eightieth Anniversary Expedition,
Perth to Sydney run by Bob Lamond in his 1910 Brush and to welcome the 1992 Centenary Expedition 2012 entrants as they drove into the Finish at the GPO Martin Place Sydney – sadly Irma
passed away some months later.
Sid’s Granddaughter Marilyn, daughter of his first daughter Mabel, interviewed Irma, Sid’s
second daughter in January 2012 – Irma said Sid was a good man, a self taught man both in mechanics and engineering, very dry sense of humour, quiet, enjoyed a beer or two with his mates,
strict with his daughters, always buying sweets for them when they were young and for his grandchildren when the came to visit. On Sundays he got dressed up – wore his three-piece suit, gold
watch and chain, a cap, often took Helen and the girls for a drive wearing a dust coat over his suit.
Irma went on to say, “ Sid could turn his hand to anything – he got the reputation of a Mr.
Fixit – he would make parts for cars and practically anything else, when, usually due to the war,
parts were unavailable
He spent the rest of his life with Helen at their at Kensington home.
Sidney Raymond Ferguson died peacefully at his Grosvenor St Kensington home on 14th September 1952 aged 73years.
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CH A P T E R 6

Francis Edwin Birtles
Australian Adventurer

Frank made what is estimated to be 80 expeditions in Australia and across the
world by push bike, car and aeroplane covering around 800,000 kilometres – 100,000
on push bikes – mainly on trackless country.
At 15 Frank left school and joined the merchant navy,
and sailed “before the mast” – by 17 he had sailed twice
around the globe. Shortly after the Boer War broke out
– 1899 – he jumped ship at Cape Town and joined the
“Irregular Mounted Infantry” – very appropriate name
for Frank ! In 1902 he completed his war service,
briefly returned to Australia, and returned to South Africa where he joined the Transvaal Police as a mounted
Officer.
In 1905 he returned to Melbourne and worked for a
short time as a lithographic artist. This did not suit his
wandering nature and he quit his job and on Boxing
Day 1906 he set out to be the first cyclist to cross the country from west to east.
From Fremantle to Sydney – a mere 5,000 km ! On arrival in Sydney Frank found
that he had become a minor celebrity as the first person to cycle across the Australian
Continent. “The best that can be said of that journey is that I reached my objective and
I learned a lot about Australian deserts. I pitted my wits and physical endurance
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against the lonely, thirsty, miles, and the water which should have been there – but
wasn’t!”
In 1907, unable to settle down he set of on 21st August from Sydney on a 16,000
km cycling journey which took him more than halfway around Australia via Darwin
sponsored by Bennett & Wood on a “Speedwell” cycle. Frank, through necessity, became a budding marketer of his expeditions. “I made haste to reach Brisbane which I
entered on September 10th, having covered 658 miles”
“My travel-stained bike was exhibited in the window of Harrington’s and attracted
interested crowds during the morning.” On his way back to home he initially followed
the Overland telegraph and met Harry Dutton and Murray Aunger in their 25hp Talbot
who were making the first Adelaide to Darwin crossing – had a cup of tea and told
them that cycling was “much easier”

Extract from Frank’s own account of the “coincidental” meeting.

An interview with Frank Birtles – circa 1910 :
“To many folk my fondness for these many one-man expeditions into the wilds of
the Australian interior is inexplicable.” “My reply is that I am a rebel against the conventions of civillisation; that I have ingrained in me the love of undisciplined adventure and a cordial dislike of the loneliness of a crowded city. It is the call of the wild,
and, to anyone who has once heard it, that call is irresistible.”
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Frank’s own words in “Lonely Lands”
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In 1911 he cycled 17,000 km from Sydney
to Darwin, Broome, Fremantle, Adelaide,
Melbourne and back to Sydney – breaking records all the way. From Darwin he was accompanied by “Dinkum” a blue heeler cross who
provided invaluable protection from snakes
and wild dogs.
The Midlands Advertiser WA 12 January
“When he emerged from the bush on his last
trip he looked a dried up.weary old man,
though he was still in the twenties. His lonely
rides have given him a sort of black fellow aptitude for sitting in silent content gazing into
the far distance.”
1st January 1912 Birtles left Perth on his record-breaking cycle to Adelaide,
Melbourne and Sydney. He arrived in Sydney on 1st February lowering the record by a
massive 51 days. Mr. A. E, O'Brien, president, the League of N.S.W. Wheelmen. Mr.
R. S. Gillett presented Birtles with a gold medal in recognition of his plucky ride
across Australia.
February 1912 The Dunlop Rubber Company Australasia, Ltd. “There is the
probability of a Sydney motorist making an attempt at an early date to motor across
Australia, from east to west, practically following the route recently traversed by Francis Birtles, on his record ride from Fremantle to Sydney. According to those who have
journeyed across the country between Port Augusta S.A. and Norseman W.A, this part
of the overland route presents difficulties that may prevent a motor car from getting
through”.
February 1912 Mr Stewart, manager of Canada Cycle and Motor Agency Ltd.
announced his Service Foreman, Sidney Ferguson, was to drive the Agency’s 1912
Brush Runabout in an attempt to be the first automobile to drive across Australia from
Perth to Sydney and that he had hired Birtles to guide and assist Mr Ferguson.
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Francis Birtles Never Drove the1912 Model F Brush Runabout. In March 1912
he did not know how to drive. Following the success of the CCMCA team’s 1912 First
Motor Crossing of Australia, Birtles put his bike to one side, taught himself to drive
and began an amazing series of motoring expeditions culminating in the drive of a
Bean automobile from London to Melbourne.
Sadly, Frank in his subsequent writings painted a picture that enhanced his role
to a point that grossly mislead the readers – “I had a car etc.etc.” virtually every international & local information service/museums/libraries and particularly local tourist
information along the Eyre Highway note - Francis Birtles was the first to motor
across Australia in 1912 etc etc. WRONG.
Warren Brown writes in his excellent book “FRANCIS BIRTLES” “None of
these (Frank’s writings) are unbiased” – “he was a flawed character” – “he was too
clever-by-half”- “pushing others aside” – “a bit of a rogue.”
I personally think that the image of being a part of this potentially historic
achievement, together with his perception of the future for the motorcar, blinded him
to the reality that his task was to be the guide and manual arms and legs for the expedition – as guide I feel that his pride – using no maps as he knew the land like the back
of his hand – caused them much loss of time and energy wasting - refer the maps on
pages .
His never ending manual labour was critical in aiding the progress of the Brush,
thanks to his lean and strong body – Sid had the prime task of driving the Brush, which
required each day twelve hours of constant attention to the surrounds, frequent
changes of direction to avoid hazards etc. etc. and then servicing the Brush each night
in preparation for the unknown next morning.
Together they should have made a great team however, Frank was first things first
a loner, with all the often present personality conditions.
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CH A P T E R 7

Talk on “Change”
An Aussie Poem
The Australian - 3rd February 1912
Ye men who in a thirsty hour to shandygaffs resort,
Or haply choose the undiluted beer,
Who ice your gin-and-soda where the barmaid holds her court,
Or bid your liver work on cock-tails queer
Ye ladies, who sit sipping of immeasurable tea,
Which sallows fast your girlish white-and-pink,
Just listen while I tell you of

the brew of

mystery
That Mr. Francis Birtles has to drink.

It comes not madly foaming from a bottle topped with gold,
And dying with a sizzle in the glass,
Nor does it rest 'mid cobwebs in a cellar dry and old,
Where only the most reverent should pass.
'Tis no historic vintage,, where the sunbeams may be quaffed;
Nay. I should rather say the kitchen sink
Was a suitable exemplar to remind you of the draught.
That Mr. Francis Birtles has to drink.
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The snake hath slithered through it to pursue the frightened frog.
The lone goanna quenches there his thirst.
And it hath cooled the torment of the panting native dog,
For many weeks 'ere Birtles finds it first.
A puddle in the desert-from the rock that Moses smote,
The merest trickle from the smallest chink,
It would scarcely seem like water to your unaccustomed throat,
This stuff that Mr. Birtles has to drink.

So, therefore-here's the moral, for I reckon that a tale
Is not complete without a moral touch
Young men should never look with scorn on flat or muddy ale.
Or grumble if the whisky reeks too much.
Young: women should not growl because the tea is over brewed,
But rather should be thankful, when they think
How sad 'twould be if they were forced to take the mixture rude
Thai Mr. Francis Birtles has to drink.

Mr.Francis Birtles, the famous “Overlander” who has been accustomed to
drinking water out of waterholes says that the filtered water of civilization
seems
to him to lack
“body”
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Mr. Stewart’s Dream
Manager, Canadian Cycle and Motor Company
Agents for Brush Runabouts

In 1911 Mr. Stewart, the NSW Manager of the Canada Cycle and Motor Company Agency Ltd.(CCMCA), sole agents in Australia for
the Brush Motor Car Company –had a dream – a dream
similar to that of every motorcar manufacturer in the early
1900’s – If a Brush was to achieve the first West to East
motor crossing of Australia I could sell every Brush I
could purchase from Brush USA. In the USA the dream
of crossing the country more often than not failed causing
major impact on sales.
Mr. Stewart laid plans to turn his dream into reality, it is believed that in
late1911 he placed an order for fifty 1912 Model F Brush Runabouts to be shipped to
Sydney – first shipment to arrive in February 1912 and the balance to arrive by 31
March 1912.
Indeed there were fifty four Brush Runabouts registered with the NSW Authorities
as at 31 March 1915 !
Brush USA must have been ecstatic to receive this order, as the division’s finances were in trouble.
Indeed did Mr. Stewart, when placing the order have any knowledge of the events
which were happening in Detroit USA ?
Perhaps he did and bought the fifty for a discounted price ? One can only conjecture a range of possibilities – If so it is likely that he did not tell the customers as they
were buying the last Brush Runabouts !
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Perhaps he had no knowledge and, in this case, the customers would also likely
have no such knowledge ?
In fact in 1911 Brush USA and its parent company were in serious financial difficulties.
The Brush Motor Car Company was a division of the United States Motor Company (USMC)
. USMC was organized by Benjamin Briscoe in 1910 as a selling company, to represent various manufacturers. By the end of 1910 there were 11 constituent companies,
each still headed by the individual who had built each company originally. This was an
effort to try to save several independent automotive manufacturing companies who
were having great difficulty in getting the necessary financial backing. Those companies included the Brush Motor Car Company. In early 1912, USMC suspended dividend payments on its preferred stock and in September 1912 year went into receivership. The receivers were operating all the plants (CCMCA) the Brush Runabout Plant
that was closed.
In 1911 Mr. Stewart, the NSW Manager of the Canada Cycle and Motor Company Agency Ltd.(CCMCA), sole agents in Australia for the Brush Motor Car Company –had a dream – a dream similar to that of every motorcar manufacturer in the
early 1900’s – If a Brush was to achieve the first West to East motor crossing of Australia I could sell every Brush I could purchase from Brush USA. In the USA the dream
of crossing the country more often than not failed causing major impact on sales.

Mr. Stewart laid plans to turn his dream into reality, it is believed that in
late1911 he placed an order for fifty 1912 Model F Brush Runabouts to be shipped to
Sydney – first shipment to arrive in February 1912 and the balance to arrive by 31
March 1912.
Indeed there were fifty four Brush Runabouts registered with the NSW Authorities
as at 31 March 1915 !

Brush USA must have been ecstatic to receive this order, as the division’s finances were in trouble.
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Indeed did Mr. Stewart, when placing the order have any knowledge of the events
which were happening in Detroit USA ?
Perhaps he did and bought the fifty for a discounted price ? One can only conjecture a range of possibilities – If so it is likely that he did not tell the customers as they
were buying the last Brush Runabouts !
Perhaps he had no knowledge and, in this case, the customers would also likely
have no such knowledge ?
In fact in 1911 Brush USA and its parent company were in serious financial difficulties.
The Brush Motor Car Company was a division of the United States Motor Company (USMC). USMC was organized by Benjamin Briscoe in 1910 as a selling company, to represent various manufacturers. By the end of 1910 there were 11 constituent
companies, each still headed by the individual who had built each company originally.
This was an effort to try to save several independent automotive manufacturing companies who were having great difficulty in getting the necessary financial backing. Those companies included the
Brush Motor Car Company. In early 1912, USMC suspended dividend payments on its preferred stock and in
September 1912 year went into receivership. The receivers were operating all the plants (CCMCA) the Brush
Runabout Plant that was closed.
Briscoe retired in late 1912 and was replaced by Walter E. Flanders as manager for the receivers committee.
The assets of the United States Motor Company and constituent companies were sold
for $7,080,000 at a public foreclosure sale in January 1913.

In Sydney Australia in late 1911 Stewart approached Sid Ferguson, then foreman
of their Service Division, telling Sid of his plans and popping the question, would Sid
would be prepared to take up the challenge and drive a Brush Runabout “Across Australia” Fremantle to Sydney next year.
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Let’s hear from Sid’s Ghost – Crikey, it fair took my breath away – I had just
changed into my overalls when the boss bailed me up – what a question ! I stammered
out blimey boss I need some time to get my head around that – I’ll think it over tonight,
could we have a chat tomorrow ?
Shortly after his 32nd birthday (June 1911) Sid met Helen Robottom, age 23,
who came to board at his mothers house in Glebe. Sid and Helen often travelled together to and from their jobs, Helen worked at a Newsagent in William St and Sid,
who worked in Broadway, would wait for Helen’s tram on the way home, their romance quickly developed and Sid proposed to Helen, giving her a lovely diamond
ring. They planned to get married in early 1912.
I don’t think Mr. Stewart would have slept much that night – it was critical that
Sid accept the challenge, Sid had all the essential knowledge and skills to lead the expedition, he was 32 and Stewart had first hand knowledge of Sid’s practical, patient approach to solving tricky issues which regularly arise in their service operation.
How about Sid? - holly flapping ducks what a thing to drop on a bloke, after
work I went looking for a map and all I could buy was a school exercise book with a
map of Australia about 6 inches across. I got home to Glebe, Helen and I were staying
with Mum and Dad, I told Helen of the boss’s offer, it shook her as we were planning
our wedding early in 1912. It fair put us off our dinner, we had a sandwich, I grabbed
a pencil and paper – my noggin was in a spin – where is the Brush, what’s in it for me,
how about our wedding, how about my job, I can drive and service the Brush but what
about food, fuel, spares, water, how long will it take, bloody hell the big one – does
any one have a map – Helen and I talked and talked for an hour or so - I started writing a list of everything I could think of- couple of pages then tossed it in and we went
to kip – I don’t think either of us got much sleep, must off rolled over a hundred times
and suddenly the old alarm clock rings 6.30am – Helen shakes me awake - bugger I’ll
be late for work and on this day! What’s my answer, it’s a bonzer chance but it needs a lot of
planning OK better get going.
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1911 Australian Advertisement Canadian Cycle & Motor Company
Agents for the Brush Runabout
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Planning , Preparation and
Problems
Can you imagine the atmosphere at the meeting next day – the boss, Mr. Stewart with
a dream, the order placed with Brush USA and the foreman, Sid, the essential key to
achieving the dream, arrives late looking as if he had no sleep and two scruffy pages of
issues ?
It was a good meeting, Stewart had contacted Dunlop and Vacuum Oil re tyres and
fuel – they were using camel trains to supply their remote customers so were keen to
set up dumps along their routes – Sid asked what was the route and Stewart said he
was working on that. He told him that he had talked with some owners of the Camel
trains. Sid’s other questions were answered one by one – Stewart told him his job was
secure and that he would get substantial remuneration in addition to his normal pay on
his return to Sydney.
Let’s hear from Sid’s Ghost – I was feeling a lot better and told the boss that I was
in but I had to have a bloke with me to help me by clearing the way – I said it probably
was OK for camels as they have long legs but the Brush has less than a foot clearance.
Camels have big padded feet which helps in sandy country so I will need someone cutting scrub in sandy situations and generally doing the necessary physical work whilst I
focus on the driving. The boss told me he had some thoughts on that and would come
back to me with his ideas at our next meeting. I asked him where was the Brush and
was told it was on the water and due in Sydney in early February next year. I told him
I would need a month to go over the car from head to toe and asked had he also ordered some spares – he responded asking me to give him a list of the essential spares
and he would order them immediately – guess he had forgotten!
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We had three more meetings before Christmas holidays and slowly we identified
and dealt with it seemed like at least a thousand issues – but I still had no answer from
the boss on a bloke to do the hard yakka and what about the route ??
Over Christmas I thought long and hard trying to imagine each days run and what
we needed – I went through my tool box deciding what I really needed and took out
those I thought not needed, then thought of what could come in handy and put most of
them back.
I know the Brush is a good runabout for driving around your town but, if it was
my decision, I would not pick it to drive across country that had never seen a car. The
suspension is good with those four springs in extension and those friction dampers –
the use of hickory timber for the axles and chassis is also a plus because hickory can
take hits or bumps and recover – as in baseball bats of golf club handles whilst steel or
cast iron will crack eventually. Being so light the weight is also an advantage, but it
will be overloaded to buggery with spares, food for at least two weeks, petrol, water
and oil for a thousand miles, tools, cooking and sleeping gear etc.
Had a good family Christmas with Helen and mum – and suddenly it’s 1912.
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Sid meets Frank
February 1912
Let’s hear from Sid’s Ghost – The boss called me one night and told me that he had
employed a bloke called Francis Birtles to help me with the route and the physical
tasks on the expedition and could I have a meeting with them after work next day.
So after work we sat in his office awaiting Birtles arrival – he was 20 minutes late
arriving and I felt quite comfortable in overalls as he had on dirty shirt, shorts and
boots and a weeks long beard. We shook hands and he immediately talked nonstop on
his most recent cycle ride and of the fantastic reception he had on his arrival in Syd
ney.
The boss tried to instruct him on his duties and was again cut short by Birtles
who told us that he knew the way like the back of his hand and would be pleased to act
as guide for the expedition.
I wanted to get our roles clearly defined, as Birtles had also said he was happy
to lead the expedition – the boss jumped in and said that he wanted the two of us to be
a team, each with their own skills.
I bit at that faster than Birtles and started to list his duties as I saw them. The
boss stopped me saying again that teamwork is essential and we could go into detail
later.
He asked Birtles to draw up a rough map of the route and calculate the drop-off
points for food, fuel etc. Birtles reply shocked the boss and me – he said that he knew
the route so there was no need for any map and that cycling he just took a bag of flour,
a water container and a rifle, the country was so variable that he never worked out a
time table but just rode off with his compass, stopped when it was too dark to ride,
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made a damper and a cup of tea, slept on and under a piece of canvas, rose at dawn,
had a cuppa and rode off.
I could see this really shook the boss, however he wisely said we can go into
that at the next meeting. To my surprise Birtles questioned the need for any more meetings saying again how he planned his cycling expeditions.
The boss and I exchanged grim smiles and as I recall it we had a cuppa tea,
shook hands all round and went home.
Next day the boss called me into his office first thing and we both let off steam
over Birtles performance. We agreed that we needed a man with the best knowledge of
the country we would be passing through and I guess we recognized two major issues
– Birtles had been a one man band so had little experience in working in a team and
ad hocked virtually everything on his cycling expeditions and that he thought he was to
lead whilst the boss wanted me to lead and I had said OK on that basis. The boss said
he would have a long talk with Birtles and make it quite clear that I was to lead and he
expected Birtles to attend weekly meetings up to the Start. I think he had a one on one
but I never heard the results

Frank at his
“coincidental” meeting
with the Talbot team.
He certainly packed light
with no room for maps,
just his compass
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The Brush arrives in Sydney
Thursday 15th February 1912

Let’s hear from Sid’s Ghost – The
great day arrived, I guess I hoped it was
just one of the great days ahead. The
boss told me to go down to the wharf
and check the unloading of the Brush
and the loading of it onto a horse cart
he hired. Thursday February 15th. It
was pandemonium at the docks and it
took me hours to find my carter. I
couldn’t wait to get it into the Service
workshop and break open its packing
case.
There was only one Brush on this shipment due to the late ordering,
however I quickly found the spare parts, which the boss had forgotten to order –
thank heavens, and I was very grate- ful to the unknown shipping clerk who had the
foresight to pack them into the Brush Case.
Wow, all that packing, what could I make out of it I wondered as I gazed at
my first 1912 Brush. I quickly found the drivers and works manuals and, with the
help of my apprentice we soon had it on the floor with the wheels and tires on and
the dust brushed off- lightly I told him !
It was soon up on jacks and I had to stop myself from going to work, instead
I took the works manual and read it from cover to cover, at least twice as I recall –
I knew I had to quickly become very familiar with every part of the Brush.
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On Friday I first read the drivers handbook focusing on what I had to do to
oil and lubri- cate and the water and petrol required. When filling the gearbox I
gazed in wonder at the mecha- nism. I then checked the brake mechanism and noted
the clutch disengagement link.
Turning then to the starting instructions I learnt that the motor ran in the
reverse direction – immediately my hand fell on the crank handle and I tried to
engage it with the crankshaft – oops ! that feels strange do I use the left hand – no
the book says to use the right hand and turn the crank handle anti clockwise – stop
now, I recall me saying, I must first check the electrics. Fortunately there were
good diagrams in the workshop manual and I quickly got the picture.
Right, I told my apprentice go and fetch the boss and tell him I am going to
start it – I waited patiently for his arrival and prepared the Brush with the driver’s
manual in one hand – pet- rol on, I turned the tap, flooded the five ball carbie,
pulled the choke on, brakes on, gear lever in neutral, full retard on the timing, just
reaching for the crank – stop – forgotten to turn on the oiler
– watch the glass gauge – 12 drops a minute – OK recheck everything – the boss
climbs into the drivers seat, I yell don’t touch anything – I seize the crank handle
rotate it twice feeling the com- pression each go round – OK switch it on I yell to
the boss who yells back - How? So I go round and show him on the dashboard –
On! he yells and I engage the crank turn it anti clockwise till I feel compression
then give it a big pull and blow-me-down the engine fires and I hear the first
beats of the motor and exhaust, beats that I will focus on every minute of our
journey.
Starts first crack says the boss, that's a good sign – he reaches for the
accelerator lever and I yell at him Stop just let her settle down, she’s a thermo
siphon radiator and there is no air going into the radiator. Go on the boss says,
let’s go for a run – No way mate I have to familiarize my- self with the gear box,
steering and brakes first – Spoilsport yells the boss but I see a big grin on his
dial – We’ve got a winner and I share the same feeling – together we have a good
chance.
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The Six P’s
Prior Preparation Prevents ------ Poor Performance
Friday16th February1912
This is the motto for all adventurers
and Sid Ferguson strongly believed in
it and worked and lived by it all his
life. Readers can insert the missing
word !
Like all Motorcar Service Managers Sid used a work schedule of jobs to
plan each days work and as his boss had not determined when, indeed perhaps
how, the expedition was due to start Sid planned to devote all his time for the next
week on the preparation of the Brush so that he and the Brush would be ready as
soon as possible. He told the boss of his plan and said he urgently needed another
temporary mechanic for at least a week to look after their clients.
Same day Sid got the Brush Workshop manual, turned to the diagram of the
chassis and laid out his plan of attack:
• Wheel hubs, axles & bearings
• Brakes, linings & Controls
• Front axle, king pins, steering linkages & springs
• Back axle, springs & chains
• Friction shock absorbers
• Chassis rails
• Motor
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•

Steering box

•

Oil & petrol tanks

•

Ignition system & switch

•

Universals

•

Gear box & controls

•

Differential

•

Muffler

Sid’s Ghost – Crikey this will take
more than a week I need to try to allocate time to each job and see how it
works out. I guess that’s the weekend
gone.

Monday 19th February 2016
– Sid got hold of the boss first
thing with his list of jobs and estimated times – now looking at minimum two weeks.
Sid’s Ghost – Boss I’ve worked
it out as best I can, it will take me
two weeks and weekends to do all
the necessary work to prepare the
Brush.
So how are you going with
your plans ?
“Not so good” said the boss “if you need minimum of two seven day weeks,
are you sure it will take that long? I have the big shipment of Brush Runabouts ar42

riving 31 March and I
hoped we would have
achieved the crossing by
then”.
Sid’s Ghost –
Thanks boss that’s the first
I’ve heard of it ! Just have
geek at my figures and a
look at the Workshop Manual diagrams. Don’t forget
we still haven’t worked out
how we are going to fit in the spares and supplies. I figure a 4 gallon can of water,
2 gallon can of oil, a one gallon of gearbox and diff oil and petrol ? Let’s just
rough out a time table, say it’s 2,600 miles and Brush state 28 miles to our gallon,
it’s rough country, let’s say 20 miles per gallon so we need around 100 gallons –
the tank holds 7 gallons. OK they say the Brush will run at 30 miles per hour say
we average 20 miles per hour and we drive for 12 hours a day, dawn to dusk, 240
miles a day would take us 11 days, you check out those figures and then double it,
driving into the unknown I personally would triple it. It is essential I guess to be
on the safe side, there is no prize for arriving late – make it a month.
How long to ship us and the Brush to WA – two weeks or so and a week of
bits and pieces – that gets us to around mid April?
“Sid I know you and I accept your times but somehow we must improve on
that, I‘ve got a lot of thinking and action to do, how about we give it a week and
then meet again to review progress – I will get Frank to attend” promised Stewart
Sid’s Ghost – Fair dinkum driving the Brush for 12 hours a day for a month
following camel tracks, bloody hell what have I let myself into ?!? Well I just have
to extract the digit and get into it. I sure hope I don’t come a gutser!
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So head down and tail up Sid worked on the
Brush for around the same hours each day as he
planned to drive it, getting the feel of its structure and gaining confidence as work progressed.
Following the 1912 Crossing Sid had two Taxis
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Progress Report
Monday 19th February 1912

“Good to have you with us Frank, said Stewart opening the meeting, I guess I
should say what I have achieved. I have checked out Sid’s estimates and they are
sound. Frank you ride your bike from sun up to sun down ? So twelve hours a day
enabling Sid to drive the Brush is OK with you? Right so we use Sid’s figures of
240 miles a day for 11 days plus a 50 % risk allowance making roughly 17 days is
Ok ? Sid, Frank let’s hear your views ?
Frank jumped in “ if you say so boss”
Sid’s Ghost – Come off it boss, don't give me a raw prawn, I said I would triple it to a month. “Sid your naturally conservative, how about I use 3 weeks ? Ok
so the next matter is shipping, I have booked you, Frank and the Brush on the
ss Kanowna, Sydney, Melbourne, Fremantle, arrives Fremantle 11 March so I
have allowed you a few days to load it up and arrangements are made for the Start
on Saturday 16 March. Now is that OK ?”
Frank said “she’ll be apples” Sid merely shook his head !
Sid’s Ghost – What date does that mean I have to get the Brush ready for
shipping ?
“Good question Sid, said Stewart, I’ll check it and let you know. Now food, I
have made arrangement for enough for three weeks to be on the safe so Sid you
need to let me know how much you want to carry on the Brush and the rest will be
spread over the fuel dumps on the route.
Sid’s Ghost – does that mean we have a map of our route ?
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The boss turned to Frank “ How is that going Frank” Frank mumbled something which sounded like –I don’t need one.
Sid’s Ghost – That’s OK for you but the boss needs one to find us if we need
help and I need one if you fall ill. Stewart cut in “Frank and I will look into getting a map”
He continued “ Dunlop will give us four new tyres & tubes to replace the
American stuff on the Brush and two spares, they say that the Brush should make
the crossing on one set of tires.
Sid’s Ghost – Bloody hell what idiot dug up that bulldust! I reckon with
Frank, me, our fuel, spares and other supplies the car will be carrying its own
weight, grossly overloaded, going bush bashing I need at a minimum two tyres
and 12 tubes on the Brush and 4 tyres and tubes at each depot. “Leave that with
me please Sid, I will have a chat with Dunlop. Now could you tell us how your going.”
Sid’s Ghost – sure boss with your news I reckon I’m going backwards, say it
takes around 2 weeks to get the Brush to Perth and add another week for fiddling
either end I think your telling me I must be finished my preparations, test loaded
& test driven the Brush and have it ready by, what do you reckon say 1st March,
10 days from now, holly flappin ducks what do you think I am, a magician!
“Calm down Sid we’ll all chip in and help won’t we Frank? OK so how are
you going Frank?
Frank looked puzzled at the boss “Sid can have my bike and cameras now and
I’ll be ready whenever you need me”
Sid’s Ghost – What do I want your blood bike and cameras for – the boss
quickly interjected “thanks Frank you and I can have a chat later. Well lets meet
again on 26th and I’ll be with you tomorrow Sid to give you a hand, all right.”
Tuesday 20th Stewart arrived at 9.00am whilst Sid had been working since
7.00 and he arrived in his suit – Sid had organized the relieving mechanic to stop
all his current work and come and help him preparing the Brush so he told the
boss he had best ring customers and explain that there would be at least a weeks
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delay on their work. The boss saw the wisdom in Sid’s action and was relieved he
did not have to get his hands dirty but that was not all.
Sid’s Ghost –boss what’s this about Frank’s bike and cameras, I don't want
him pedaling off when the going gets tough, fair go, the Brush is already overloaded. “Don’t you worry about that I’ll speak to him” responded the boss. Sid’s
Ghost – and when you do tell I don’t need any help from him, he knows sweet
fanny adams about cars, he can’t even drive one!
Shaking his head the boss glanced up at the roof seeking help from above
and walked out of the Service area as quick as possible to explain to his service
customers about the delay, preferring to face their anger at the delay, thinking to
himself that he would do anything to achieve the start of the expedition with Sid
in the driving seat and Frank beside him. He clearly saw that Sid was very unhappy and he understood why, but he wanted Birtles in the passengers seat for his
knowledge and his publicity value.
There was no meeting on the 26th, Sid was flat out and the boss, who had chattered to him through the week was amazed with his progress and would do anything to avoid rocking the boat.
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The Brush is ready to be shipped
to Perth
Saturday 2nd March 1912

Postcard that Sid Sent to Helen from Albany en route to Fremantle
CCMCA gave Sid and Frank a batch of these postcards for advertising.
Yes - another great day – Sid is happy, the Brush preparation is completed, his
boss is happy, it is parked outside CCMC Agency in William St Sydney, only
lightly loaded, note there is no sign of Frank’s bike, a few publicity photos, note
the sign on the bonnet “BRUSH Across Australia” and it’s off to the wharves for
loading into the ss.Kanowna. Frank is probably riding his bike down to the wharf!
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The large interstate passenger liner SS Kanowna was built in 1903 for the
Australasian United Steam Navigation Company. Accommodation was provided
for 125 first class,136 second class and 250 third class passengers. It also had large
cargo storage. It operated between Sydney and Fremantle with calls at Melbourne
and Adelaide. It served as a troopship and hospital ship during World War I. The
Kanowna was lost in 1929 when it ran ashore off Wilsons Promontory in foggy
conditions. All aboard reached safety, but the vessel was abandoned, drifted into
Bass Strait and sank in deep water. It is now a classified historic wreck (not because
it carried the soon-to-become-famous Brush)
Possibly Sid & Frank had first class bookings, more likely second class
which meant the would have shared a cabin, Sid’s Ghost cannot recall – they had
many days on board, stopping only for a day in Melbourne, where Sid acquired a
fox ter- rier for their mascot, which he named Rex. Strange it was Sid who
“souvenired” the dog as Frank had always had a dog on his cycling
expeditions. In the weeks
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that followed Rex would become a great friend, particularly for Sid when the two
motorists “bonhomie” started to fray.
Most likely the two very different personalities did not spend much time together on the ship, mindful of the many days on the expedition ahead of them.
The last few days Sid was flat out loading the supplies the boss had organized and repacking time and time again and again, he planned to have Rex sit on
top of the load on a canvas cover which would protect the supplies and also act as
a ground sheet for sleeping. Frank’s contribution was the two rolls of rubberized
hessian – he had remembered that the Talbot adventurers had told him how practical it was in sandy country to lay out the strips in front of the front wheels, then
drive over them, recover them from the rear of the car then repeat the process,
hard work but well worth the effort.
I wonder if Frank realized at last that he would be doing all the hard work
while Sid, necessarily had to sit in the Brush and drive.
Sid placed a roll of the hessian on each mudguard together with tins of petrol, hopefully enough to get them to the first dump. He hung the spare tyres on
each side of the load with a Dunlop sign on each and placed a “BRUSH Across
Australia” flag on the rear of the load. Shovels & axes’ were strapped in for easy
access and the whole load was firmly strapped down to Sid’s satisfaction.
On Friday, the day before the planned Start, Stewart and Frank dropped in to
see how Sid was faring – Sid took them over the plan of his packing showing them
how those things he may need during a day were readily available such as the
hessian, his tool bag, petrol, shovels, rifle, axes, oil and water whist the food supply was packed so that a days rations were on the top and so on down the stack.
Stewart congratulated Sid and thanked him for all the effort he had put in
preparing the Brush and his practical approach to loading the supplies. He spoke
of the challenges ahead of the team, the rewards to them and the CCMC Agency
on their successful arrival in Sydney and of his confidence that each challenge
along the route would be met and successfully resolved.
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He went on to say to Sid that he had spoken with Frank about Sid leading
the team and had agreed that Frank’s bike and cameras would be dismantled and
packed on the Brush in case of emergencies and fro publicity photos. The look he
gave Sid clearly meant he would not tolerate any discussion, in turn the look Sid
gave him spoke strongly of his disagreement.
Sid was shattered by the boss’s decision the boss called him aside after Frank had left
and told him that he agreed with Sid that the
bike and cameras would be both further
overloading and a risk that Frank could spit the
dummy, when he found how hard he would have
to work to clear the way for the Brush, and
cycle off leaving Sid. Stewart said that Frank
was a well-known public figure whilst he, Sid
and the Brush were unknowns and keeping
Frank was essential for good publicity so he had
to give Frank his approval.

Sid’s ghost - I bit my tongue - that self-opinionated bugger - I’ll fix him - there
is no way he is going to ride off when the going gets tough - sure I’ll dismantle it
and keep the pedal axle in my gear.
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The Start - GPO Perth
Saturday 16th March 1912

THE WESTERN MAIL 16th March 1912
In the presence of a large crowd of well-wishers, Mr. Francis Birtles, the wellknown overlanding cyclist, who is accompanied by Mr. S. Ferguson, commenced
a motoring tour from Perth to Sydney at the General Post Office. Punctually to the
appointed time, 1 pm the travelers started their “Brush” motor car to the accompaniment of loud cheering and departed along St. George’s Terrace followed by the
usual coterie of cyclists and motorists.
*

*

*

*

*

*
Sadly no one has found
photos of the Perth Start
or the Sydney Finish,
Frank was the expeditions
photographer, but he was
on the Brush with Sid &
Rex as it drove out of
Perth.

The above article clearly
demonstrates that Sid’s
boss was correct in saying
they needed Frank for publicity, indeed every press article uses the same intro “Mr. Francis Birtles, the
well-known overlanding cyclist, who is accompanied by Mr. S. Ferguson……”
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So we must try to picture it –
1.00pm Sid, Frank & Rex in the Brush, Sid, heart in mouth, has just
cranked the motor and it would have started first go after he had primed it, climbing into the Brush over all the stuff on the mudguard step plate, Rex jumping
around, barking his head off as it was his first ride, Frank probably reaching back
to try to hold on to Rex, Sid’s hands desperately holding the steering wheel whilst
also moving the gear lever into low, advancing the spark. gently moving the accelerator, the gear lever into high and their off.

This photo of the Brush further gives one a picture of the gear carried on the
Brush – Sid has been gathering wood for the evening fire, cup o’ tea and damper
with a tin of baked beans ? – Rex has been shifted to the mudguard to make room
for the firewood, which is on top of one of Frank’s bike wheels (no comment from
Sid’s Ghost) it resting on one of the spare tyres on top of the box of supplies, billy
can hanging on the back, shovel on the mudguard with the hessian roll, Sid’s tool
bag, Franks cameras and who knows what else ! Sid is actually sitting in the middle of the two seats – remember the Brush is left hand drive – and he has some-
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thing packed alongside him ? Sid said in an interview that they only had the
clothes they were wearing – there was no space for extra clothes !

This gives one a view of the other side of the Brush – fuel and water in tins in
the wooden case, axe, rifle, canvas tent/groundsheet, the frame and bits of Frank’s
bike, handlebar on the top of the supplies box with Rex and sundry other essentials and the spare tyres, Frank’s bike tyres and water bags on the back of the box
– don’t forget the Dunlop Tyres flag.
Imagine this, you have just driven for 12 hours bush bashing most of the
way, your mentally and physically exhausted, still you have to service the Brush,
petrol oil & water check it all over, particularly the major fittings which have had
the first taste of the intense vibrations/shock of bush bashing, adjust the brakes
which would be still settling in, then you have to semi unload the Brush, carefully
stacking the bits you have taken off, including the axe and the canvas tent/
groundsheet, to reach the nights food etc, get some wood , light a fire, in the dark,
you then clean up, repack the Brush, did you feed Rex ?, go to sleep, wake up at
sparrow fart – 5.30 am, breakfast, put out the fire, start the Brush, let it warm up
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and your off again. That’s Sid’s jobs with some help from Frank – Frank has had
12 hours of back breaking very physical work clearing the path for the Brush, perhaps laying out the hessian strips, picking them up and relaying them time after
time or cutting gidgee bushes for a path for the Brush, chopping up logs, chopping
down trees, jumping in and off the Brush hundred plus times a day to clear the
way and keep the Brush going – eastwards ever eastwards.
Now before we go into the true and fair tale of the expedition, let’s pause for a
minute or two and read the press story of how Francis did it all ! !
Check on TROVE to see how many times this was repeated in newspapers all
over Australia – it ! ! I believe it was worse than the ABC TV’s abortion/
castration of Australian Motoring History that won my first prize for total incorrect media.
THE FARMER & SETTLER 1931
ACROSS AUSTRALIA
Francis Birtles Pioneering Motor Car Journey1912 Described
“Early in 1912 Francis Birtles obtained a little 10 h.p. single-cylinder "Brush"
runabout, and announced his intention of driving it across the continent from west
to east. He approached the Dunlop Co., in reference to tyres for the trip. Upon being asked if the venture was practicable, Birtles replied: "I will guarantee to bring
a car across, apart from mechanical troubles.” Wonderful Performance.
On March 16, 1912, accompanied by S. Ferguson, he set out from Perth and
was given a great send-off as he pulled out for the pioneer motor drive across the
continent. The little chain driven runabout, with its wooden framed chassis, friction drive and spiral springs, was heavily laden …………..”
Frank’s BULLDUST - CCMCA initiated the expedition and Sid Ferguson,
their Service Foreman, lead the expedition – and drove all the way!
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THE CAIRNS POST
“In 1912, Birtles made the first automobile trip from West to East, driving a
light "Brush" car.”
No mention of Sid who drove the Brush for the entire 2,600 miles whilst
Frank was hired to guide and labor to clear the way for the Brush.
These two are typical of the error loaded press coverage that focused on
Birtles, due to his public image for his many pushbike rides, and Frank was always happy to spin his version to the press. Sid ‘s placid nature was to avoid the
press and he left press interviews up to Frank. So Sid was the unsung forgotten
hero of this incredible drive.
Frank – from The Lone Hand – July 1912 – “Accompanied by Mr. Sid Ferguson and a bull-fox terrier, Rex, I left Fremantle (Perth GPO !) in a 10-hp single
cylinder car …the photographs give some idea of the quantity of baggage we
found it necessary to carry on the car.”
In the prior pages I have told the true and fair tale of how this expedition developed – now let’s continue.
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Perth to York
62 miles
Day 1 Saturday 16th March 1912

1.10 pm. Sid has the Brush motoring smoothly along the Terrace followed by a
bunch of supporters cars, Frank is waving to the spectators who line the Terrace
and Rex is barking at all and sundry – weather fine and off they go, heading East
of course !
York is the oldest inland town in Western Australia, situated 60 miles east
of Perth. York named after Prince Frederick, Duke of York and Albany, was first
settled in 1831, two years after Perth was settled in 1829. A town was established
in 1835. Following the discovery of gold in the Yilgarn in 1887, the town was
teeming with miners, all alighting from the train and preparing to make the long
journey across the plains to the goldfields.
Sid’s Ghost – I thought I was going to run over some of the crowd who
were cheering loudly and started to move out onto the road, I certainly tested the
brakes then wondered what was happening as the engine revolutions rose and the
Brush was in neutral, stupid jerk ! I had forgotten that there is a rod from the
brake pedal to the gear lever that pulls the gear lever into neutral when the brake
is applied.
So back into high gear and off again – road is good so far and I see the road
sign to Great Southern Highway.
Rex quietens down, Frank is quiet himself, first drive in the Brush and it is
left hand drive so Frank’s seat is effectively going down the center of the road
with drays, buggies and a few cars and trucks passing him in the opposite direction – a couple of horses are disturbed by our motor and Frank grabs the seat
arm.
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Miles are flying along, I am doing 25 miles per hour then we come to
Greenmount Hill – the Brush is massively overloaded, I recon it would go up in
high gear normally but I have to go down to low and then it is a slow grind up the
hill – it’s a fair to middling dirt road – the Brush is getting hot then we reach the
top of the hill, a quick look over my shoulder to see Perth on the plains below, we
are rolling along at 20 to 25 mph to York.
Arrive York about 4.30- stop at a pub for a thirst quencher, have a chat with a
couple local lads who suggest we camp down by the Avon River so off again, it's a
nice spot, so I service the Brush, no problems, Frank sets up camp, tent and fire
and next minute I am having a cup of tea and the damper smells great- have a
smoke and into the bag early – we have our first big day to-morrow.

1912 Photo courtesy of The York Society
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York heading to SoutherCross
168 miles
Day 2 Sunday 17th March 1912

Sid’s Ghost – 5.30 am Rex is licking my face, Frank is up, fire going , had a
couple eggs & damper and a cuppa tea, cranked the Brush, switch on, fired first
pull! I hope this keeps up. Repack the Brush and we’re off
Frank- Today day we were ploughing through the sand plains beyond York.
It was very hot; though we did not have much time to notice the heat, as we were
too busy stump-dodging all the way to Southern Cross. Anyone in search of a new
excitement might try stump-dodging in a motor. It is a pastime guaranteed to give
more thrills than any other. First it was a steep hill. Sid attempted to go down with
the brakes on and the engine reversed, with all the kit packed on one side to prevent overturning. But the hill was too steep and the Brush put on the forward
speed and negotiated the
rest of the descent at a terrific pace.
But that
was only the
beginning of
the day’s troubles. When
we had half
crossed a salt
lake the crust
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suddenly gave way, and the car bogged to the springs. We put the coconut matting
down, but the car promptly sank that “aid” several feet in the mud. Then we decided to lighten the car by unpacking our “furniture” and carrying on our backs to
the sandy bank a mile distant. I dug the mud away from the wheels, and it was so
gluey that I had to virtually dig each shovelful off the shovel, so the process was
long and tedious. Next I fastened a rope to a telegraph pole and attached it to the
back hub of the motor. The engine was set at top speed- there was a great whirring
sound, two fountains of slush were thrown high into the air by the back wheels
and the telegraph pole almost came out by the roots.
Going more cautiously, and with the aid of a couple of saplings, we were at
last able to shift the car to what seemed a more desirable position. Then it immediately seemed to bury itself again.
For five hours in the intense heat, worried by salt dust and pestered by
flies, we kept at it until late in the afternoon we succeeded in getting clear. Our water supply
was gi ving out
and what
little remained
had to be
kept for
the radiator.
W e
camped
at a rock
hole but
not t o
rest – the flies were unbearable they got into our eyes, our ears, and down our
necks; got into our tea, and insisted on being part of our meal. The dog kept on
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jumping furiously and snapping at the insects. We slew and slew until we were
tired, finally we went to sleep leaving the monsters victorious.
Sid’s Ghost – I must say Frank was great, he worked his butt off digging in
that gooey mud – I had the easy job driving the Brush – we only had one shovel
anyway – but I did nearly bust my gut carrying our gear to firm ground – including Frank’s bike and his bloody great box of
cameras – back and forth – back and forth then
ultimately repacking the Brush and off to the
next salt lake – I think we only made 40 miles
in the whole day. Boy did I sleep that night –
well I would have except for those …. flies, and
Frank snores !
The water hole was covered with slabs of timber to stop the camels, roos, dingos etc. getting in and polluting the water.
I should clarify the risks of driving the Brush on this expedition compared with
Frank riding a bicycle and a camel or bullock train. A bicycle is firstly much
lighter than either the Brush or a, lets say, camel train. Secondly it has an 1.5 inch
width tyre at low pressure and an overall width of say 2 foot six inches - so Frank
can weave his bike easily between trees etc and can lift it over logs and most
major hazards - so that he can achieve around 6 to 8 miles per hour and on a 12
hour day around 100 miles per day. Frank can carry his bike across saltpans and
enen ride across in some instances.
The camel or bullock wagon train is very heavy with say 4 to 5inch wide steel
rimmed wheels, camels have soft feet which are good on sand to get a firm grip to
drag the heavy wagons - they and bullock wagons avoid salt pans - in mud they
bog down just as the brush does - probably quicker. The wagons advantage
against the Brush is that they have a far higher clearance and can force their way
through high grasses and scrubs, clear most stumps etc.
The major problem for the Brush is its low clearance - 10and a half inches and
of course its width compared to a push bike. It’s track is much lees than a wagon.
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So bush bashing is a high risk sport and my eyes nearly fall out under the strain of
searching the ground ahead for stumps and other hazards.
The tyres of the Brush being beaded edge require a hire pressure - around 50
pounds so this increases the shock of ruts and bumps.
Talking about rucks I tried running one wheel in the rut of a wagon train - they
are often quite deep with a hard firm base although this means the Brush is leaning on one side. The associated problem is that this further lowers the Brush’s
clearance and the grasses and scrub grow up between the wagons wheel tracks its no wonder I bent the steering rods and had to straighten then over a fire.
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heading towards Southern Cross
about 130 miles
Monday 18th March 1912

Sid’s Ghost – dawn breaks – that’s just how I feel, crawl out of my swag, use
some precious water to wash my face then make a cup of tea for Frank and I,
boiled the billy so it’s OK to use same water. The Brush is feeling just like me,
hard to start. Should make Southern Cross tonight – I hope.
Had a brief disagreement with Frank about these salt lake or pans or ……..
he says he has ridden across them or walked picking up his bike. I say that’s fine
for him but not for us – yesterday we had to carry all our gear across and virtually carry the Brush also, and we were buggered. I think we have to try driving
around them.
So today first one I saw we
both started off trying to see
how big it was – looked big but
I gave it a go – we bashed bush
and high grass with Frank
watching the speedo with his
compass in one hand, the going
was tough but I kept going, low
to high gear and back again
and again. We figured out we
went 10 miles to go round it in
roughly 90 minutes, so I figured
we took half the time it would have taken to unload and try to cross, carry the
gear, dig it out etc. Frank didn’t say a word.
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We first tested the surface of a salt lake and if it looked dicey, I drove
around. Some of the smaller ones were well dried out and we could slowly drive
across.
Had some good running in the afternoon and we got into Southern Cross
about 7.30pm.
Quenched the thirst in a grand old
pub and, by a stroke of luck, met the
Station Master.
Frank, who says he is a teetotaler,
and I had been chatting with some
miners, looking for info about the
road to Coolgardie, when this bloke
alongside asked if that was our car
and where were we going.” You have to be joking he yelled –“ hear this blokes” to
the whole bar – “These nice idiots are driving that tiny pushcart out there to Sydney.” They all had a good laugh and the guy introduced himself “Listen if your
serious I can help you get to Coolgardie – could your bus drive on the railway line
– it’s narrow gauge and they have just repacked it after some heavy rain so it’s a
far better surface than the road and
you’ll fly over the salt pans”
Thanks WA State Library
Frank and I choked on our
beers – Mate you are a gift from
heaven, what about the trains ?
“No trains tomorrow” with that
we bought him quite a few beers
and made a date with him for
7.00am at the Station – a sleep in
for us !
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The narrow gauge route of the Eastern Goldfields Railway reached Southern Cross on 1 July 1894 and thence to Coolgardie.
In 1888, soon after the discovery of gold in Southern Cross, a group of
prominent businessmen, including Alex Forrest brother of then Premier Sir John
Forrest, erected a fairly primitive hotel, the Club Hotel in Southern Cross, WA. In
1889 it was replaced with a more permanent structure and was the departure point
for Cobb & Co coaches. With the discovery of gold at neighboring Bullfinch,
Southern Cross became very busy and the Club Hotel was rebuilt in 1910.
You may not be aware of
the size of these salt pans.

This is about 36 miles
around so if you meet it in
the middle you have say
18 miles to drive around
it.
Of course you have no
idea of when it ends so
from the ground you
would likely use a wide
margin and possibly run in
to the next salt pan.
Todays technology would
have been a great help ! !
Think how long it took for
the early navigators who
kept bumping into Australia.
Thanks to Google Satellite for these great photos.
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Southern Cross to Coolgardie
116 miles
Day 4 19th March 1912

Sid’s Ghost – Sleep in - wonderful, again Rex was my alarm, he hates to see
me in my swag when Frank is busy getting firewood etc. – about 6.00am up and
about – more eggs and damper, enjoy it while I can , cuppa tea and pack up, get
the Brush checked out, a bit slack last night ! The station master had a big thirst !
6.45 and we are all aboard the Brush and off to the railway station that is
d o w n t h e ro a d a b i t .
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Met our mate and he guides us over the rails, the narrow gauge is great and
we both are surprised with the quality of the ballast – I take a slow run and have
no problem doing about
10 miles an hour on the
speedo.
Frank and I are a bit nervous about trains, our mate
assures us that he has
checked over the wire to
Coolgardie and Perth and
there will be no trains –
so all aboard and I drive
of in low being pretty cautious.
You can see from this
photo of Frank’s that we
fitted nicely over the rails, the
sleepers were well buried, the surface was quite good – well 120
miles to go and a few bridges
over salt pans to challenge us –
yes one did.
As Warren Brown’s cartoon in
his book on my “companion”
Frank shows, we did have some
fun on one bridge.
With thanks to Warren Brown
– I wonder where Rex is ? I think
Frank would have liked to jump
off – our problem was the irregular spacing of the sleepers would,
at times, cause the Brush rear wheels to fall between the sleepers where there was
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a wide gap. Frank had to climb out of the Brush, get behind the rear wheels,
standing on a sleeper, lift the back of the Brush as I engaged low gear, in the hope
that the Brush would rise out on top of the sleeper, and if it did, this left Frank falling forwards so he had to quickly jump onto the next sleeper ! Don’t forget the
Brush was extremely overloaded.
I must say I had an upset stomach for
the rest of the day (not a hangover !)
It took us all day to get to Coolgardie
and we all were relieved when I maneuvered the Brush off the rails near the Coolgardie Railway Station.
The town was founded in 1892, when
gold was discovered in the area. Australia
had seen several major gold rushes over
the previous three decades, mostly centered on the east coast, but these had mostly
been exhausted by the 1890s. With the discovery of a new goldfield, an entire new
gold rush began, with thousands flocking to the area. By 1898, Coolgardie was the
third largest town in the colony, with an estimated population of 5,008 (3,151 men
and 1,857 women). At its peak, 700 mining companies based in Coolgardie were
registered with the London Stock Exchange. The town also supported a wide variety of businesses and services, including
the railway connection between Perth
and Kalgoorlie, a swimming pool (first
public baths in the state), many hotels
and several newspapers. Thanks to the
WA State Library Aboriginals participate
in the celebrations to mark the opening
of the railway line from Coolgardie in
1898.
Off to Norseman tomorrow and we were told at the Station that there are
more salt pans ahead – cripes ! !
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Day 4 Tuesday 19th March 1912 Southern Cross to Coolgardie 116 miles
The Brush road the railway line to avoid salt lakes.
Note the stock route - = = = - running from the railway at Southern Cross to
just below Coolgardie when it turns southeast towards Balladonia.
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In 1912 Francis Birtles,
Sid Ferguson’s guide and the
man responsible for the labor in clearing the many obstacles to the Brush en route,
requested Sid to drive from
Coolgardie to Norseman
and then along the Overland
Telegraph line to Balladonia
and on to Eucla.
Frank’s route resulted in
six hard days to reach Balladonia and involved him and Sid in heart braking work, sometimes only progressing five miles in a day, due mainly to the salt lakes.
The 1911 map shows a more direct route, marked as a Cattle Route from Coolgardie to Balladonia that appears to avoid the major salt lakes.

Was Frank not aware of this route or did he have some reason not to use it ?
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C H A P T E R 20

Coolgardie to Norseman
105 miles
Days 5-7 Wednesday-Friday 20-22nd March 1912
Frank –We replenished our supplies and drove south to Norseman so for this
day we had the sun on our side instead of driving straight into the glare. However just as we left Coolgardie we had rain that developed into a strong storm –
and we had more salt pans ahead.
Sid’s Ghost – Thanks Bob for your technology ! this is one photo I didn’t
w an t t o s e e e v e r !

The day worsened as we drove south – rain and more rain – the track got worse
each mile we went south then we bumped into this little gem – looking from east
to west it seemed endless – what we could not see was that we were very close to
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to the western end – as luck would have it I turned east and we drove for
around 10 miles to no avail – so I turned back and 3 miles past our point of arrival I had a clear view southwards. 5 miles south I am driving through water and
the next minute the Brush slows down and starts to sink !

As you can see we unpacked everything, even Frank’s bike and then I cut
salt bush and Frank dug a track for the rear wheels and compressed all the salt
bush into it – three times I cranked the Brush – it seemed to know what was required and started first time each go – but no luck – until the fourth time, when,
gently feeding in low gear I felt slight forward movement and yelling out to Frank
“bust your gut” the Brush slowly came back up, spraying poor Frank with mud but
we both were laughing in relief. Repacking our gear we drove on in a river of water, slipping and sliding a lot but not bogging.
Two days of the same – lots of work and little progress - the only good
thing was that we had plenty of water !
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Friday morning – I got up thanks to Rex – more rain last night – the Brush
was hard to start – I lost my cool – forgotten to turn on the petrol – no fire no
brekky – opened a tin of baked beans and had it cold – not much for a day’s
driving – got going and the rain finally stopped but the track was water-logged
and I had to take it easy – Frank had a great time ! cutting salt bush.
I watched the speedo tick off the miles and when it broke over 100 miles I
started to relax.
I saw this lump on the horizon which grew bigger and bigger as we got close
to the village, but just outside Norseman, there it was another large salt pan,
probably the worst of the lot, no way around but Frank found what looked like
the tracks of a camel train with a big wagon head- ing out across the lake ? –
there was no return tracks so I slowly drove the Brush in with the driver’s side
wheels in the groove of the wagon tracks – they were quite deep so it must have
car- ried a big load – sure enough mile by mile – it was 3 miles plus I recall and
then we are out of the lake and there is a sign pointing to the village of
Norseman. Thank Heavens – another long day – I know I slept well.

Note by Sid Ferguson on the back of another photo of the Brush.
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Note – Why did Birtles guide Sid to drive south to Norseman , thus causing them
to spend three days battling the salt lakes/pans, when there was a stock route
which took a more direct route to Balladonia and appears to avoid the major salt
lakes. ? ? ? ?
The telegraph line can be seen leading to Norseman which is marked as a Telegraph Station, then heading south east to Balladonia
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C H A P T E R 21

Norseman to Balladonia
168 miles
Days 8-10 Saturday-Monday 23-25th March 1912

In August 1894, Lawrence Sinclair, his brother George Sinclair, and Jack Alsopp
discovered a rich gold reef that Sinclair named after his horse, Hardy Norseman.
In January 1895 the mining warden asked the Government to declare a townsite
for the 200 or so miners who had arrived. It was gazetted on 22 May. The Aboriginal name for
the area
"Jimberlana”
Sid’s Ghost –
Thanks again
Bob for your
technology !
t h i s is a nother photo I
don’t want to
see again!
You can see
the new road
heading off
from Norseman to the
North East
passing by
the salt pans,
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great but Frank as usual said go east so we ran straight into those salt pans and
they were
filled with rain
water – if we
had your satellite pictures
we would have
got to Sydney
at least a week
earlier.Bob, I
am not enjoying your satellite photos one
bit – I think we
hit the lower
one, you can
see why it took
us two days to
reach Balladonia.

Thanks again
Bob, I could
never work
out which salt
panFrank
tookthat
photo.
What it does
is remind me
of how my
back felt at the end of those bloody days.
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Yes Bob that’s Frasers Range, I think it took 2 days to get here. I recall in
my nightmares one day when we only made 5 Miles!
I think we got to Frasers Range late on Sunday, again we unpacked by fire

light, cooked a rabbit that Frank had shot, damper and a cuppa and into our
swags, totally buggered.
Frank - When we reached Fraser’s Range it was raining heavily. In consequence we were bogged several times the next day, and I had the added trouble of
chopping a number of trees that had fallen across the track. I thought how easily I
could have lifted my bicycle over those logs. That day, too, we met a camel exploring party. Anyone who does not know the camel cannot imagine the exquisite perfume resulting from a combination of camel and motor.
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Sadly Frank
did not take a
photo –this is
a lookalike
photo from the
National Muse um –
Thanks.

Out on the
salt-bush
plai ns –
bogged,
bogged and
bogged again
– at last I
think I saw a
building in the
distance and
called in to a
s tation and
had tea with
the bloke and
his missus – it was great to meet some human beings and have a chat, strangely
Frank’s not much of a talker, his eyes are always staring ahead and he yells “go
left or go right” if I have missed seeing a stump or a hole.
I would love to see a satellite photo of our track across Australia, it would
be like a snake sliding in curves as I steered to avoid a few thousand hazards! At
the end of each day my arms and hands were so tired from constant steering
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changes whilst Frank was exhausted from all the digging, chopping and pushing
the Brush, he was so thin and wiry, I don’t think he had an ounce of fat on him !

Frank – On Monday 25th March we reached Balladonia and I sent off a wire to
CCMCA and Dunlop. We replenished our stores, petrol and oil from the dump
that had been put at the Telegraph Station. It was still raining hard but we should
be free of saltpans/lakes.
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Days 8/10 Saturday to Monday 23rd to 25th March 1912
Note -It took three days of backbreaking work for Frank – being the laborer
and, only slightly less to Sid as driver, to arrive at Balladonia.
Why did Frank guide them to this tortuous route ? ? ?

Looking at the 1911 map you can see the stock route, far shorter and avoiding
the salt lakes,leading down from Coolgardie to Balladonia.

It makes no sense whatsoever – surely taking advice from local stockmen would
have got advice on both the quality of the stock route and the perils of the Coolgardie - Norseman – Balladonia route.

In the planning phase Sid requested a map from Frank and never received one
– One may be led to think that Frank did not have a map and therefore guided Sid
and the Brush into the territory he knew, as opposed to the best route ?
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C H A P T E R 22

Balladonia to Caiguna
122 miles
Day 11Tuesday 26th March 1912

Balladonia is an Aboriginal word meaning "big rock by itself". The area was
settled in 1879 when the Balladonia homestead was built. From 1897 to 1929, Balladonia was a station on the Perth-Adelaide telegraph line. The arid climate and
lack of suitable water sources restricted development. It was constructed in 1896
to carry the increased telegraph traffic generated by the gold boom and to provide
the eastern goldfields with a direct link with the eastern states and overseas
through Eucla and Adelaide on the East- West line, and operated as such until
1927.
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Sid’s ghost – What a day, soaking wet, bogged twice, no fire when we final
found a reasonably dry campsite, checked over the Brush and into my swag for a
good sleep.
Frank – Set out in heavy rain across the Nullarbor plain, The salt bush
plains were very boggy, we repeated our previous bogging’s several times, much
to the detriment of our spirits which were already down due to the rain. We
mainly travelled through water, however the portions of the ground lying underneath the water are the hardest as it doesn't become boggy until the water soaks
off. That night we had great difficulty finding a suitable spot for our camp. Caiguna is an aboriginal word possibly meaning "spear track". There is only a pile of
stones and a marker post.
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C H A P T E R 23

Caiguna to Eucla
205 Miles
Days 12-14 Wednesday-Friday 27-29 March 1912

Sid’s Ghost - Had strong winds over night and still blowing as we packed the
Brush and got

going to find a dry place with firewood for breakfast cuppa etc. the track was
drying out fast, the sun shining so we soon stopped, got a fire going and more
tinned meat with a damper, a couple of eggs and a cuppa.
I nearly felt human again.
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It’s funny you know, Frank said before the Start that we were following the
route of the proposed railway but that’s a long way further north ? Why did Frank
take us down to Norseman and then to Balladonia, even further away from the proposed railway ?We actually followed the telegraph line.
I listen to every beat of the motor- suddenly there is a nasty mechanical sound
– I switch off and check the crank through the hand hole plate – looks like the oil
dipper has fallen off and is smashed against the crankcase. Where can I get something to make a replacement – no dipper no oil no engine – got it, a bit of the
frame from Frank’s bike – I tell Frank about the problem and my solution – No

way says Frank – but after more explanation of the imperative need he reluctantly
agrees – so an hour later we are off again – and all’s well in the crankcase. !
Look here, the top of this picture, is the line of the present railroad, r to l,
Forest, Rawlinna, Zanthus, Cundeelee, Kalgoorlie-Boulder – we went many hundreds of miles south, through the sandy, salt pan/lakes country.
Frank – we had a good run right into Eucla and were provided with some
sport chasing animals in the Brush. With our speedometer we were able to make
some scientific investigations into the speeds of various animals. We reckoned
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that the dingo can go to 25 miles per hour and keep up that pace too. Wild dogs go
about 20 miles per hour, but they are great dodgers, and won’t keep a straight
track. An emu we tested for speed did a final sprint around 30 mph. Kangaroos –
15 mph and they can maintain that speed over long. Rabbits first 100 yards about
18mph. Organ-grinding lizards sprint 12 mph for 20 yards. Blue-tongued lizards we were not able to wait long enough to give them a true test – probably about a
mile a day if they are in a hurry.
With the fine weather we enjoyed again the long lingering smell of a camel
party.
Sid’s Ghost - The days
rolled by as Frank said we
did have a good run but it
was so long – and only one
puncture – incredi- ble - as
we came close to Eucla we
had glimpses of the sand
hills and lifting our eyes –
the glorious sea.
Eucla Telegraph Station.
Frank - on March 29 we
arrived at Eucla, the telegraph repeating station, on the Westralian coast, and ten
miles from the South Australian border. It is a unique township, supported by the
Federal Government.
The total population
consists of six men,
a dog, three goats
and a few camels.
Al- though the news
of the world goes
through it every day,
nothing ever happens there. Eucla’s oldest inhabitant had never seen a motor till
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we arrived. Four years ago some thirty operators and linesmen were employed in
repeating telegraph
messages by hand.
Now, however, automatic repeaters have
displaced some
twenty-odd men, and
one man controls all
the instruments that
are quietly clicking on
the messages between
the west and the east.

Thanks
STATE
LIBRARY OF
SOUTH AUSTRALIA B49181
Thanks STATE
LIBRARY OF
SOUTH AUSTRALIA
B69996/15

L to R Little, Patterson, Charles Todd, Mitchell, Todd
built the Telegraph Line to Perth from Port Augusta
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Note - the Telegraph line and the cattle route were mostly together over this section. Note also the seven markings along the stock route and where the telegraph
line and the stock route are close together - such as “Nellie Melba RH” I have
queried these with WA State Library and await their response.
There is another telegraph line which hugs the coast line.
The proposed Line for the Trans-Australia Railway is over 100 miles north.
Why did Frank say that they mainly followed the T-A R L ? Totally contrary to
that he had Sid drive to Norseman, Balladonia, Eucla and Yardea thence to Port
Augusta, only crossing the proposed T-A R L a few miles north of Port Augusta.
It makes no sense whatsoever – surely using a 1911 map and talking to local
stockmen would have given him good advice on both the quality of the stock route
and the perils of the Coolgardie - Norseman – Balladonia route. ?
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C H A P T E R 24

Eucla to Port Augusta
610 miles
Days 15-20 Saturday-Thursday 30th March -4th April 1912

In 1841, Edward John Eyre became the first explorer to visit the area. In
1867, the president of the Marine Board of South Australia discovered a port at
Eucla,[and in 1870, John Forrest camped at the location for nearly two weeks. In
1873, land was taken up at Moopina Station and work commenced on a telegraph
line from Albany to Adelaide. Land was set aside at Eucla for the establishment of
a manual repeater station, and when the telegraph line opened in 1877, Eucla was
one of the most important telegraph stations on the line. The town was proclaimed
a township and gazetted in 1885, and reached its peak in the 1920s, prior to the
construction of a new telegraph line further north alongside the Trans-Australian
Railway in 1929.

.
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The total population of Eucla was 6 men, a dog, 3 goats and a few camels.
One of the men hard at work at the Telegraph. Sadly Frank did not take a
photo of the Telegraph building so Bob found this photo of the operator and the ruins.
Sid’s ghost - Up early sorting out room for our new supplies and repacking,
fine weather so the Brush fired up OK and I drove off to the border with South Australia. Yep, that’s the border post.

Frank – The next six days were uneventful, after leaving Eucla we climbed
up limestone cliffs, and soon after crossed the border into South Australia. Later
we ran passed through the vermin fence that shut off the creatures from the bush
from grazing and pastoral land. This country, which had an average rainfall of 5
inches, had been hard hit by the drought, and millions of wild animals and birds
were trying to migrate south towards the coast. These met the obstacle of the
fence, and there they died. For mile after mile, dead rabbits were piled up against
the wire in heaps three feet high. Thousands more were dragging themselves towards it in the last stages of starvation and exhaustion. Emus were staggering
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about in aimless circles, crazed with thirst. Emaciated kangaroos, too week to
stand upright, watched listlessly as the Brush went by. Under the shade of a solitary tree, the only one for miles, was a carpet of pink where hundreds of cockatoos lay dead. They had flown a long way in their search for water, and had chosen a spot of shade in which to die. The dingoes were better off; they kept alive on
the moisture from the bodies of their prey. Sickened I ask Sid to accelerate hard
past this endless cemetery. Later we passed through the vermin fence.
Sid’s Ghost – Uneventful –that’s Frank all over – across the Nullarbor I did
not have one simple moment - the track was so overgrown it hid large stumps and
I bashed quite a
few, indeed we
had to stop and
set up a fire to
heat the trackrod to straighten
it.
The only village
we travelled
through was
Penong,just
south of Kooniba
Hill, sacred aboriginal land.
The State Library of
South Australia
provided
this
same-time photo. I
guess there were two
large sheds, a store
and around six houses
– we did not tarry.
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The Brush was battling through heavy sand hills and Frank had to cut me a
track through the scrub and mulga
Next we had the Gawler Ranges – up

and down for I don’t know how many miles.
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We bumped in to Yardea Station, a huge South Australian pastoral lease
that in better times operates as a sheep station – the drought meant that it was
destocked and closedown.
Yardea Station is situated approximately 40 miles north east of Minnipa and 98
miles west of Iron Knob in the Gawler Ranges. Yardea was the first property taken
up in the Gawler Ranges and at one time an estimated 80-90,000 sheep were
shorn there.

Next I was driving the Brush on ground covered with small stones – Frank
said he thought it was Sturt’s Stony Stony Desert - well Sturt can have it ! It was
exceptionally difficult to drive on it especially up hills that I tried every which way
and ended up using a zig zag approach.
That night we did our laundry in a bucket size rock hole, and we had bush
turkey for dinner.
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Around 10 miles out of Port I saw a four-horse wagon, about as overloaded as
the Brush. Frank was conserving his photo plates so here again the State Library
of South Australia provided this similar photo.
Onwards
ever
onwards, at last
on Friday 5th
April we finally
arrived at Port
Augusta, Frank
sent a wire and
we pressed on
towards Broken
Hill.
The main
street of Port
Augusta and a
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view of the harbor that is quite large - the town was expanding rapidly in 1912
with the proposed new railway in the offing. Here again the State Library of South
Australia kindly provided these time relevant photos – Thanks. .

We knocked off another 26 miles before calling it a day and camped out the
back of Tuckwell’s Store at Wilmington.
. Here again the State Library of South Australia provided these time relevant
photos. Main Street Wilmington and Tuckwell’s Store 1912. Thanks.
Sid’s Ghost – after six days of driving 12 hours each day, every second focused on the track ahead, constantly avoiding stumps, bumps, bushes, trees etc I
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was exhausted and I told Frank the Brush and I needed a rest – so Good Friday I
declared REST DAY. Frank agreed with my need for a day off to service the Brush
and have a rest but suggested that Broken Hill would be a bigger and better place
– this sounded OK to me, so I got the fire going, put on the billy for a cuppa,
Frank made a damper and toasted some rabbit over the fire, we munched away,
cleaned up and into our swags, good night Rex.

Friday morning, 5.30 am by my watch - no Rex - up out of my swag and kicked
the fire into life with a few twigs and bits of timber lying around the back if the
store - half filled the billy from our water tins and made a cuppa tea - Frank woke
up and heated a tin of spag which we ate with the leftover damper. Still no Rex,
must be out chasing rabbits - cleaned up and packed the Brush, I checked the oil,
which needed a top up, same for the gasoline, then started the Brush, at the sound
of the motor Rex got the message and raced up to the Brush, jumped up on top of
the box with a grin from ear to ear. Definitely caught a feed of rabbit.
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C H A P T E R 25

Wilmington to Broken Hill
257 miles
Days21-22 Friday-Saturday %-6th April 1912

Port Augusta is a natural harbour that was founded on 24 May 1852 by Alexander Elder and John Grainger who selected the location for the port. Mr. Grainger
was a member of Government from Adelaide. The port was named after Augusta
Sophia, Lady Young, the wife of the Governor of South Australia, Sir Henry Edward Fox Young. In 1878, the town became the southern terminus of a proposed
North South transcontinental line, headed for Darwin 2,500 km (1,600 mi) away.
This 3 ft 6 in (1,067 mm) narrow gauge railway was later taken over by the Commonwealth in 1910.
The railway from Port Augusta
through the Pichi Richi Pass to
Quorn opened in 1879, and was
part of the first stage of the Great
Northern Railway that was intended to link Port Augusta with
Darwin. The East-West Transcontinental railway across the Nullarbor
Plain was completed in 1917, and
the Pichi Richi Railway became part of the East-West route for the next 20 years.
Thanks to the State Library of South Australia for this picture.
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Sid’s Ghost – We encountered this railway close to Port August and followed it into the town. Now that the Brush had met and conquered the most challenging high risk areas of the expedition I think we had the smell and taste of success and we did not tarry and pressed on towards Broken Hill.

Some more of Bob’s technology – It is fascinating to me as I really
had no idea as to the overall track I was driving – just go east Sid – some mornings Frank just pointed to the east.

Our next challenge for the Brush was the climb over the South Flinders Ranges –
the track was rough and in poor condition – we had picked up our next dump of
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provisions and fuel so the Brush was in its usual state – grossly overloaded – it
was not long before I had to change to low gear – indeed it took all my strength to
keep it on the track – and not long after that the water in the radiator started to
steam then boil – on the steepest pinch of the Range – I quickly switched off the
motor, foot brake hard on and Frank jumped out and grabbed a large rock which
he placed behind one rear wheel just in time. However, the other wheel, although
mechanically braked by the foot brake, having all the weight of the Brush on it,
started to slip and the Brush pivoted into the side of the track luckily being
stopped by the wall of the Range. If Frank had placed the rock behind the the
wheel the Brush and I would likely have gone over the side !
I gave the Brush time for it, and me, to cool down and of we went again, better prepared for the next stop as Frank was holding two large rocks and ready to
jump out and lock both rear wheels. This event occurred twice more and at last
the Brush topped the Range and had a refreshing run down the other side.
The track/road ? to Olary was pretty rough but so much better than our past
tracks, Frank went to sleep as he had nothing to do, and he will never make a lazy
tourist – its sleep or action for Frank.
Plenty of roos around us and I saw a flock of emus ahead and they pranced
all over the place I nearly ran over one then they darted off.

The first thing you see when nearing Olary is
the one man gaol !
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The next thing is the pub – there is not much else -Thanks to the State Library of
South Aus- tralia for these pictures.
We set up camp behind the pub , had a thirst quencher and I got the fire
going whilst Frank skinned and cleaned a rabbit – I should mention that Frank is
both a good shot and also a good cook – his dampers with rabbit are good
sustaining grub. After dinner a few locals joined our fire asking questions about the
Brush and the usual “What the bloody hell are youse mugs doing” usually followed
by “Your joking – in that little bus” after Frank gives them a short version of
Perth to Olary !
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Saturday 6th April
Rex licked me awake and I checked my watch, about sparrow fart and we only
had about 70 miles to go. Checked Frank and he was up and at it - the real challenges were over and my “mate” otherwise known as “press on regardless” and I
do think now, and possibly I did think then- that Frank believed that he should
give up cycling, learn to drive a car, and was already planning his next career
move.
It was an easy run into Broken Hill – only 73 miles – when suddenly I noticed that the Brush was a bit lopsided – I stopped and got out and rapidly found
that the driver’s side chassis rail was split on the driver’s side alongside the motor.
I recalled that we had only just driven past a bloke who was sawing wood,
went back, told him of my problem and asked him if he could give me a length of 4
by 2 inch timber and could I borrow his sawer. This he quickly found and with his
help I attached a one foot length on each side of the split, used my jack to lift the
chassis to close the split then, using the good old fencing wire tightened the wires
by twisting with my screwdriver - I then hand drilled two holes in the timber
through the chassis top and side and bolted the lot together – retightening the
wires – removed the jack and hallelujah – the Brush was straight and level. On to
Broken Hill.
CCMCA wanted us to call in at a Broken Hill bike shop with the Brush and
show it to their customers and other locals. I also wanted to give the Brush a total
service so I confirmed yesterdays discussion with Frank that Sunday 7th April
would be a rest day – bit of a barny with him but in the end he just shut up and got
into his swag – he just wants to get to Sydney now there is nothing much for him to
do – I often get the silent treatment from
Frank and that’s another reason why I am
looking forward to the finish – I just want
to get back to normal living I guess.
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C H A P T E R 26

Rest Day Broken Hill
Day 23 Sunday 7th April 1912

Sid’s Ghost – I rose early as usual and then kicked myself, it’s rest day, bugger,
I could have slept in!

I needed to find the garage the bicycle store manager suggested, where I can
properly service the Brush – and it won’t be open till 7.30 – if at all. I had a load of
timber on the Brush so I got a fire going and put the billy on. Frank emerged from
his swag, not a word of g’day, and dug out the
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flour to make the damper. I got the frying pan out of the mess of our supplies, four
eggs and a tin of beans.

Had a silent but great breakfast. I told Frank I would spend the day
working on the Brush. He nodded, cleaned up and
walked off to town. It was
Easter Sunday so town would
be mostly closed.
I finished up, cleaned up our
camp, cranked the Brush about
five times and she finally burst
into life. I drove back into
Argent St and luckily found the
garage, and it was open, just
what I needed.
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Thanks to the State Library of South Australia for this 1912 lookalike picture.
The mechanic/owner was fascinated with the Brush – after telling him our
story and the usual “Bloody hell youse blokes must be crackers” he organised his
young apprentice to give it a good clean and it was great to see the Brush emerge
from its blanket of mud, dust and oil.
I started by jacking her up, removing each wheel, taking out the wheel bearings,
washing them and repacking the grease. I checked the king pins and steering box and
linkages and greased/oiled all the moving parts. Next was the engine, I drained the
oil, cleaned the crankcase as best I could,checked the big end – not bad
considering,the bike/dipper repair was OK, took off the cylin- der plug and valve
plugs,gave it a decoke and valve grind,reset the tappet clearances,rotated the fly
wheel to check the timing, cleaned the trembler points etc. etc. Had a break around
1.00 and had a cuppa with the mechanic, who offered me one of his sandwiches – nice
bloke!
Back to work, I went all over the chassis, tightening every bolt – particularly
my splints over the split – metal in timber gets loose with all the bumps and knocks the
old girl had experienced. Sorted out our gear and supplies and repacked – forgot to
mention, Frank had dropped in our new supplies from the bicycle shop, where the boss
had arranged a dump, so the Brush was back to it’s fully overloaded state.
I cleaned up, thanked the mechanic for his help and started up the old girl –
she went first pull – the mechanic asked if he could have a ride so he climbed in and
we drove down Argent St. then around the town, stopped at the fire station and had a
chat with the blokes. Usual cracks
again ! Dropped off my new mate at
his workshop and went back into town
looking for Frank – he hailed me as I
drove by – so picked him up and drove
to a greek café which my new mate
had said was OK- they always are –
had a bonza meal and headed back
out of town to set up our tent and get
into our swags - Sleep!
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Monday morning, we are just packing up and a reporter arrived looking for
Frank.
Frank had apparently been interviewed yesterday and the reporter wished to
check his draft report – he handed Frank his notebook which read:
FRANCIS BIRTLES ARRIVES IN BROKEN HILL. THE
BARRIER MINER 9 April
This famous Australian who has cycled around the continent five times on a bicycle during the past seven or eight years, has undertaken the task of pioneering
the motor car through Australia from West to East. Mr. Birtles, accompanied by
Mr. S. Ferguson, of Sydney, arrived in Broken Hill at 4 o'clock this after-noon, and
took the car to the Woodman Ltd. garage to undergo overhauling. A "Miner" reporter sought Mr. Birtles, and found him at the garage, looking dusty and travel
worn, superintending matters with the car which also showed signs of having travelled through dusty country. Mr. Birtles and his companion looked decidedly fresh,
the former particularly so. In reply to a question, Mr. Birtles informed the reporter
that he left Fremantle accompanied by Mr. Ferguson, on March 16, and pursued a
course through Coolgardie, on to Eucla, thence to Port Augusta, and on to Broken
Hill - thus completing that portion of the journey in one day under three weeks.
"This," said Mr. Birtles, "is the pioneer trip over that portion of the country with a
motor car. The car, which is a Brush, stood the journey well, as you can see. The
only mishap that we encountered on the road was a puncture, and," continued Mr.
Birtles, "this is the same set of tyres that we started with, and it has stood the
journey well. "We had to wait until reaching Broken Hill for our first mishap,"
Mr.Birtles laughingly continued. "We we're about five minutes' ride from the garage, when one of the wheel caps came off, and this will necessitate a delay in resuming our journey." And when do you propose resuming?" he was asked. "Well, I
hope to be off at daybreak to-morrow morning. We go from here to Cobar, thence to
Sydney on Saturday next." "Did you have any exciting experiences on your journey?" "No, nothing exciting. There was plenty of shooting. The country near the
route of the transcontinental railway, and we touched it once or twice on the journey, is looking like huge park lands, with beautiful shrubs and grass. Speaking of
the transcontinental railway," remarked Mr. Birtles, "the Federal Government
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should take the line further to the south to get well within the rain belt. The proposed route is, in my opinion, about 60 miles too far north." "I have taken a number of photos as well as many cinematograph films for the Gaumont Company."
In reply to a further question, Mr.Birtles said that he did not travel at night. "The
roads are hardly safe enough to travel over in the day time without taking any risks
at night." An inspection of the motor car disclosed that it was packed with all the
necessary equipment for camping out, and many other indispensable articles. In
several sections was noticed a bicycle. "Oh, I carry that," explained Mr. Birtles, "in
the event of running short of water. In that case I just mount the machine and
ride away in search of it."
Mr. Birtles, in conclusion, explained that the road taken was 400 miles shorter
than taking the route through Adelaide, although the roads were not as good, and
there were no metal roads to spin upon. Several sandy spots were travelled
through, and altogether the ride across in the motor car was interesting - if only to
look out for stumps and other obstacles in the way of a smooth passage for the car.
Frank responded to the reporter “Reads well” then handing the notebook to
me s “ How does that sound to you, Sid”
Sid’s Ghost -I nearly threw up – what a load of bulldust – I just handed it back to
Frank.
This was the end for me – I had tried to be civilized to Frank, ignoring all his
selffocused, self aggrandizements I had endured over the past three weeks but this was
too much. Frank should have known my view given the look of amazement I had on
my dial as I turned away – but no – he always seemed to be insensitive to others
feelings, he handed the notebook back to me !
Bugger him, I had had enough so I grabbed the notebook, took a pencil from
the hands of the somewhat startled reporter and underlined all the major Frankisms.
Frank you are a miserable bugger, I have tried hard to make you a part of the
CCMCA team but you are so bloody self centered – I should be We –it’s the team that
is accomplishing this incredible expedition - the Brush – the driver and you the guide
and laborer –with Rex - together! But no, not you, your always I, you’ve never been a
team player, more’s the pity, we all could have had a laugh together as we met the
many challenges and near disasters. Despite all my efforts you
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have never had a personal conversation with me, indeed all you have done most times
at the start of the day is point your finger to the east and again point when you suggest
a change of direction during the day.
This expedition is a test of the Brush – if it were a test of you I would say you
failed miserably. However the Brush has performed amazingly – you and I did our jobs
to help the Brush – nothing more – your physical contribution was fantastic and I
thank you – as a member of the team, as a human being you failed.

I wish I could say that Frank understood what I had said, but, he just shrugged and
climbed into his seat – and pointed the way to Willcania!
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C H A P T E R 27

Broken Hill to Wilcannia
123 miles
Day 24 Monday 8th April 1912

Sid’s ghost – Following my outspoken words we had a very quiet day on the way
to Wilcannia – Frank continued pointing which was quite unnecessary as the
track, whilst broken up by iron clad wagon wheels, was obviously subject to constant and daily use as we met many camel and horse drawn wagons and some motor trucks.
Weather was great, hot but dry, the Brush was going with the wind. The old
girl must be enjoying the extensive service I gave her in Broken Hill.
There were many aborigines along the track however none approached us,
just stared at this strange sight. Heaps of wild life, some had a run with the Brush
– whilst the wise ones ran off as Frank was in a shooting mood and he had plans
for wild goat for dinner – I am not sure I will risk it ?
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We did good time and arrived at Wilcannia around 4.00pm averaging around
14mph.
Here again we were met by a reporter and I asked Frank to have a word with
him. I stayed close and Frank was aware I was listening so it was a very
abbreviated tale he told the reporter. He did ask the reporter if he would oblige us
by cabling the CCMCA telling them of our safe arrival.

I drove down to the Darling River and set up our camp in a beaut spot, just
alongside the docks where a steam-boat was nudging each of its string of barges
up to the docks to be unloaded of its load of sacks – fertilizer or oats for the
brewery and then loaded with wool sacks.

I spent hours just watching the action at the docks whilst Frank took his
turn to set up the tent, gather some driftwood and get the fire going – a cuppa and
later a good meal of something –possibly goat – I don’t recall what, into our
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swags. Early to bed and early to rise was our fundamental rule. I do believe it
greatly helped our stamina to face the next day.

MORNING - What a great sight to wake to ! Up and at it, we’re off to Cobar.

Forgot to tell you about this, one of our frequent sight’s were these tinkers hawkers along the tracks going from settlement to settlement hawking goods and
offering to sharpen tools, repair utensils etc. Lookalike photo NSW State Library
Thanks.
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C H A P T E R 28

Wilcannia to Cobar
164 miles
Day 25 Wednesday 10th April 1912

Sid’s ghost – Frank
and I were up at sparrow fart and so were
the bargees – flat out
unloading and unloading – anyhow no time
to waste, breakfast,
clean up, pack, check
the Brush and we’re
off to Cobar across
the western plains of
NSW.
You won’t believe
this cause it’s too true.
Bob was looking for a
Wilcannia photo in
1912 with the help of
the NSW State Library
when the came upon
this photo !

It is labeled “The Governor’s car - just short of Wilcannia 1912”
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Looks like it’s bogged in the sand – there must have been a big party of cars
given all those fat cats perched in front – probably one is the Gov. as I bet that’s
his chauffeur at the wheel – I don’t know what make – probably something toffee –
it’s not a T Ford. Anyhow I don’t know how we missed them.

This is another NSW State Library find – thanks.
Sid’s Ghost – I asked Bob to find one as I managed to scare a similar
donkey train with dynamic results – load shifted and we helped them reload !
This is another great NSW State Library lookalike photo – Main street of
Wilcannia.
Sid’s ghost - I
asked Bob to find a similar photo as I managed
to scare a camel train in
town – if I gave those
camels in the photo, a
scare the Brush would
probably get hit by that
top barrel.
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Frank was not speaking as usual and the Brush was running sweetly – 15 to
20 miles an hour so you can tell the Brush and I were enjoying floating along on a
relatively good dirt surface. As the Brush drove into Cobar we saw a large mining
operation.

Headworks, Great Cobar Copper Mine
NSW
Date of Work - June 1912.

Two great shots from the State Library

A 1912 view of the town of Cobar
dominated by Copper ?
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C H A P T E R 29

Cobar to Dubbo thence to Bathurst
312 miles
Days 26-27 Thursday-Friday 11-12th April 1912

Sid’s Ghost - Our camp was on the eastern side of Cobar and the sun and Rex
awoke us around 5.00 am – Frank kicked the fire embers into life with a little help
from twigs and added more driftwood – soon had a good fire going – fire making
is one of his strong points – as is a good black cuppa – and damper making – he is
a better cook than me – I am OK with simple things like frying eggs and heating
tinned food. A good breakfast sets us up for the day – he hasn’t spoken a word –
no response to my attempted “G’day Frank”- so be it – only three more days –
wacko !
So it’s farewell Cobar and here we come Dubbo – 188 miles to Dubbo – say
12 hours – I will
t ry to run the
B r us h a r o u n d
20mph to get an average around 16
mph.
No they didn’t get
the Cobar band to
farewell us – Bob
found this and
thought it would
brighten the tale ?

Thanks to the NSW State Library.
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As Frank says in his writings the Brush team sped through the developed lands
of Central West New South Wales eager to reach Sydney.

Sid’s Ghost – the only thing that slowed us down was meeting bullock teams
such as this one. I treated these with great care – slow down – low gear – get off
the track and give them a wide birth !
That night we reached Dubbo and set up camp by the river – had a few locals and two coppers visit and exchange the usual banter – the cops first thought
we were gypsies – anyhow they enjoyed our fire and kept us up chinwagging !

FRIDAY
I beat Rex up this morning, eager to get going – and get it over. Still, we
had a good brekky, fired up the old girl and set off for a bit of hill climbing to
Bathurst.
The road was good dirt, obviously well used and well maintained – lots of
good rolling hills, country looked good, quite a few roos to eat the green pastures.
The Brush handled the hills easy – only once in low gear – only 124 miles and we
ate them up – I was running the Brush around 25 on the speedo and the motor
seemed to be enjoying it !
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Finally climbed up Mount Panorama – stopped at the top – I thought Frank
took a photo but I’ve never seen it – Bob and the State Library found this lookalike one of relevant year – thanks – you think you can see Sydney – in your dreams
Sid, that's the Blue Mountains we have to climb and cross before we can see Sydney.

Off we go down the Mount – slow but sure and into town.

Bathurst is the first town site over the Great Divide and in 1912 it was a fast
growing township.
Did the Stewart family, of “Stewarts Mount” Bathurst hear of the arrival of
the Brush. They bought, in 1910 in Sydney, a 1909 Brush Runabout D 28 for 505
Australian Pounds. That year it was driven across the Blue Mountains, 1300 me-
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ters in height, 130 miles, through snow on the mountains, all on dirt roads to
Bathurst.

William Street Bathurst – 1900s

Thanks to the NSW State Library
Sid’s Ghost – I drove
the Brush up, down and
around Bathurst then
stopped at the CCMCA
Bathurst Agent cycle
shop – quite a crowd
gathered and Frank was
in his element.
Talk about bulldust baffles brains, he had a
couple of reporters
hanging on his every
word !
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It was then I remembered the boss’s words “We need Frank for publicity ..”
Personally I snuck off, got a shave and haircut and felt like a human being
again.
Tomorrow’s the big day – so I got hold of Frank and we went to the
showground where we set up camp, I made a hash out of most of the tinned food
we had left, Frank made his last damper and we gorged ourselves – I had bought
a couple of beers and Frank, who didn’t drink much, and I polished them off and
rolled into our swags – “Good night Frank” was met with Frank’s snores !
I don’t think I slept much that night – I went over every noise the Brush
made that day making up a mental check list – so near but yet so far – I turned
this over and over in my mind – thinking of every thing that could go wrong – and
ticking them off one by one – they were all covered - and then I woke up, Rex
licked my face and I tucked him into my swag – it’s not dawn yet matey – but then
it was.

Our Team –The CCMCA Team - Frank, Rex, the Brush and I
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C H A P T E R 30

Bathurst to The Finish
GPO Martin Place Sydney
127 miles - Day 28 13th April 1912
Sid’s Ghost – Rex and I rolled out of my swag – weather is fine – Frank’s up and
at it, fires going, billy’s boiling, I can smell the damper, yummy, I guess I will miss
all of this but, we’re heading for home! 7.00am Saturday.
We pack our tent, swags etc. etc., clean up at the Bathurst Showground’s Toilet block, I give the Brush engine a couple cranks to prime the carbie – bugger – I
am so uptight I forgot to turn on the gasoline ! So gasoline on, three more cranks,
switch on and the old girl fires up, Rex hops up, Frank climbs in and we are off.
127 miles, Lithgow then the Blue Mountains – the dirt road is very rough, there
are a lot of wagons headed for Bathurst and passing them is risky. We drove
across two timber bridges that looked risky but must have taken the heavy loads of
those wagons. Approaching Lithgow Frank points at what he says is the chimney
of the local iron works.
We are searching for the sign to
Berghofer’s Pass. I learnt at our planning meetings that automobiles were
banned from using Victoria Pass as it
was ruled too steep. Apparently there
had been some serious accidents with
automobiles failing to climb the Pass
– their brakes not holding them so
they rolled backwards and had severe
crashes. 1912 Victoria Pass
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Thanks to the NSW State Library and the Blue
Mountains Historical Society for these photos.
When the government closed the pass to automobiles, this was a severe blow for Lithgow’s economy and
to automobilists. Local Lithgow storekeeper,
Mr. Berghover advised the government that he knew of a
easier walking track, longer but no steep inclines, which
he thought could be cleared and used by automobiles. The
Lithgow Council quickly investigated his suggestion and
soon had a team of laborers widen and clear the track making it useable by automobiles. In recognition of his
suggestion, it was named “Berghofer Pass.”
1910 Mr. Berghofer
Sid’s Ghost - Finally I had
to stop and ask directions from
a helpful local – it took some
finding, when we did I looked
at it in horror – it really was a
glorified bush track. I was so
worried that this “track” could
be the end of our expedition !
I selected low gear and
slowly drove the Brush into
what looked like the jungle ! As
we progressed I gained some
confidence and, whilst it took nearly an hour driving in low gear all the way, there
some long slopes but no steep pinches. As we
reached Mount Victoria I thought – Thanks
Mr. B. well done! Bob found these pictures
with the help of the State Library and the Blue
Mountains Historical Society which I thank. I
do recall seeing this sign on the way up.
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As I drove past the Mount Victoria Hotel I was greatly
tempted to suggest to Frank
that we stop for a thirst
quencher, but I bit my tongue
– onwards to the Finish !
On we drove through the Blue
Mountains, lovely bush land
with a few large towns and
small settlements, orchards, timber saw mill – the road was still rough dirt.

Frank insisted we stop – for a moment – to see the Hydro Majestic Hotel at
Meadow Bath built in 1903 – and the Carrington at Katoomba built in 1883 for
the toffs of Sydney.
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Later we came to where the Mountains drop down to the farm land – what
a drop ahead of us – it took my breath away – and what a view ! Martin Place
here we come!
Boy, did I not want to come a gutser down that winding dirt road – into low
gear, just touching the brakes every now and then, didn’t want to burn them up,
throttle closed, running against the compression – at one stage the Brush nearly
got away from me, hard braking slowed us but not enough, so I moved the gear
lever into the reverse slot and slowly pushed it in so the motor was meeting the reverse clutch – I had learnt this trick and thank heavens it worked – I would ease
off the gear lever and then reapply it – it seemed like hours had gone past when
we reached the bottom and crossed the Victoria Bridge over the Nepean River
The Victoria Bridge
over Nepean River,
also known as The
Nep ean B ri d g e ,
Completed in 1867
the bridge initially
carried rail and
horse–drawn traffic,
and was converted
in 1907 to exclusively carry the
Western Roadway.
The punt was replaced by the bridge in
1868, due to the large number of citizens
seeking to get to the goldfields.
The Western road was narrow dirt and
in poor shape – there was a lot of work
going on as the Brush passed graders
making mounds of dirt and steam rollers
trying to flatten it out smoothly – blokes
with red flags tried to stop us or direct
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us around the machines and always gave us a thumbs up ! The Western Road
ends at Parramatta and becomes Parramatta
Road, I hope the road surface improves!
Parramatta Road opened in 1811 as a toll road
with toll booths located at Railway Square and
Parramatta. Governor Macquarie called tenders for the repair of the road and raised a 3
shilling per gallon levy on spirits and levied a
toll to pay for the work.
In 1851, Parramatta Road was the scene of heavy traffic as a procession of
drays, other vehicles and pedestrians made their way westward to the goldfields of
Bathurst. A road gang at work on one of the bridges
I think the Gov. was robbed ! The condition actually got worse due I suppose to the heavy traffic.
Thanks to the State Library of
NSW for these excellent photos.
The importance of the road declined
with the advent of the railway in 1855.
In the 1920 s , the surface of
Parramatta road was finally sealed and
trams were removed from the road.
Sheep and cattle were still crossing
Parramatta Road at Homebush as late
as the 1960s.
Sid’s Ghost – heading towards Taverner’s Hill the Brush was suddenly
greeted by, it seemed, a fleet of automobiles with drivers and passengers cheering
and waving – they scared the hell out of me.
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We are driving on a dirt road, in heavy traffic and I am leading a procession of automobiles into Railway Square, luckily the Square roadway was sealed,
we only had a mile to go to the Finish.
Frank didn’t say a word, he just acted like the King of England, nodding
and waving to the people who lined the Broadway and George Street, whilst I was
flat outdriving the good old Brush.
Try to imagine this yourself - two hands on the wheel, stopping when the
trams stopped, basically crawling down George Street in low gear, dropping my
left hand down on the gear lever to declutch, time and time again, whilst at the
same time moving my right hand off the wheel onto the accelerator lever, time and
time again to decrease and increase speed. My right foot was hovering over the
brake pedal, my heart was in my mouth, seemed my stomach was in agony.
To add to my misery, people were running onto the road wanting to shake
my hand, pat Rex who was barking his head off – so add that to the hazards – and
guess what – yes Frank is waving to people on both sides so some are coming
across the tram tracks to shake hands with him !
***************************************************************
************
SUNDAY TIMES SYDNEY 14 APRIL 1912
In the annals of Australian motoring………this achievement is a remarkable
testimony to the reliability of motorcars generally The car on this occasion was
carrying most of the time a load of fully a ton. Birtles' arrival in Sydney yesterday
was very quiet. He had reached Bathurst at 5.30 p.m. on Friday, and timed himself, it appears, to arrive in Sydney at 5 p.m. yesterday. Word of this, however, did
not reach either the Canada Cycle and Motor Co.
Agency or the Dunlop Co., and both companies dispatched motor cars to meet
him a few miles out. Mr. C. O. Sherwood, manager of the Dunlop Co., who was
touring in the Blue Mountains, met him accidentally there, and accompanied him
in.
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Meanwhile the other cars had gathered at Burwood about midday to await the
overlander's coming, but after several hours they returned to the top of Taverner's
Hill, and then about 4.20 p.m. the record-making Brush joined them. Both Birtles
and Ferguson appeared fatigued, and were dusty, but other wise were very fit. A
procession soon formed up, and attracted a good deal of attention as it made its
way down George-street to the G.P.O., where Birtles and Ferguson arrived at 4.52
p.m. There photos were taken, and then a return was made to the Canada Cycle
Company's building, where the pioneer overland motorists were welcomed.
Among those present were Messrs. H. Skinner (Automobile Club of Australia),
T. D. V.Chapman (pioneer of the motor lorry in Australia),Williams,
Willisford, .and Lowrie {CCMCA) Allen. (Vacuum Oil Co.), C. O.. Sherwood and
A. N. Fuller (Dunlop Rubber Co.), and others. Refreshments were provided, and
the healths of the overlanders, the CCMCA. and the Vacuum Oil Co. were drunk.
All were the subject of congratulation.
***************************************************************
************
I thought I should include this press clipping at this stage as Sid never mentioned the procession to his sister. Now Sid’s Ghost can comment
So that’s who that bloke was ! When we stopped to have a geek at the Hydro at
Medlow Bath he came over and grabbed Frank, shaking his hand and congratulating him – not a word to me and Frank didn’t introduce us – there was no rearview
mirror on the Brush but going down the Blue Mountains I had the feeling a car
was following us.

Typical Frank – self first and no body second or third or?

I lead the procession into George Street – lots of people suddenly see us coming and turn to wave - oops ! that’s Martin Place , I drove past it missing that
tram !
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Railway Square 1912 1912 George Street looking at the GPO Martin Place
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I did a quick U turn and drove the Brush into Martin Place and parked in front
of the spectacular General Post Office.
The Finish - Across Australia - 2,600 miles in 28 days
Sid Ferguson-driver, Frank Birtles-guide and laborer, Rex- mascot & face
licker.
The 1912 Model F Brush Runabout
The old girl did it !
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We just came for the ride ! As I switched off the motor we heard the shouts of
congratulations and amazement, hundreds of our fellow citizens, the flock of
reporters and VIP’s.
I saw my Helen and my sister Mabel in the crowd, jumped out of the Brush and
gave them both a big hug
Sadly there are no photos of the Brush arriving in Martin Place. Just like the
media – they reported being blocked out from the Brush due to the flock of photographers – No one can find a photo, my mate Bob found this 1912 classic Martin Place photo and thought it most appropriate with the bunting and
“Greetings” sign.
Bob has included all Frank’s photos thanks to the Dunlop Collection.
I know Frank exhausted all his glass slides but he had two other cameras
loaded in the Brush – where are they – I never saw one and I never saw Frank
again.
Thanks Bob, I enjoyed reminiscing – but its time to go – stay well – Cheers
Sid’s ghost
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The reporters spoke to Frank at the Finish, as he was well known to them from
his cycling expeditions. The following interview is the only one by Sid:
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************************************************************
The Sydney Morning Herald
ADVERTISEMENT Saturday 13th April 1912
ACROSS

AUSTRALIA

IN A 10-H.P. “BRUSH” CAR
FRANCIS BIRTLES THE FAMOUS OVERLANDER
WITH MR. FERGUSON AS DRIVER AND MECHANIC
WILL TO-DAY COMPLETE THE TRIP FROM
PERTH

TO

SYDNEY

THEY ARE EXPECTED TO ARRIVE AT G P O AT 2 P.M.
All are invited to come and see this wonderful little Car after its trying journey.
Its condition after such a trip is most creditable, and the fact that no spare parts
were used, other than those carried on the Car, speaks well for the wonderful qualities of the Brush Car.
This wonderful journey surpasses all previous feats in Motordom. “Glidden
Tours” “American Ocean to Ocean trips” “Paris through St.Petersburg, Russia,
across Siberia, and round the world back to Paris” are absolutely eclipsed by this
wonderful performance of the “BRUSH” taking into consideration the size and
price of the Brush.
Throughout the journey the Car was fed with Pratt’s Motor spirit and Vacuum Mobil oil.
SOLE AGENTS CANADA CYCLE AND MOTOR AGENCY, LTD.
CANADA BUILDING 322 GEORGE STREET, SYDNEY
***************************************************************
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***************************************************************
The Evening News

Sydney 15th April 1912

ACROSS AUSTRALIA
TWO MEN AND A DOG
RECORD MOTOR -CAR RIDE
BIRTLES RETURNED TO SYDNEY TODAY
Martin Place, with its array of flower stalls with their choice blooms, was for
once plunged in somber drab plumage shortly before 5 o’clock this afternoon by
the arrival of Frank Birtles, the overland rider in his motor-car, accompanied by
Ferguson, his mechanical companion.
Light-brown, red, and sandy-hued were the predominant features of the train,
which comprised many other motor-cars and bicycles. The only other color relief
was the blue serge suit of Ferguson, and the dirty white of Rex, the terrier, which
was a faithful companion of the 2,600 mile tour. Birtles was a khaki-clad, sunburnt study in bush drab, a replica in shade and atmosphere of travel.
On his arrival at Martin-place, he at once became the centre of a throng of
enthusiasts, and the curious, conspicuous among whom were photographers, who
endeavored to make him pose, while reporters dragged from him accounts of his
adventures.
To an “Evening News” representative he said he had had a “bosker” trip. A
seat in a motor-car for an overland voyage in many respects is, he said, was preferable to a seat on a bicycle. The only thing was a bicycle lent itself more to one’s
individuality. A motor-car was a thing which goes of its own accord, you are at its
mercy – you must go just how and when it pleases – if all’s well, it’s all right; otherwise you are entirely at its mercy.
“I think I should prefer to make my next trip in the saddle of my old bike” said
Birtles. “ You can dodge the road better.
If a bike through bad roads, turns obstinate, you can shoulder it, and ‘foot’ it
over the objectionable miles; but with a motor-car you have no option but to stand
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helplessly by, and wait until you can coax it by sweat, patience, and at time, almost supernatural resource, to urge it on.
“I have tried bikes and a motor-car, and have no reason to feel ashamed at
the results; but I am all impatience to do the next best thing – that is to essay a
cross-country tour by aeroplane. Open country is favorable to the experiment, and
I am confident that an immense amount of pioneering work can be done by those
who can best realize the potentialities of the aeroplane in exploring the Australian
desert.
I do not despise my old friends, the bike and the motor-car, but I confidently
expect far greater results from my next venture, which will, I trust, be a cross country aeroplane flight”
Mr. Birtles and his companion looked remarkably well after their adventurous journey. They bore the stamp of those early pioneers, with whom the present
generation is acquainted only through the pages of romantic history. No wild
imagination of the drama stage could produce characters so convincing of the Australian bush as were presented in Martin Place to-day with the appearance of these
redoubtable adventurers – Birtles, Ferguson, and their dog “Rex”.
The journey – 2600 miles – was made in the record time of 28 days. The actual figures in connection with the drive will not be available until later to-day.
The drive was a wonderful testimony of the efficiency of the motor of to-day.
***************************************************************
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***************************************************************
The Sydney Morning Herald 15th April 1912
WEST

TO

EAST

0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0
RUNABOUT

RECORD

**********
TWO

MEN AND A DOG

It was a quaint sight as the little runabout motor car began to climb Taverner’s
Hill on the Parramatta –road, en route to Sydney, after the long journey across
country from Fremantle (W.A.) about 2600 miles. The Brush car carried the wellknown overlander Francis Birtles, with his companion, S.R.Ferguson, over the final stage of a long and trying journey. Those who received the motorists at the top
of Taverner’s saw between the two bronzed and weather-beaten occupants a terrier
dog, which bristled with canine excitement, and appeared to be more interested in
the motor cars and spectators at this point of the journey than the two overlanders.
Francis Birtles as guide and S R Ferguson as the motor expert, and the dog
,Rex as look-out, left Fremantle, after receiving the Valedictory of the Mayor, for
their long drive from west to east of the continent, and the little car was driven via
Coolgardie, Eucla, Port Augusta, Broken Hill, Wilcannia, Cobar, Nyngan,
Bathurst and thence on the main western road to Sydney.
The adventurous motorists did not waste much time after they reached Broken
Hill, and it was a case of reaching home as soon as possible. They had a bad time
in open country, and, once they struck NSW, after coming from Fremantle to Port
Augusta along the proposed route of the transcontinental railway, it was purely a
question of fast traveling.
Naturally, in view of his previous overlanding experience, Birtles makes but little complaints about the difficulties they had encountered: but Ferguson, who was
in charge of the wheel all the time, is very eloquent on the subject.
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As Mr. T.D.Chapman said at the reception to the overlanders in the office of
Canada Cycle and Motor Company, after Ferguson and Birtles had duly reported
at the G.P.O., it was a wonderful achievement that such a small piece of mechanism could have successfully negotiated the journey.
The car used for the journey was a 10 H.P. Brush runabout, with a singlecylinder engine, four inch bore, five inch stroke, and fitted with Dunlop tyres, 810
x 90mm, a wise precaution as the large tyres went through the journey with practically little trouble. Altogether the equipment weighed about a ton, including spare
tyres, benzine, oil, axes, tomahawks, water bags, canvas etc for camping, cameras,
rifle, guns for game, bagging for the sandy stretches, ropes and pulleys.
The drive was a wonderful testimony to the efficiency of the motor today. That
two men could safely traverse the country between Fremantle and Sydney in a
10HP runabout motor would a few years back have been laughed at: and yet it has
been done. Two thirds of the drive was over new country and unmade tracks and
Birtles and Ferguson finished fit and well, although rather fatigued after their long
drawn- out experiences.

They had completed the journey in 28 days, camping at nights; starting at 4 or
5 o’clock in the morning and averaging for the overland ride about 100 miles per
day

******************************************************************
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1912 G P O Martin Place
******

This was the site of the Finish of
the 1912 First Crossing of
Australia.
As the 1912 Evening News
reported “on arrival Birtles and
Ferguson became the centre of a
throng of enthusiasts and the
curious, conspicuous among whom
were the photographers who
endeavored to make them pose,
whilst reporters dragged from them
accounts of their adventures.
*********
Sadly none of the likely 100 plus
photos of their historic arrival exist
today.

1992

1992 L to R Sandy Munro, Bob Lamond and John Simmons in

80th
Anniversary
of the
1912
First
Crossing
of
Australia
By
Ferguson and
Birtles with
Rex in the
1912Brush

Bob’s 1910 Brush “on the Nullarbor” heading for Sydney to celebrate
the 80th Anniversary. On arrival in Sydney Bob was reported as saying
that “whilst the roads were 80 times better the Brush was 80 years
older” They averaged 40kph for the 4,100km drive taking 20 days.
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1912 Centenary Expedition 2012
Veteran Motors Across Australia Honouring the
1912 First Crossing of Australia by a
1912 Model F Brush Runabout
Driver Sid Ferguson - Guide Frank Birtles

Veteran 1 & 2 Cyl. Motors Across Australia Honouring Our Forgotten Heroes
that in 1912 made the First Motor Crossing of Australia - Sid Ferguson-Driver,
Frances Birtles --Guide, Rex Bull Terrier Mascot and the 1912 Model F Brush.
16 March to 4 April 2012 – 4,100 kms in 20 days including 2 rest days.
In 1992 I drove my 1910 Brush from Perth to Sydney to commemorate the
80th Anniversary. At the Finish at the Royal Automobile Club my fellow driver,
John Simmons suggested we do it again in 2012.
A world wide Invitation resulted in 77 expressions of interest from United
Kingdom, France, Norway, Germany, Spain, USA, New Zealand and Australia.
By December 2011 we had 45 Entrants and at the Start at Government House
Perth there were 31 Entrants – 14 Cars and 17 Bikes.
On 16th March the Governor of Western Australia flagged off the Entrants
from Government House Perth watched by a great crowd of locals. We had 5
Brush cars making the crossing :
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Day 1 Friday

16th March 2012

Government House Perth

to York

96.1 kms

His Excellency
Malcolm
McCusker QC
Governor of
WA,
addressing the
Entrants to the
1912
Centenary
Expedition
2012
prior to the
Start
His Excellency, with his wife Tonya, chatting with Expedition Director
and Entrant No.1 Bob Lamond

As told by Catrina Sargent - Up bright and early, we travelled into Perth to Langley
Park.
With bikes and cars unloaded we waited until 9am and then rode
to
Government House, only 2 blocks away. This was when Daniel was at a set of traffic
lights uphill in the middle of the CBD and missed his footing and went down with
the Triumph. He said he was lying on the corner of the intersection with the Triumph
on top of him, and when he looked up there was a sea of people with their mobile
phones and outstretched arms taking his photo. Needless to say, he got up quickly and
took off successfully, without looking back.
But this
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coming off caused him grief with engine trouble over the next few days as the pul- ley
had hit the curb quite hard.
We were on display until 10 and then we were
flagged off by the governor. The CBD wasn’t hard to navigate, but the road works were
a pain with many long stretches of bumper to bumper traffic.
I was happy with
my choice of bike, 1913 Royal Enfield with a 770 V Twin JAP motor with 2 speeds and
a free engine position, and dad (Colin Sargent) on his 1916 770 V
Twin GEM JAP
which was a single speed bike, but was fitted with a Mabon clutch. Dad had set his
bike a bit rich for the hills ahead, but fouled a set of plugs before getting out of Perth.
With fewer traffic lights and everything thinning out, I was on the continuous climb
up the hills leading out of Perth. My bike ran well and I was in York by lunchtime.
I had checked in with rally officials and I was in the main street of York at a
magnificent old hotel enjoying an ale with David Flentje. Dad soon rode in so another
beer was ordered and a ploughman’s lunch, which we enjoyed in this beautiful town on
a lovely sunny day. From here we rode to the caravan park where our camper trailer
had been set up 2 days earlier.
A couple of hours later mum joined us after
spending a few extra hours with Kassandra and the grandchildren. We had managed
day one! (Engine out of Daniels Triumph, but back in the frame before dark)
Les
Johnson 1911
Clement B
a y a r d Gavin
Mutton 1913
Singer
Mark
McCibbin
1909
Sizaire
Naudin
Andrew Howe
Davies
1912
Renault
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Roselli & John Stanley’s beautiful 1910 Brush – powering up the Hill
Just before the big end sounded off it’s familiar note ! !

Bob Lamond’s 1910 D26
Brush Runabout with the
Brush Two Cylinder
2.25 Litre Engine

Bernard Holmes UK Entrant
Bernard believes that his
1911 Brush is the original
Ferguson - Birtles Brush of the
1912 First Crossing
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Darrell Jeffries 1911 BSA

Daniel Sargent 1912 Triumph

YORK Arrival – Ron Carey Great Western – FIRST
Second – Bob Lamond’s 1910 Brush – Protest lodged –
They took the shortcut ! !
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1912 CENTENARY EXPEDITION 2012
OUR GUESTS
Who are joining us on
the Expedition to
honor their relatives

Kevin and Chris Dawson
Chris is a Great Niece of
Francis Birtles

Larry, Chris and Brad Le
Brocque and Marilyn and
Victor Dietiker
Relatives of Sid Ferguson.
Judie Stephens OAM who is joining us
on the Expedition to help with Media,
VIPs, general liaison with Entrants and
have fun.

1912 - Frank Birtles, Rex Terrier & Sid Ferguson – In the Mulga
This is the only photo of the three heroes
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York to Southern Cross
271 Kms
Day 2 Saturday 17th March 2012

Start Day 2

to Southern Cross

York President Tony Boyle Flags off Bob Lamond in his 1910 Brush

As told by Judie Stephens OAM – Media, VIP’s and Entrants Liaison.
Official start in York with Shire President Cr Tony Boyle, wonderful fun, he
flagged off every entrant.
Yesterday Graham Donges and I as Bob Lamond’s backup had a call from Bernard Holmes, he was broken down about 6 kms from York. We could not contact
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Bob on his mobile so went back for Bernard and Sylvia Holmes. They were not
on the road they indicated so we went back to the Castle Hotel coffee shop opposite and asked them to come to us.
Bernard wanted to get to the Brush “experts” to fix his Brush. Big winds and
he ran out of petrol. We had Bernard’s Brush on the back and then on arrival
checked into historic Palace Hotel in York.
After a great start for the temperamental 1918 Indian PowerPlus of Andrew
Lamond, this morning he roared through the field with triumphant yells only to
fall foul to a seized main bearing / lubrication issue which temporarily sidelined
him but with the help of ‘Indian guru’ Spencer, he rejoined the field only to have
the same issue down the rough and very windy road. Greg Coone on the Rover

?? Who is it riding the Neil Bromillow 1912 Rover ??

There was a lot of curious looks as the
Indian was trailered at road speed with
Andrew in the saddle on his bike on
the back. A glorious 25km came to an
abrupt halt then a full engine pull
down later that night, it didn’t look
good. Engine out, post haste sent to
Sydney, fingers crossed it will be repaired and sent back by the end of the
week.
Neville Hunter – at speed – riding his 1918 Indian Single

The Fearless Peerless
No.42 David Flentje &
his 1913 Peerless
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I bet it is Robert Tobler riding his 1914 Triumph

Introducing “Sid” our stand-in for the legendary “Rex”
Sid travelled “across Australia” in the Handley’s 1909
Darracq
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As told by John and Pam Handley – co-driver 1909 Darracq.
The highlight each day was to become the happy hour each evening organized by
our sergeant at arms and leader Bob Lamond.
Here the triumphs and perils of the journey were sorted out over a few ales and
an evening meal. We also discussed the journey for the next day.
At York we teamed up with Gavin and Loretta Mutton, fellow entrants, as their
1909 Swift had expired with valve follower problems. We were glad of an extra driver
and back up vehicle as I was suffering from a chest cold and was glad to rest from
driving.
As told by David McCredie – 1912 Maxwell.
We missed the start and spent the morning testing and re-wiring all of the ignition system, including replacement of the coil, condenser, spark plugs and regapping the points. After that it seemed OK so we loaded up and took off after
the field of cars, driving the Maxwell the last 20kms into York. It was not running
well. We stayed behind in York and worked on it for many hours then again took
off after the field with the car in the trailer, while the other entrants drove in the
cold and rain. Read on for the good news on Day 4.
As told by Sylvia Holmes – 1911 Brush team member.
One of the reasons that the London to Brighton is not among my favorite motoring events is that the logical demands of getting an old car ready to leave Hyde Park
at dawn to drive through a self created traffic jam to Brighton and then bring said car
back home again can be stressful………………………As a four person team the plan
was that we would take turns with one couple driving the Brush and the other the
back-up four berth camper van……… . And so we began: Bernard and I enjoyed a
leafy drive up to York. On the second day the car performed less well and tools, spare
tyre and fuel were jettisoned in order to gain speed.
Stay tuned for the next exciting report.
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As told by Daniel Ward – 1901 Decauville – the oldest car in the Expedition.
I should mention that our team comprised me and my brother, Toby along with
Oliver Wright, the 17 year old son of Mick, both of them whom had restored the
Decauville.
Day 2 was 170 miles to Southern Cross – but it was flat and we made good progress. With fourth gear beyond the capabilities of the clutch, the top speed was limited to about 24mph, which was quite respectable. We encountered problems with a
loss of power which we couldn’t identify until we saw that air was bubbling from the
rear inlet valve cage. We tightened that down which improved matters, but then our
advance/retard linkage broke meaning a jury rig. Lots of other small diffi- culties
meant we had a late finish, arriving at Southern Cross in the dark about 8.00pm.
TeamWard

1901 Decauville
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Southern Cross to Kalgoorlie
225 Kms.
Dar 3 18th March 2012

Day 3 18 March 2012 Southern Cross to Kalgoorlie
And a very wet welcome from Cyclone Laua ! ! !

As told by
Catrina Sargent

You shut your eyes – take a firm grip on the Wheel

The wind
And Niagra Falls on you ! !
died down as
the sun set the
Steve Roberts about to be drenched !
night before,
Good thinking Craig offering Steve
a drive ? ! ?
and it was dead
calm at 4.45. I
w o k e u p to
check my watch
to see what time
it was and I
rolled over to
go back to sleep
and at 4.46 the
gale winds started. My smart phone was predicting rain later in the day, and as it
wasn’t too cold dad and I didn’t bother with wet weather gear. We headed off into
the strong head wind and threatening grey sky. With the camper trailer packed up
mum had a shower, and then passed us on the road with the plan to see us at Coolgardie, 186kms down the road.
We must have travelled 80km and the sky opened up and constant driving
rain became a real problem with visibility and for dad to maintain forward motion.
Using our helmet to helmet intercoms, dad said he just wasn’t able to keep his
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bike running as the belt was slipping. With mum ahead of us I said that I would
keep going and come back for him. I had never ridden in such constant rain, even
when riding down the west coast of New Zealand I didn’t get this cold or wet. I
just wasn’t wearing the right gear.
Getting to Coolgardie I could see our van and the panda bus in the main
street. Greg and Deidre Coone had fitted out on old bus which was called Panda.
Panda was neatly finished with a fridge, freezer, stove, bed and it even had a solar
panel on the roof.
As I was pulling over I could see a park on the left with a rotunda, which
looked inviting, so I rode thru the park and under the rotunda. Mum greeted me
with a towel and I soon changed out of my wet clothes. I was starting to feel
slightly less frozen with dry clothes on and Greg and Deidre Coone offered me a
hot cuppa. By now I could feel my fingers and was just explaining that we
needed to go back and rescue dad when Ian and Jenny pulled up and said he was
riding, not going fast, but was maintaining forward motion. It may have been
another 20 minutes, and he rolled in. He also rode under the rotunda, stripped off,
got into dry clothes and didn’t stop shivering until he had a hot drink as well. Dad
then explained how he was standing on the side of the road, and he could see the
water rising around him and with each semi showering him with water, he decided
he just couldn’t stay on the side of the road. With a huge effort he ran with his
bike, which to his surprise fired and by riding in the mud, managed to get enough
friction to keep going. We later learned that Neville Hunter pulled into the
roadhouse and paid $3 for a hot shower. Neville said it was the best $3 he ever
spent. We also learnt that it was disappointing for the local restorers club who had
opened their rooms, had tea and coffee and were there to help, but none of us
knew to call in.
Life looking a bit better now, we headed for Kalgoorlie. The weather
wasn’t improving and as we approached Kalgoorlie, puddles and lakes of water
were lapping over the roads that lead us into town. We couldn’t see where the
road ended and the footpath started. We carefully rode into the city centre and
had our time sheets marked off and then rode out near the airport to our caravan
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park. Streams of water were flowing thru the caravan park.
the cyclone that was hitting us.

This was the tail of

With the camper trailer up and bikes under covers, without even a check
over or clean, mum and I went for a drive to look at the mine site on the edge of
town. It really is a big hole, and how many people would have seen it with water
teaming down the side roads? Driving back to the caravan park the roads were becoming more flooded. With dad on board we then drove to the Palace Hotel for
‘happy hour’ and dinner.
Luckily we were talking to David Flentje who along with his friends from
Germany, had decided not to camp at Norseman the next night and opted for a
cabin instead. I was quickly on the phone to the Norseman caravan park and got a
cabin. Kalgoorlie got 66mil of rain that day
Les Johnson’s 1911 Clement Bayard being serviced – sadly it later suffered
major differential damage which les tried to have fixed at Ceduna, then
Broken Hill and was sadly forced to withdraw.
Les has sworn to return with the Clem and complete the route ASAP.
Good on you Les – never say die !

As told by
Daniel Ward

The temperature had
dropped considerably and
by 10am it
had s tarted
raining. Noone had mentioned this
possibility in
the brochure
and we had
no waterproof
clothes or even warm ones. It was Sunday and everywhere was shut, we were in
the middle of nowhere anyway, and the only waterproof we had was a cheap
Chinese plastic car cover. So we lashed that over ourselves for some protection.
The rain got heavier and the clutch started slipping even more so it was between
second and third gears now. Cold, very wet and pretty miserable we limped into
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Here comes Niagra Falls

Kalgoorlie
5pm.

at

The lady at
the gas station
took pity on Oliver, who had
turned grey, was
shivering a lot
and gibbering
rather more than
usual, so she
gave him her husband’s donkey
jacket.

Welcome to sunny Kalgoorlie – Billi and Ron Carey – a trifle damp !

Looking at the
car under the pump canopy, we noticed a small oil
slick had started to spread
from under the clutch.
This lead to an investigation of the gearbox oil
level and the revelation
that we had been grossly
over-oiling the box. It has
plain bearings on the input
side, and, after the Perth
seizure we had been liberal with the lubricant.

So we drained out 3
pints and almost immediately our clutch slip went away. The howling second gear
was getting quieter anyway!
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1918 Indian PowerPlus Neville Hunter - Steve Roberts 1910 Brush
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John Stanley 1912 Brush with his new big end bearing rejoining the Expedition
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Kalgoorlie to Norseman
188 Kms.
Day 4 Monday 19th March 2012

DAY 4 Monday 19 March “On the road again” John Stanley’s 1910 Brush
flagged of by Mayor Ron Yurevitch at Kalgoorlie Railway Station

As told by David McCredie - Our problems continue and in Kalgoorlie we
“struck gold” in the form of Geoff Paynter, his workshop and his mate Alex Gallo,
who worked with us all day. We rechecked everything, fuel supply, ignition and a
number of other suggetions, but it still did not run well. The next morning we discovered that we may not have been getting the points correctly gapped due to the
way the timer is mounted so we rectified that and again it seemed to be OK.
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As told by John Handley – Kalgoorlie to Norseman was another wet run,
though not as bad as the previous day. It was interesting to see the salt lakes
around Kambalda with water rather than salt in them.

As told by Catrina Sargent - We had decided if it wasn’t raining in the morning
we would ride again. There was a grey sky, but they thought it might clear. So
with my woollen lined rubber gloves from New Zealand and my Dri Rider jacket
and pants on we rode to the train station at 8.30 for a 9am official start. The fine
mist was becoming a drizzle and as we were flagged off by the mayor, it wasn’t
too long before the mist became a constant rain. It was pleasing to know we had a
cabin to go to and dry all our gear out. By the end of the day my trusty, never fail
gloves were soaked and my sleeves were saturated, but my head, body, legs Day 4
cont. - and feet were dry. Unfortunately dads gear didn’t hold up as well and as he
found our cabin he ran for the shower leaving a trail of wet clothes behind him. I
just wonder how many people have seen such rain and in this part of Western
Australia. Red pools of water everywhere.
We were lucky the roads were open
and we got thru to
Norseman.
That
night the Triumph engine was split again
and the mother of all
trailers was opened
up and uncle Ian
machined up a new
crank pin on the
lathe, as they believed this was the
cause of all their
problems, perhaps
bent/damaged with
the incident in Perth.
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This is the
bones of the
1901 Decauville prior to
the ex ce llent restoration by Oliv
er
and
M ic k f o r
D a n i e l
Ward tos
hip to
Perth for the
2012 Expedition.
Craig
the media
hero.
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Norseman to Balladonia
191 Kms.
Day 5 Tuesday 20th March 2012

As told by Judy - Listening to problems from one of the entrants who visited John
Handley “mobile workshop”, Andrew Howe Davies, 1914 Renault, presented with
a broken carburetor part seeking a remedy. Gavin realised his Swift could quickly
provide the solution by donating the necessary part.
Bob Lamond’s 1910 Brush was limping along on one cylinder, speed tops
30kmh. Our team of expert electrical men all rallied to assist. Judy found that
there was a single ignition coil in the two shelves of spare parts in the ignition
shop. Daniel and Ian Sargent who have a 1912 Triumph, looked at Bob’s spark
plug situ, went to get their tester. Took an hour or so to fix using Bob’s spare coil
and the one Judy found., the following morning another test and Bob’s Brush was
running more happily and faster than the last few days.
We all stayed in the Balladonia Motel or Caravan park- just one place to
overnight as we roll along the Nullarbor. Surprisingly from Norseman to Balladonia there are many hills today and as our “lovely ladies” aged between 90 and 110
years as they danced the many hill climbs each created music for their driver’s
ears.
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What ladies of such an age can be cranked into action on demand. Must treat
them with tender loving care and ensure all their physical and emotional needs are
met. Every evening we often wrap them in protective covers as they snuggle up to
As told by David McCredie – The car continued to underperform then, after
traveling for about 30kms from the start, it suddenly came alive ! From grinding
up the small hills in low gear it took them in top gear with ease. It was extraordinary, “maybe it is a morning car” Don suggested. We shared the driving and marveled at the change in the car that despite all our earlier efforts seemed to have
fixed itself! BUT Next day it was back to its previous worst !

“On the road again” David McCredie’s 1912 Maxwell – David has
overcome many problems – A true veteran man !
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Not recommended but it is a sure test !!!
My undying
thanks to Daniel and Ian –
the two cylinder engine was
back in song !

How the Expedition Director gets his kicks !
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Balladonia to Cockelbiddy
266kms
Day 6 Wednesday 21st March2012

As told by Catrina - The Brush started in the morning and reports were that it
has never gone so well.
Wet weather gear on again today. Not far down the road there was a sign, “90
mile straight”.
Yep, she was a long straight road. Dad said he was sure there was a roadhouse at
the end of this straight. It seemed to take forever, but at the end of the straight, there it
was. We found a few cars having many repairs and finally we met Judy and Ken on
the Indian with the wicker side chair, all the way from New Zealand. Ken kept saying
hello to us from many friends we had met in New Zealand, who
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told him to say hello to us. Hellos form all over the world in the middle of nowhere. Mum also met up with us and we had a frothy coffee and cruskets with
vegemite. Really hit the spot.
We fueled our bikes and continued onto Cocklelbiddy. Bevars Binnie had
described this place well once, but mums version was a “windswept gravel pit”. I
really thought we’d be out in 40 deg C, so it’s quite strange to be looking for jumpers.
That afternoon we walked around some of the other cars and bikes. The 3 cars from
the UK were going well. However, Daniel Ward felt short changed as there was no
sunshine. He was having a great time and knew exactly what he was in for with this
trip as he had crossed Australia twice before – once on a motorcycle!
The Germans Katrin and Deiter had dismantled their BSA engine, which was
neatly placed on cardboard on the motel floor. The main bearing had failed and uncle
Ian was able to supply a new one!
The crank cases were heated and

John at the wheel – alls well Brittania !
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new ones fitted. Cousin Daniel was using the tig to weld various bits and pieces
that evening for other entrants. The work shop was getting a work out.
As told by Sylvia Holmes - “Eight Kilometres an Hour too High a Price”
After a few days, better speeds were achieved and I was invited to join Bernard in the Brush. By reference to his sat-nav he discovered that my presence slowed
us down by 8 kilometres an hour. I am clearly not worth 8kph: I was unceremoniously dropped on the side of the road in the near wilderness of the Nullarbor Plain, where I waited, hoping John and Sue in the back-up would notice that
I had been abandoned !

Shame on you Sylvia –
You should have stood up, feet on the running board , then jumped out onto the
centre line (it is left Hand Drive) avoiding the passing road train ! to help Ber- nard
maintain his revs. Revs are hard to get !

No.24 Daniel Sargent – when not riding his 1912 Triumph Daniel is
helping others like Bob Lamond to solve their Veterans ills.
Thanks heaps Daniel ! !
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Cockelbiddy to Eucla
266kms
Day 7 Thursday 22nd March 1912

As old by Sylvia - Looking back over the whole trip, the Nullarbor Plain was
the most interesting because it was like no other place I have been in the whole
world.
We drove for hours through unchanging vegetation of eucalypts, blue bush
and salt bush. It forced us to note the subtle changes of tone and color which
came with the dawn light or rain soaked tree bark. We took delight in finding tiny
red or white flowers growing close to the ground and occasionally a cache of
small snail shells.
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We missed the spring song of small birds in England but gradually became
fond of the crows whose raucous calls ended on a dying fall which made one look
round for a lamb or perhaps a baby.
The name Nullarbor derives from “no trees”, and in Latin means “No
Flowers” but the plain is covered with bluebush and saltbush plants, hardy shrubs
that are drought-resistant and salt-tolerant. The outer edges of the Nullarbor house
open woodlands of Myall acacias. The 1984 Biological Survey of the Nullarbor
identified:
794 vasscular plant species 56 mammals - with one of Australia’s largest
populations of
southern hairy-nosed wombats 249 bird species – including the endemic
Nullarbor Quail and Nareth Blue Bonnet
86 reptile species and 1 frog –

Aerial photo from Balladonia to Eucla
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Bernard Homes wanted to sue the Federal Government for misleading route
signs ! He did not see any animals other than those strange old car drivers !

As told by Catrina –
Again, wet weather gear on. No rain but grey skies. No wind first thing in
the morning but that only lasted an hour or two. We now have a routine where we
ride 100km and then refuel our bikes from the petrol containers in our long range
panniers. (Thanks to Graeme King who folded these up for us.)
At about this time we are passed every day by the world’s fastest single
cylinder Indian, Neville Hunter. He’s always first in with the bikes at our overnight stop.
Somewhere along the way we stopped at a road house, and while paying for
fuel, the young lady behind the counter asked when the old cars would arrive as
the children were keen to see them. I said, “it was a ‘leave when you want’ this
morning, so they will stagger in throughout the day”. I then added that the
children could look at my bike if they wanted, but I was informed that they were
on school of the air and had to wait until later when their governess granted them
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leave. Later that day I was pleased to learn that the children were taken for a
drive in some of the cars.
Onto Eucla, and mum had our camp set up. It was even better that mum
had hot soup ready for us for lunch.
After lunch the workshop was open very early. The Indian from NZ had
melted a front piston and after a few phone calls, some pistons were coming from
Adelaide and should be in Ceduna in 2 days time. Parts of the Maxwell diff were
in there but not sure what was happening to that. Darryl Jeffries had lost a valve
bung, and couldn’t find it on the side of the road, so I gave him a spare one I had
and uncle Ian turned it down to size and re cut the thread to suit the B.S.A., so that
put Daryl back on the road.
Then the camera man, Brad, (a Birtles descendant)
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had a large piece of wood puncture the front tyre of his comby, so Daniel fixed
that as well.

John Stanley off road touring – The Great Australian Bight

As told by John Handley – From Cockelbiddy we travelled to Eucla along the
top of the escarpment, then down and along the edge of the continent.
It was during this time that we noticed that the clutch was slipping. After pulling it apart we found that the clutch releasing fork was fouling the spring cage, reducing the spring pressure on the clutch. After 10 minutes with a file, we had the
problem fixed and the Darracq climbed back up the escarpment at Eucla with
ease.
As told by Daniel Ward – Sorry Bob I forgot to remind you about the mouse
plague at Cockelbiddy – the roadhouse stank of mouse pee , and we were greeted
by a sign stating that they are suffering from a rodent plague which had brought
snakes with it. They killed seven snakes the previous day, they told us and had just
slaughtered one in the laundry ! ! so be careful where you go! !
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As told by David McCredie – GOOD NEWS
Struggling to drive in top gear on a level road. Don was driving and he
called me up on the CB. I undid the bonnet and when I undid the rear clip the motor sped up, I pressed down on the bonnet and it slowed up ! After that we left the

“On the road again” David McCredie’s 1912 Maxwell – David has
overcome many problems – A true veteran man !

rear bonnet clip undone and the car pulled strongly for the rest of the trip !
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Eucla to Nullarbor Roadhouse
199 Kms.
Day 8 Friday 23rd March 2012

Peter please tell your Pilot to wake up ! Your headed back to Perth ! ? !

As told by Judie Stephens -Today John Handley Entrant 41, a 1909 Darracq invited me to ride in his French automobile. I was dressed by his lovely wife Pam to
be snug and warm. Peter, his son was the driver and left Eucla for the SA border.
At lunch time John decided to take a detour to the cliff edge of the Great Australian Bight, where we had a picnic at hanging cliff enjoying the amazing views of
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the ocean and cliff lines. We left late in the afternoon and arrived at our destination, Nullarbor, at around 5:30 (SA time) after a delightful day.

Mandura petrol stop Lee Wright to son Rob “What’s up son ? ?”
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As told by Bob Lamond
On our
1 9 9 2
Expedition
Channel 10
flew in a helicopter to get
some photos
and this is a
posed photo !
!

Birtle’s Ghost said “Head East”
Young Man”

After Ian
and Daniel’s
expert work
Ferguson’s Ghost said “Don’t listen to that windbag - he claims he was the first to drive Across
Australia” BULLDUST - I Drove ALL the way”
on my Brush
electrics the
old girl was flying – the twin Brush motor is 2.25 litres and Brush never got round
to developing the transmission to match it’s power as the Board of Directors cancelled the production of the two cylinder Brush.
So I have to be constantly thinking about that – I drive with the accelerator
lever at slightly less than half and that gives me around 55kph BUT
I had been down looking at the Bight and on my return to the Eyre Hwy. I
spied Mark McKibbin’s 1909 Sizaire Naudin motoring down the road –
temptation is a unstoppable force ! – I drove out after he passed and, gently pulled
the accelerator lever right down – My Brush started to gain on the Sizaire and
Mark, I think sensed me coming and gave his accelerator a nudge – next minute
my Brush overtook the Sizaire and drove off into the distance until I regained my
senses and pulled back the accelerator. My only excuse was it was a very flat
road! To my shame on arriving at the road house I learnt that Mark was in trouble
with a madly vibrating engine !
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Later Frances McDougall presented me with two snails – a symbol of triumph
in the VCCA

The Sizaire has an internal flywheel and the pin securing both halves had come
loose and extraction of the motor was required. Mark lost a couple of days when
he rode his Triumph motor cycle during the
day a n d
worked on the
Sizaire motor
each night

SUNDOWNER TIME ! !
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How
Many
Arms
Does
Daniel
Have
??

Catrina
a n d
Daniel
working
o n
Mark’s
Sizairre

The Les Girls Renault Team
John Stanley in his Brush at the WA -South Australia Border
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Les Girls

It’s a
Brush ?

It’s Des
Turnbull
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The Cadillac Team - Daryl Meeks and David Couper
The Awesome 1912 Dodson Valveles - Shaun Crofton
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The
Restless
Wind
of
the
Nullarbor

Nullarbor
Hawk
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Nullarbor Road House to Ceduna
296 Kms.
Day 9 Saturday 24th March 2012

As told by Judy - Leaving Nullarbor Hotel - Motel - Roadhouse our plan was 7am
departure BUT gaining 2 hours put us in the dark. No lights so no travel until a little
later. My travel mode was Bob Lamond’s backup following up Bob in his 1910 Brush.
Just as we came up behind he just stopped.
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The rear bearing had seized due to lack of oil. Bob had stopped the engine at the first feel of trouble, so he let it cool down and Graham and he added
more oil to the rear and front bearings, closed the rear oil feed which was pumping oil out instead of dropping it in and increased the feed to the front bearing.
We crossed the complete Nullarbor to the symphony of daily showers,
cloud, and wind and just occasionally the sun squeezed through. Arrived in
Penong and was told there had been an earthquake between Ceduna and Broken
Hill.
As I walked over the street to Penong Service Station a call from our photographer Brad. He told me his car had been burnt out just east of Nullarbor and he and
his friend Dave were both safe and hitch hiking to Ceduna.
Many of their
possessions including cameras were saved. He told me later he has pictures of the
fire to share. On late afternoon arrival at Ceduna we anxiously awaited Brad and
David’s arrival. Much happiness and relief as they walked in the door.

The wide brown land
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Where the !!!!!!!!!!!! Are they ? ?
CEDUNA CONTROL

Almost to
dark and our
Expedition
Family was
not
quite
complete.
Where
are
J o h n a n d
Roselli and
their back up
team?
They
appeared, oh
no, a left rear
wheel went
flat on their
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back up. No problem, John explained to me only the bottom was flat. So John why
didn't you drive on the top?

Bob Lamond gave out the “I Crossed the Nullarbor” car stickers as our Ceduna Santa (John Handely- entrant 41) welcomed us all to 6pm Happy Hour,
special time daily when we meet each day and share our travel tales before dinner.
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We are all well and on occasions our "lovely ladies" aged between 90 and 110 years
need heaps of TLC
As told by Catrina
Isn’t modern technology just marvelous? Pulling off the few bits that hold the
Sizaire together and with Mark McKibbin’s ipad and an exploded diagram of the
Sizaire engine we could see exactly which bit needed attention. Not to be done at
the Nullarbor roadhouse, the Sizaire was retired to the trailer and Mark’s ‘back up’
vehicle a 1914 Triumph was fired into life, with a single push.
Wet weather gear on and only got a bit wet today.

Just before we rode into Ceduna we had to stop at the quarantine check point. With
nothing to declare I rode into Ceduna,, however I believe that Daniel Ward from the
UK wasn’t familiar with the check point and drove thru without stop- ping. As
quarantine staff frantically waved, Daniel and Oliver just waved back, it
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wasn’t until the police with sirens pulled up along side them, that they pulled over.
With nothing to declare, other than that they were from England, they were on their
way.
Coming into Ceduna I thought my engine sounded a bit noisy, but thinking
it was those primary drive chains, I would leave it until tomorrow, our rest day, to
replace.
Bad news today, when I checked in with rally officials, I learnt that Brad
(our photographer and Birtles descendant), had lost his comby. Tragically it was
burnt to the ground and he lost a lot of valuable photographic equipment, but
luckily Brad and his co-driver were safe and not burnt.
That night we went to happy hour at the grand hotel and were given a
‘I’ve crossed the Nullarbor” sticker by the rally organizer – Bob Lamond.

Our Photographer Brad’s tragedy - an electrical fault and brad Le Brocque’s
Kombi goes up in flame and smoke - lost a lot of camera gear.
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Graeme Bandy riding his 1915 Triumph

John Handley having a refreshing
drink after driving his lovely Daracq
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Ceduna Rest Day
Sunday 25th March 2012
Tender loving care day for the cars and bikes and Laundry day for all those dirty
clothes.

It is hard to beat Daniel to the washing machines !

We entrants were very lucky, it being a Sunday, Daniel caught the local
automotive shop owner at home
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Some gentle tapping on the door and a brief tale of our various woes and the
kind hearted bloke got dressed and opened up.
He probably had a very good days sales !
As told by Catrina
Mum had been having arguments in the caravan park laundry. Can you
imagine? One of the ‘regular fishing group’ challenged mum, asking who did all
those old car people think they were with all their washing? Mum simply replied
that we had paid for a site like everyone else, and was entitled to use the laundry.
Then they tried to pinch our laundry powder!
A pancake breakfast was happening in the caravan park to help raise funds
for cancer research. So we kindly helped out and enjoyed the quandon jam on our
freshly made pancakes.
After our pancakes, Ian, Jenny, Greg, Deidre and myself went for a leisurely
walk, out along the pier, around Ceduna and back to the caravan park, only to find
the Sizaire engine on a trailer ready to be dismantled. The snap on flag was flying
high with snap on tools being used left right and centre. Except for my special
tool. Just before we left Ballarat I made a tool to fit my valve bungs, and this tool
fitted the Sizaire big end nut perfectly.
With extra large sockets needed elsewhere, the friendly Autopro man was
approached. At 10.30 on a Sunday morning he was still in his pyjamas, but he
said he would open his doors for the old vehicle people at 11.30. So at 11.30 I
believe there was a queue, and with fellow entrants stocking up on oil, key steel,
sockets, valve grinding paste etc, etc, I think it was worth his while to open up.
By now dad had the primary drive covers off the Royal Enfield and we
could clearly see that the chain was starting to break up with bits of rollers in the
bottom on the covers. It was disappointing as the chain was newly fitted for this
trip and had an ISO number, so we thought it was reasonable quality. Anyway,
with spare chain already pre cut to length this was fitted.
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I went for a short ride, and still wasn’t 100% happy. It just sounded a bit
noisy. It might have been nothing. Like
dad said, I could ride a ride new BMW and
still hear noises. Dad took it for a ride and
didn’t think it was too bad. No point in
umming and arrhing, and as it was a free
day, we made the decision to change the engine, given that we had a spare with us.
This would be quicker than pulling it down.
So the swap began. Many hours later, it was complete. We provided
entertainment to our new neighbors and they even helped us out when we needed
a lift. They said it was better watching us than TV, so they pulled out their deck
chairs and watch the ‘show’.

As told by Daniel – We were just beginning to think we might make it all the
way but dared not say so. Unfortunately it was Sunday so all the car parts stores
were shut but, this being Australia, I was told where the owner of the store lived
and was encouraged to knock him up – which I did. He was delighted to open up
for us and a gaggle of eager motorists descended on him in a shopping frenzy to
clear him out of oils, greases and other goodies.
We attended to our servicing and Oliver went in search of others needing
assistance to practice his skills on – he was by now known as “Ambo” for his
breakdown ambulance chasing.
The 1910 Indian and sidecar had some new Vincent pistons delivered from
Adelaide, because it had seized up the front cylinder and scored the bores, so that
was soon resurrected and back on the road.
There was a serious rebuild of the fabulous Sizaire-Naudin of
Mark McKibbin going on in the campsite where the bike teams ……… their efforts were moderately successful and got Mark going again, but they had to do it
again at the Broken Hill rest day, where they got some proper blocks.
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Ruins of the 1912 Telegraph Station and the 1912 Pier used to ship in supplies.
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Ceduna to Kimba
312 Kms.
Day 11 Monday 26th March 2012

As told by Judy - The
sun arrived at last and
was not so good for the
motors but made us all
happy as we proceeded to drive/ride from
Ceduna to Kimba.
Ken and Judi
Campbell from New
Early breakfast for our NZ
Love Birds – Ken & Jude
Zealand set off at
daylight from Ceduna
in their 1910 Indian
plus side car. The side
car has a wicker basket seat and so it has been named the basket case. Why you
may ask because for a few days it has been sadly installed in a back up vehicle.
Ceduna was the place where they could pull together a complete recovery and
then on the road again.
I slept in the Lions Park in my Vietnamese hammock tied firmly
between the Handley’s trailer and caravan. A million glistening stars above me
was my reward. Then at dawn the clouds crept back.
The west is so amazing and this trip there have been few native animals seen
other than birds. Also I have seen no cattle and sheep came into view only in
South Australia.
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Early Settlers Tragedy

Hamish is always ready with a cuppa tea - or Coffee
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Morning coffee/tea at Wirrulla 0 off to KIMBA

Wirrulla Coffee Is good For Riders And Drivers
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As told by Catrina.
Our longest day, 313kms, and we didn’t leave until 10am! We just needed
that little extra sleep in. We were starting to ache all over. Breaking a primary
drive chain on my way out of the caravan park contributed to the late start.
Reflecting on the night before it was getting late and light wasn’t the best, we
should know better than put both joining clips facing in together on the primary
drive chains. New chain fitted and back on the bike and my body settled into
position.
It was a while before I caught up to anyone. Stopping about half way we
had lunch and the Sizaire rolled in. What a super effort Mark and Andrew had put
in to get the car back on the road.
Getting to Kimba we travelled along undulating countryside. We had a tail
wind for most of the day which was a change. One of Neville Hunters pet hates is
a tail wind. Even before we began this expedition, Neville was explaining how he
believes when you travel forward and have a tail wind the motor doesn’t get
enough cooling. By the time we reached camp at 4pm there was no sign of
Neville. Extra tools were fetched and delivered to him on the side of the road.
On arrival to Kimba Neville announced he thought the cages for the roller
bearings were breaking up and he was out.
Also, bad news that Darryl Jefferies engine was locked solid. Big end. He
loosely assembled the engine so not to loose any bits and said he’ll sleep on it.
That night I was talking to Victor Dietiker, who’s wife Marilyn is a
descendent of Sid Ferguson. Victor and Marilyn have been taking turns with
Kevin and Chris Dawson, (Chris being the niece of Francis Birtles), to check in
each entrant on their time sheet. It was a privilege to meet the descendants of
Francis and Sid, and it was pleasing that they knew their family history well.
Victor was a pastry chef and went into great detail about the art of spinning sugar.
He has now had a career change and is exploring his talents at landscape
architecture.
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Graham Donges is a
fantastic bloke. He
stepped up at the last
moment when my old
co-driv er John
Simmons was hospitalized.

Waiting for my
codriver Graham
I had done my 150 km
and now Ron in the
Great Western has
caught me !

We first met on the
day we left for Perth
and on the way over
we talked a lot about
our lives to get to
know each other.
Graham did a great job
as co-driver and , in
addition, put up with
my
rather
tense,
worried manner - at
times ! ! !
As told by Bob –
You may recall that
Andrew seized the
Indian PowerPlus engine due to inadequate oiling.
His motor was flown to Sydney and is due back at Broken Hill. It is very
frustrating to watch others riding/driving their veterans – Andrew enjoyed being a
passenger but – so Craig told him to take over the driving of the red Brush to
Kimba.
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Kimba to Peterborough
176.5 Kms.
Day 12 Tuesday 27th March 2012

As told by Catrina - Earlier on the road today, and around the 100km we could see
the panda bus which was near the Iron Knob. Getting closer to Port August we
turned left onto the Main North road. This was where we felt like we were getting
closer to civillisation. It looked like the local car club had gathered together and
as we rode by we were waved on by the old vehicle enthusiasts. I didn’t stop to
look at the line up of old cars and bikes, but there was an impressive line up.
Riding thru Port Augusta I realised it had been 9 days since we had seen traffic
lights, McDonalds, and we had a choice of petrol stations. Had we really missed
anything? Nah.
After riding thru Port Augusta we turned left and headed toward the
amazing Flinders Ranges and rode thru Horrocks Pass to Wilmington where dad
and I pulled up in the main street. We had been talking to the locals for no more
than 10 minutes when mum arrived, and we started to assemble our lunch. Then
the Toblers arrived and then Greg Coone on the reliable Rover and uncle Ian in
the Panda bus, but no Daniel. Some time later the Triumph arrived in the van. It
had a front tyre blow out and a badly damaged front rim.
Onto Peterbrough and as we rode into the main street we were greeted by
members of the VMCC of S.A., Bob and Lesley Jones and Phil and Carolyn
Jenner. Then onto the caravan park and we were greeted by Maree and Graeme
Burgess, who travelled from Port Pirie to see us.
We checked over our bikes, while enjoying a cool ale and then I started to
have a look at Daniels Triumph rim. As I started to attempt to retrue the spokes,
Denis Tobler offered to loan one of his front wheels.
The offer was gratefully re205

ceived. Meanwhile Daniel was busy with a welding job required on David
Flentje’s handlebars and Ian was busy boring out a bearing housing on the Great
Western.
That night we
walked over to
the pub for a
meal which most
if not all rally entrants attended.
A hat was passed
around for Brad
to help out with
all the camera
gear he lost, luckily the comby
was covered
with insurance.

As told by Judy - Ron and Billi Cary in their 1909 Great Western approached
the Flinders Ranges. At the top a wheel bearing and clutch troubled. They
motored on to Peterborough and the damage was assessed. Ron sourced new
bearings from Jamestown. From then it was a file and fix and again young Oliver
assisted and was covered in grease. 11pm finish and oh yes others of our
expedition family as always at hand to help.
As our lovely ladies have their moments of not moving, then we all rejoice
as they again are repaired and wheels in motion. We are all very aware of safety in
our driving and parking. Imagine about 62 vehicles to be prepared for daily
action. The drivers and riders themselves ready 20 days - 20 times.
John and Roselli Stanley driving a 1912 Brush invited me to join them to
drive. Glorious driving and the sun shone on us. All went to plan until 1600 and
then an abrupt stop. His lovely Brush lady would not move no matter how much
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TLC was bestowed on her. Then John kindly asked his back up to take me into
Peterborough to be in time for Happy Hour.
Last Sunday afternoon I had a call from Adelaide and was given the
contact details of a man who purchased the Ferguson and Birtles Cup in an
Adelaide auction. I begged for Graham Sharley to bring his Cup to Peterborough.
YES he came to our Happy Hour at Railway Hotel. We had great fun admiring the
Cup and were so impressed that he drove all the way to share his treasure.
Graham, the Ferguson and Birtles families and I celebrated together at dinner planning the way Sid Ferguson’s daughter would see the Cup in Sydney.
Graham Sharley with the
Cup he bought at an Auction
in Adelaide in 1977 ?
The Auctioneer said it was
the cup presented to
Ferguson and Birtles re the
First Crossing of Australia in
1912.
The Cup has a Shield which is
not that normaly used by the
Canada Motor and Cycle
Company BUT it does have a
wreath surrounding the
shield with the Company
name ?
The only engraving is:

WON BY
More research required ?

As told by Bob
– since then I
have researched
this matter and
believe that the
cup is but one of
the many cups
th at C C M C A
made available
to clubs where
they
were
sponsorsof
competitive
events –

I have found nothing to confirm that this cup was presented to the 1912 Brush
Team.
As told by Daniel – we set off at 7.30 and arrived in Port Augusta at 10.30
dead, it was 155kms or 97 miles which was an average speed of 32 mph.
The Brighton run should only take two hours at that rate !
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There was a nasty steep hill out of PA over Horrock’s Pass which took its
toll on the1907 Great Western. This was a great big, flat twin American built four
litre tourer entered by Ron and Billi Carey from Calgary. The steep hill had
caused a transmission failure in the epicyclic two-speed arrangement. So they
were on a trailer when we arrived at Peterborough.
Oliver immediately swung into action. (Nuff said……………………after an
amazing bit of work by Oliver with Ron and a heap of luck by 11pm the Great
Western was again great and made it down to Sydney) Mostly due to Oliver and
Ron was very grateful.
As told by John Hanley – Darracq was performing well with no real issues at
this stage. Past Iron Knob, Port Augusta and Horrocks Pass and the Darracq flew
across across the countryside to Peterborough. Since fixing the clutch the Darracq
averaged a speed of 55kph across South Australia.
As told by Mark McKibbin - We had a very enjoyable night at the local Kimba
pub- In the morning the Sizaire still had some vibrations so it went back on the
trailer just before PA. The Triumph came to the rescue again for the rest of the day
to Peterborough. The bike did a fantastic job of climbing up Horrocks pass – on to
Wilmington and to
Peterborough for the
night.

Arrival at
Peterborough

Berghofer’s Pass.
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As told by Bob –
Graham Donges had
the second drive so he
had the fun of cruising
over Horrocks Pass –
that’s what he told me
– the old girl is going
strong – its downhill
all the way to Sydney –
oh there is still the
Blue Mountains and

Serious concern on Ron’s face - but Oliver will fix it

John Stanley’s 1912 Brush trying out the railway track as in 1912 - but John is
safely taking the photo !
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Peterborough to Broken Hill
283 Kms.
Day 13 28th March 2012

As told by Judy - Bob got a message from the BH Shire Engineer saying that
whilst Wilcannia would be flooded the Barrier Hwy. would be OPEN so Bob
spread the word that we are off to BH !
David Couper, the driver of a 1906 Cadillac was observed leaving first and arrived last to the finish. David said it is the slowest car because it has a poorly
de- signed engine.
However his car was one hour quicker than yesterday
over the same distance because he changed to higher octane fuel.

Sizaire off to BH for engine pull down to fix loose flywheel
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Had a thirst quencher at the OlaryPub
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On arrival in Broken Hill we were welcomed by a large group of vintage car enthusiasts with their pride and joys on display. Our new friends from the Hill came
to our Happy Hour and dinner at the
Musicians Club to exchange motoring
stories. Some entrant’s friends and family came to Broken Hill to celebrate as
we have now completed over half the distance from Perth to Sydney.
One man whose stamina and great attitude I greatly admire is Denis Tobler riding his 1909 Triumph. Every day he prepares with a real eye to detail for his journey and every night he fine tunes his machine. Denis is 75 years old and perhaps the
first person of his age to ever ride a Veteran Bike the 4,200 kms from Perth to Sydney.
Could this be right? His son Robert also rides a 1914 Triumph. Denis’s supportive
wife Jean is their back up.

Neil and Lynette
Martin arriving
at BH – their
Renault ran
impeccably for
the entire
Expedition
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Broken Hill Rest Day
Day 14 29th March 2012

As told by Bob - Lovely surprise, my family arrived – and with Andrew’s restored engine – rest for Graham and I but none for Andrew – busy installing the engine !
As told by Catrina - First thing was to ring the Wilcannia city council, as
we could not get in contact with the caravan park, and there were rumours that the
caravan park was under water. It was soon confirmed that the caravan park was
under water, and when I made enquiries about the football oval I was informed
that due to public liability this was not an option. A phone call was then made to
Bob Lamond to inform that half the rally entrants would not be able to camp at
Wilcannia. Many more phone calls and Bob advised we could use the Golf Club
land - it was all ‘sorted’.
With it ‘all sorted’, we looked over our bikes, checked my primary drive
chains and then waited for Aunty Jenny to return from sight seeing with my
cousin Jeremy, Jess and their girls, who had driven up from Ararat. I had had a
call from the Sydney Morning Herald, and was asked to comment about my experience as a motorcyclist on this expedition, and to go with the interview, a
photo of me with my bike was requested. As most of my photos were of other
entrants and their vehicle, I waited for Aunty Jenny to load her photos onto their
laptop, so they could be emailed. With average internet access this took some
time, and I later learnt that this was a futile effort as Judy the media liaison, knew
the journalist I spoke to and the photo we sent was substituted for a picture of her
sitting up in a car!
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With most of the day now gone, we didn’t have enough time to visit the
nearby town of Silverton, where they filmed Mad Max and some of the vehicles
from the movie were there on display. So, we visited the local sites and drove up
to the Broken Earth Café restaurant which did have a spectacular view over the
township. However, as much as we wanted a coffee, the staff weren’t coping with
the volume of a pre booked bus trip and they couldn’t even serve us when we
wanted to purchase a book on the history of Broken Hill, so we left and found the
funky 1950’s milkbar Bell’s. It had a quirky original interior, milk bar museum
and retro gift shop. From here we headed back to camp and saw Mark Gascoigne
who had ridden up from Gisborne with new cage rollers for Neville to rebuild his
Indian. Mark commented on how well we looked. We weren’t sure how to take
that comment at the time. Did he expect us to be covered in camel dung and emu
feathers? Mark also made the odd comment that he was surprised to see the
Peerless still going well. David Flentje has ridden the Peerless from Sydney to
Melbourne, Adelaide to Melbourne and I have no doubt he will ride from Perth to
Sydney. I believe a very capable bike and rider.
As told by
Bob - Andrew
h a d a h ug e
te am
of
advisors who
k ep t p l y i n g
him with advice and cold
beers – despite
that the engine
coughed into
life and, with
Andrew
regularly pumpi n g i n o i l,
successfully rode the Indian all the way to the Finish at GPO Martin Place,
Sydney.
The return of the Indian’s Engine ! !
Watch out for Andrew !
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Andrew working on his Indian PowerPlus whilst on the phone to his restorer.
As told by David McCredie- “The Lipstick tale” The Maxwell was running
very well, but the diff became very noisy so, a few days back we had removed the
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pinion and attempted to adjust the meshing with the crown wheel, but it made
little improvement. A few nights later while talking over dinner with Neil Martin
he suggested we tighten the trunnions around the rear axle, as he had observed
that the axle was winding up badly on start up and probably doing the same under
load. We did that and it made a big improvement.
We continued to be concerned with the diff noise, so on our rest day, we
again removed the pinion – trying to find something to mark the teeth to check
how they were meshing, Lyn Martin suggested lip stick and gave us an old tube.
It was an excellent method, so we spent the rest day shimming the crown
wheel and pinion in and out. The result of all this still was not good, due in part to
the design of the Maxwell diff which, I believe leaves a lot to be desired!
As told
by Daniel S h a u n
Crofton
fou nd a
splendid repair shop
run by a
collection of
restoration
enthusiasts,
w h e r e he
was getting
stuck into
the various
problems
that had accumulated in the suck-and-blow departments of the two-stroke
Valveless, a mysterious device if ever there was one !
As told by Frances McDougall.- Success ! Another rest day was spent working on the Sizaire. Friends from Adelaide were there, and being Sizaire owners
were very interested in the work being done on the engine. It is amazing how
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many hands and a trolley jack made light work of putting the engine back in the
car. It was very pleasant sitting around the BBQ that evening knowing that the
Sizaire was ready for the rest of the trip !
** at least six bods !**

Craig Lamond’s Brush- at rest !
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Broken Hill to Wilcannia
196 Kms.
Day 15 30th March 2012
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The pub with No Beer

The Pub with no Beer ! Lots of soft drinks!
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Long Drop Visitors ? Chris and Kevin Dawson – Chris is a Great Niece of
Francis Birtles.
As told by Catrina - An official start in Broken Hill.
From here it was an uneventful ride to the Wilcannia golf club. With bikes and riders standing around
the golf club, dad and Graeme Hammond walked in to see what the plan was and
where we could camp. We were directed to the land across the road, next to the
netball court, near the football oval. Two blokes had just walked over and had unlocked the toilets and were hosing them out. Apparently they hadn’t been opened
for some time. We set up camp and some how managed to find a 240V outlet,
while others used gas for fridges and generators for lighting.
Once set up, dad went over to the other Sargent’s camp to help replace rear
tyres on Daniel’s Triumph and the Rover Greg was riding. From Perth to Broken
Hill we had club members John and Judy Cuthbertson follow us. John and Judy
were on their new Harley and they were towing their camper trailer. A neat set up.
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John was like Greg’s works mechanic and would check over the Rover each night.
Where was the works mechanic when you needed him?
I attended my role, refuel both bikes, checked and topped up oil, checked all
tappets and sprayed valve stems with TAC 2 and oiled my chains.
That evening we walked over the road to the golf club for our evening meal. The
local tourist association greeted us at the door and were handing out gift bags with a
few mints and a swag of info about their community and district. I didn’t know that
Wilcannia was a port. The things you learn on these trips. They said they had rushed
to put a package together for us, as they only had only learnt a few days earlier of
our trip. They really were welcoming and I am pleased they somehow learnt of our
arrival.
With the caravan park well under water and a lot of the surrounding area boggy
and wet under foot we had millions of tiny mosquitoes around us. With the
camper trailer a g
low withci
tronella ca
ndlesand
around the door
and fly screens
we had sprayed
some sort of
mozzie deterrent
and then sprayed
our exposed skin
with Bush Mans
r e p e l l e n t , we
were mozzie
Wilcannia Camping Ground
Flooded
free. I can’t say
ev er yon e else
was as lucky. Uncle Ian had a forehead of red blotches, he looked a bit like Vyvyan
from the Young Ones with stars on his forehead. Another entrant said his pillow was
covered in blood from being bitten by mozzies all night.
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Some how with all these mozzies, the heat, loud Friday night party music and
dogs barking, we managed to sleep OK and felt reasonably refreshed the next
morning.

Martins and McCredie teams at rest
at the Wilcannia Golf Club
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As told by Frances McDougall - Wilcannia was reached in time for lunch and
camp was made on the local golf course due to the local caravan park being
flooded. The Darling River was flowing a bank full and still rising. Luckily we
were able to cross the flood plain next day and into the last 1000kms.
The countryside has been very green all the way across the Nullarbor, through
South Australia and now into NSW. The mosquitoes were very bad and they
didn’t seem to know that repellent was supposed to keep them away. Thankfully
the camper is well screened.

Rally Director Bob Lamond checking on the flood waters. One metre below
the bridge
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Wilcannia in the 1880’s – why didn’t they dredge the Darling River

Wilcannia – Menindee Mail – Albion Truck – 1912
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John Stanley’s 1912 Brush - John is doing the tourist trip !
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Wilcannia to Cobar
261 Kms.
Day 16 31st March 2012

Off to Cobar – Sunrise over the floods at Wilcannia

As told by Catrina –
Reading the route sheet. “Start 7am at your leisure. 1. Continue on Barrier
Highway 261km”. We managed this and after checking in with our time sheets,
we rode to the caravan park and found more green lawn. After a cool ale I kindly
asked dad to have a look at the primary drive chains. A horrible filthy job playing
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with chains. After an hour or so it was no different to before he started. As dad
keeps trying to tell me it’s like the Scott. You can always get one chain tensioned
right but the other chain, whether
it be high or low speed, you can
What a great double – Colin and Catrina -Bluetoothing
never get the same tension as
they run on different sized
sprockets and you cant adjust
one without moving the other,
and the chain on the high speed
sprocket will always wear more
than the chain on the low speed
sprocket. Hmmm, don’t think
I’ll mention the chains again. I
have a love/hate relationship
with the chains. Loved them when it was raining, but a messy job to inspect and
adjust. Dad didn’t even look at his bike that night. Again I refuelled both bikes,
check the oil and tappets and sprayed with TAC 2.

We came to visit the Campers – Mosquito Junction – cop Hamish
Near bitten to death – spent next night in hospital
Oh the joys of the bush !
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As told by Graeme Hammond, entrant 44 - 1918 Indian PP
"Our - my trip across Australia has been an incredible experience. This
morning we woke up to the singing of mosquitoes. The mosquitoes are the worst we
have ever seen.
We organised our van and filled the Indian up with fuel and made our way up the
main street of Wilcannia for our Start. It was good to see the nice crowd to send us on
our way.
The old Indian ran well since leaving Perth. Leaving Wilcannia and seeing all
the flooded areas around. Just shows how much rain they have had. Before I knew it
we were all pulled up by the Emmdale Road House and Judie Stephens had her photo
taken alongside the Mouse and Rat toilets. We had our good coffee and headed for
Cobar. Cobar was a good steady run and arrived 1pm at the one and only caravan park.

Morning Tea

Thank you everybody - Graeme Hammond "
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Neil Martin’s Renault – at speed !

As told by Judy
Our expedition family were all aware of the massive water moving fast moving
from the north and flooding the Darling River at Wilcannia and beyond.
We were happy to make the crossing over the river today. Trees were under
water as was much of the local grazing areas.
So different when Sid Ferguson, Francis Birtles and Rex drove through on Easter
Monday 08 April 1912 "in a hurricane of dust" only 32 miles or 141 points of rain
had fallen until their arrival that year.
We have descendants of Sid Ferguson and Francis Birtles traveling with us.
They come to our staring point and also the finish to flag us off and exchange
greetings and messages. This is a special part of every day of our expedition. Thank
you to them all for traveling with us and sharing their amazing history. We have more
motor cycles in our Expedition than cars.
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Cobar to Dubbo to Bathurst
170 Kms. - 204 Kms.
Days 17 & 18 Sunday & Monday 1 & 2 April 2012

As told by Catrina We started off, then stopped at approx. 100km for a frothy coffee and refuel. Then
we stopped in another 100 odd km for lunch at Narromine. We found a beau- tiful
green park with a Bronze statue of Glenn McGrath, a tribute to their local hero.
Again, we were greeted by a photographer for the local paper, who didn’t
know anything about our expedition! Again we ask what was our media liaison
person doing??? Another interview and another photo taken of us with our bikes.
Myself, dad, Daniel and Greg, and this time we did make it to print. Although, I think
Daniel was referred to as my brother?
Onward to Dubbo and
our good friends and club
members Brian and Lesley
Fleming had driven down
from Brisbane to see this
once in a lifetime expedi- tion.
Approaching Dubbo
there they were, on the side of
the road waving.
We
checked in with rally officials and then rode to our
caravan park. When asking
Brian and Lesley if they could see us from afar, they nearly fell over with laugh- ter,
saying they couldn’t miss us. Dad had his red, white and black camo dragging
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jeans on, and we both had our red mesh motorcycle jackets and then we had our
pink fleuro McGrath breast cancer foundation vests on. Glad to be seen I say.
Pat and Neville Hunter joined us again today. Neville had been busy and
his Indian was rebuilt and back on the road.

DUBBO Arrival

As told by Bob – Rally Director’s need
sustenance. I recommend a good
Aussie Mixed Grill At the Dubbo Club
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Grandad is Neil Martin

Harriet
and her
Grandad
The youngest
member of
the VCCA
NSW

As told by Catrina - Monday 2nd – Day 18. Dubbo to Bathurst.
Official start at 8am and we were flagged off. This was a rare moment as I had
to be pushed off, thanks Brian. Up until now I had always been independent in
starting the Royal Enfield, but the crank handle had slightly shifted/turned on the
frame, (must be how I crank it) and when trying to crank the bike the chain was
winding off the sprocket as it had become slightly misaligned. An easy fix, but
with a queue behind me and a man with an Australian flag in front of me, a push
was an easy option.
From here we faced peak morning traffic, children getting to school, workers
going to work and traffic lights to contend with. Once on the Mitchell highway it
was only 204km to Bathurst. A short run for us today.
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Approaching Orange the countryside was rolling green hills. On the edge of
town we were greeted by club members Andrew, Alison and Olivia Sharpe.
Olivia used up her lunch break to come out and see us. From here we went
around the back of Orange to have some lunch and then we met up with Bernie
Schell. Bernie had just been to the hospital to visit his wife Liz who had a nasty
fall while watching her granddaughter play hockey the night before. From
memory Liz had a bad fracture and had to have surgery late into the night. We
wish Liz a speedy recovery. Bernie led us out of Orange, which seemed a much
busier and larger place than when we were here last with the 2nd National Veteran
Rally in 1999.
Our check in point was at the Bathurst Motor Racing Museum. While there we
thought we really should do a lap of the race track. I have never really followed
or even watched motor racing, but I now have great respect for those who race at
Bathurst. Geeze, there were some very tight turns and it was very steep, I even
had to go back to low. There is a speed limit of 60km and I got up to that on
Conrod Straight no worries, but couldn’t maintain that speed all the way around.
Dad and I stopped up at the top to appreciate the view and took a few photos.
Then we rode many km’s back into town then out towards the airport to our caravan park. Dad had stopped a few km’s from the park, but I wasn’t sure what the
problem was. Getting to the caravan park it was a buzz with VMCCNSW club
members and their bikes as this was their annual rally week in Bathurst. It was a
very neat caravan park with tessellated sites and hedges in-between sites. I noted
mum and Francis McDougall had done an excellent job in reverse parking each
vehicle in a tiny space, no drive thru spots here. I then parked my bike then
jumped into the van to go find dad. The single file traffic went on forever, but I
managed to get out of the side street and onto the main road where I found dad.
He had broken a belt and said it hit him on the shoulder as it flew out and he never
saw where it ended up. With a spare belt fitted he rode to the caravan park. Sadly
Greg Coone was no longer riding the Rover as the drive pulley had broken in half.
So close to the finish. Greg had done well and I believe Neil Bromilow was very
pleased that it made it that far. Well done Greg. Later, we drove back into town
for happy hour. We were still meeting other entrants. Like dad kept saying, we
really don’t know who is on the road each day and who is still going. With a start
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at your leisure
we would all
start from different accommodation at
different
times, and
even on the official start
days, some of
the slower vehicles would
leave earlier.

Bernard
properly dressed
At last !
Apologies
Bernard
Somebody
misappropriated
His shirts

"It's a great privilege to be riding with my father, Colin Sargent, and
have my mother, Merralyn as our back up and support. It is also great
to be riding with my cousin Daniel Sargent on his Triumph, along with
uncle Ian and aunty Jenny and special family friends Greg and Deidre
Coone. Greg is lucky enough to be riding Neil Bromilow's Rover.
Dad and I have ridden our veteran and vintage motorcycles
extensively around Australia and the south island of New Zealand.
Along with entrant David Flentje, we have ridden our veteran bikes
Sydney to Melbourne and on another occasion Adelaide to Melbourne.
We are enjoying our across Australia expedition immensely as dad and
I have ridden each day and the fleeting conversations we have with
various entrants, who we don't see for hours on end, makes the ride
most worth while.
It's a credit to Bob Lamond for having the vision to organise the
event and I really enjoy seeing the many and varied entrants and their
drivers/riders/occupants. It is also a great treat for me to sit down and
talk to the descendants of Sid Ferguson and Francis Birtles, who know
their family history very well.
What a great event to be part of. Catrina Sargent."
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Every entrant enjoyed a few laps of
Mount Panorama Racing Circuit.

David’s 1912 Maxwell feeling its oats !
Type to enter text
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My mate Graham Donges reckons he set a new lap record ! ?
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Cop the grin
on Katrin
Bohner’s
face - she r
e a l l y e njoyed the Circuit
Katrin on
lap
99 ?
who
is
counting.

Neil Martin’s Renault at the end of Conrod - top speed ?
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Camp fire - Andrew Lamond and Team 5
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Next morning Andrew preparing his 1918 Indian PowerPus for the day’s ride
Peter’s drinking on the job ! One leaking Brush fuel tank.
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Campfire light
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Bathurst to Penrith
149 Kms.
Day 19 Tuesday 3rd April 2012

My Brush is lined up for the Official Start by the Mayor -off to Panthers Club at
Penrith for the Final Happy Hour at the Chifley Terrace Bar and then the
Presentation Dinner.
The Happy Hours have been a great spot each day for entrants to meet and tell
their tales of a quiet drink.
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Great to have members of the Bathurst Prostate Cancer join us at the Start.

Ready set go !

PowerPlus x 2
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The INVINCIBLE Dodson

Nothing like a G & T at Mount Victoria after my Brush climbed the Mount.
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Shuan
&
Bob
resting
&
waiting
for
the
others
to reach
the Top
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As told by Catrina Our last days ride. As we have been getting closer to Sydney the traffic has become more aggressive and after today’s ride we definitely had no desire to ride
into Martin Place in Sydney’s CBD.
We had an official start at the beautiful old train station at 9am. Again many
NSW Vintage club members were present to look at the vehicles on this expedition. I cranked my bike into life and we were flagged off and headed for the hills,
well Blue Mountains actually. Locals and those familiar with the highway from
Bathurst to Sydney were instilling the fear of death into us as the road is very very
steep, single lane and fraught with roadwork’s. However, we had a route that took
us thru Lithgow and then we turned onto Hartley Valley road. It was a magic
narrow, winding road with a bit of gravel, and no traffic, that lead us thru the most
beautiful valley and countryside. After this very enjoyable road we eventually
turned onto the causeway to Great Western Highway A32, then onto the A32,
which became hectic with aggressive drivers amongst some serious roadwork’s
and many stop/slow lolly pop signs. With not very friendly controllers who
wouldn’t wave or smile, and would insist on stopping us halfway up each hill.
Finally the Mulga road sign, then we turned into Chifley at the Penrith Panthers.
With our time sheets signed we had done it, 4026km according to my speedo.
Then mum turned up, after getting lost! Asking mum where Daniel was, who by
now was on my Rover again as the Triumph struggled on the first hill out of
Bathurst, she said she hadn’t seen him and didn’t remember being asked to keep
an eye out for Daniel as Ian and Jenny were going to check out the Zig Zag
railway. The first time for the entire trip they weren’t behind Daniel and mum lost
him. Luckily Daniel was spotted and my Rover was loaded onto the Maxwell
support trailer after the crank pedal had broken off. Daniel enjoyed a ride to
Penrith in a Maxwell car.
With all of us now at Penrith we were talking to Ron Carey from Canada, and
he had the most magnificent vehicle a 1909 Great Western. Daniel had discovered
why it wasn’t running as well as it should, and with a quick ignition lead repair, we
were taken for a ride around the area, invading a local aged care community. It
really was an impressive automobile.
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Thirst quenchers for Team 5 and Katrin and Dieter
With bikes loaded into the van we headed back over the river to our caravan
park. We later returned to the Penrith Panthers for our final dinner. It was a bit
hard to hear the speeches but I know by the end of the night I walked away with a
trophy for the most consistent reliable V-twin motorcycle and David Flentje
received a trophy for the most consistent single cylinder motorcycle.
As told by Judy Stephens - For those who are counting, we had three repair
and replace stops in Lithgow plus our trailer within a couple of hours. The men
quietly worked away until the vehicles were ready to go, again go and then finally
really GO YES GO! Indeed our veteran vehicles are 100 years old and the roads
are 100 times better.Oh yes we were the very last entrants to arrive. So lots of
cheering and Red Brush needed her nanny nap. I have a special fondness for Red
Brush and Craig has invited me on occasions to motor with him, but certainly not
today. Like him I am learning to listen to the symphony of good motor and the
grinding squeak of bad motor. Even the style of exhaust fumes tells a caring
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owner how well his veteran is faring. Our Expedition Family all enjoyed dinner
and then our leader and man of vision Bob Lamond made presentations and gave
trophies and Certificates of Achievement.
Kal Birtles the nephew of Francis came to our dinner to share his memories
of Francis the great overlander. We have enjoyed the company of descendants of
Sid Ferguson and Frances Birtles traveling with us. They have flagged us off each
morning and welcomed us at the finish every day. Also we have met the other
Birtles family on the track near the Nullarbor. That was very special as we are
honouring our forgotten heroes Sid Ferguson, Francis Birtles and mascot Rex the
dog.
This was the place where many family members and close friends came to
greet their loved ones and prepare for the run tomorrow into Martin Place,
Sydney. We were just west of Sydney. The evening sky was city style.
The sounds of the night have changed and the feelings of "we are almost
there, Sydney is our Finish. There was nervousness in the air.
The FINISH and
final run
tomorrow.
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Party time
At
Penrith Panthers

The
Donges, Lamond and
Roberts
Clans
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The Sargent Clan

THE CADILLAC TEAM
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Penrith to Sydney GPO
59 Kms.
Day 20 Wednesday 4th April 2012

As told by Judy Stephens - To Martin Place, Sydney weather was fantastic vehicles
came the 59kms from Penrith to Martin Place via the spectacular Anzac Bridge
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that gives amazing views of Sydney city and Darling Harbour on approach.
What a wonderful sight – the ANZAC Bridge – Entrance to Sydney !
Mark at the wheel of the Sizaire as he drives the last few km to the
Finish at the GPO Martin Place Sydney – 4,200 memorable kms.

The five Brush Runabouts line up at Panthers Penrith for the Start.

The Drive/ride into Martin Place was truthfully a breeze - and the welcome there
was humungous - Firstly our gracious Governor who welcomed all the en- trants
and the huge crowd that ummed and awawd as they inspected all the mo- tors.

I was so sad that we couldn’t convince all our entrants that they could make it
safely to the GPO - I think Denis Tobler showed the bike riders how a mature rider
could do it easily and safely.
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The
eam
5
John
Stanley’s
1912
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Craig’s Brush at the Finish GPO Martin Place

Bob Lamond, Expedition Director, at the Finish, GPO Martin Place SydneyAB
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Just near Barangaroo our veteran vehicles stopped to take positions for the final
run into the city. Our police were on hand to assist us as we made our way. I was
first to Martin Place by train and walking to support the Veteran Car Club of NSW
with the prearranged parking positions to be marked. The men quickly took their
plan and converted our area to a parking lot in front of the GPO and over 15 metres from the Cenotaph. Thanks all for your support with our parking. Before we
had finished along came a man on a bike not one of our veterans and wanted me
to know he had come to welcome everybody. Everyones included so our Club
members found him a parking place. Next arrived the two German entrants on
t h e i r
bikes
ahead of
t h e
group. A
little
while
later to
plan our
lovely
ladies
m a d e
their regal
left
turn into
Martin Place from George Street and each took position. I felt so emotional as
each friend arrived, meaning both the driver and their vehicle. Some of the bike entrants did not ride to the city as the stopping and starting is not quick. At times
there is a short delay to getting mobile again at lights and give way situations.
Then in rode our oldest bike rider Denis Tobler, aged 75 on his 1909 Triumph
with pride and perfect completion. I was overcome with tears of pride.
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Les Girls of the Renault Team have a champers on their arrival at the GPO

Our Patron, The Governor of
NSW, Professor Marie Bashir,
AC, CVO, who welcomed the entrants to Sydney, makes a donation to one of our charities, The
McGrath
Foundation.

Our cherished vehicles do at
times take a break and where this
will occur is the leading question.
So Sydney city driving is another
challenge.The five Brush’s each
completed the full journey. With
pride and happiness the Lamond
family Bob and his sons Craig
and Andrew each finished. Only
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Dieter Eckel and Katrin Bohner – our two Entrants from Bavaria –
Outside the GPO Martin Place having successfully completed the 4,200km
ride “Across Australia” on his 1913 BSA & her 1907 JAP – Katrin’s
Daughter Isabella accompanied them and learnt a lot about our Country.

yesterday I was behind Craig as he in his red Brush struggled and struggled to
keep the wheels rolling.For three hours, the lunch crowds of Sydney plus admiring family and friends mingled. Such pride but also feelings of I want to continue.
Wishing, No, not over yet. This trip has been amazing far more than I could in my
wildest dreams have imagined.We were all very happy and proud to meet with our
Patron and loved Governor of NSW, Professor Marie Bashir AC, CVO who was
vitally interested in us, our vehicles and journey.As each lady left I felt a little sadder. Never before have so many veterans been gathered together after a 4,200 run
over the Nulla. One learns to listen to the song of a happy singing or a cranky clatter of engine. These vehicles are loved and a valued part of many families. Now
every vehicle and every person who made this crossing has made history - Congratulations.
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Our Volunteer Officials celebrate at Martin Place Sydney -Well done and
THANKS
The Governor greets Billi and Ron Cary, our Canadian entrants.
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Irma Le Brocque, daughter of Sid Ferguson, welcomed the entrants at the
Finish and her thoughts turned back to memories of her famous father.
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Her Excellency chattered with all the children and admired “Sid” the
Darraqs Mascot who spent the entire journey in his bunk on the Darraq
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Heading for home - the Holmes and the Ferguson Brush Runabouts
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All in all a great expedition. I think we made the right choice of motorcycles,
which served us well. Apart from dad fouling a set of plugs getting out of Perth,
we never changed plugs, valves still look like new, and we didn’t need to adjust
the tappets, just checked them each night and we averaged 100mls of oil per
100km. We were especially pleased with the JAP, considering it was fitted with
the 1000cc engine only a week before leaving. Dad didn’t need to do a lot of
maintenance, it was just the belting that let him down in the wet and some joiners
letting go. Thanks must go to mum for being there all the way. I think she was initially apprehensive about the trip, but in the end thoroughly enjoyed the experience and made sure the spot me device was pressed every night and not left on the
roof again. It was a great privilege to ride with dad, my cousin Daniel Greg
Coone with mum, Aunty Jenny and Deidre Coone as back up. It is a credit to
Bob Lamond for having the vision to organise the event, thanks Bob, a mammoth
task.
Would we do it again? Sure, if such a trip was planned again. There are plans
for an Adelaide to Darwin expedition in August 2014!
Catrina Sargent
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Entrants presented the START/FINISH Flag signed by all the crews to
Expedition Director Bob Lamond with a
“Thanks Bob for a Great Expedition”
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I do hope you have enjoyed the Story and pictures of the First
Motor Crossing of Australia and the Centenary Expedition 2012
honouring our unsung Heroes:

Sid Ferguson - Driver

Frank Birtles - Guide

Rex - Mascot

and the

1912 Model F Brush Runabout

Bob Lamond - Author and Brush Historian
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